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CHAPTER 1: PROFILE OF THE STUDY AREA
1.1. DIFFERENTIATION – KEY/MAIN CHARACTERISTICS - LOCATING THE STUDY AREA
The region of Blagoevgrad is located in the Southwest of Bulgaria with an overall space of 6,
449 sq. km., which equals 5,8% of the total territory of the country (Fig. 1). It borders the
regions of Kyustendil, Sofia, Pazardzhik and Smolyan, and also reaches the country borders
of Greece in the South and FYROM in the West. It spreads over the valleys of the Struma and
Mesta rivers, the mountain of Pirin and parts of the Rila, Rhodope, Slavyanka, Belasitsa,
Ograzhden, Maleshevska and Vlahina mountains.

Fig. 1

Across the territory of the region there goes an E-79 highway, an international Sofia – Kulata
– Athens railway and a part of the Septemvri – Dobrinishte narrow-gauge railway. Four
cross-border control posts are places in the region: Stanke Lisichkovo and Zlatarevo – on the
Macedonian border, Kulata and Ilinden – on the Greek border. Through the area also passes
one of the ten international transport corridors ITC №4.
Administratively, the region consists of 14 municipalities – Bansko, Belitsa, Blagoevgrad,
Gotse Delchev, Garmen, Kresna, Petrich, Razlog, Sandanski, Satovcha, Simitli, Strumyani,
Hadzhidimovo and Yakoruda (Fig. 2). They are situated unevenly: the towns and the bigger
villages are clustered along the valleys of the Struma and Mesta rivers on the main elements
of the road infrastructure. All the municipalities of the region are of rural type, except for the
one of Blagoevgrad.
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Fig. 2

1.1.1.
Bansko municipality
The territory of Bansko municipality is 462 sq. km. There are 8 villages in the municipality
with a total population of 12 556 citizens /31.12.2010/. The municipality includes the
following villages: Gostun, Dobrinishte, Kremen, Mesta, Obidim, Osenovo, Filipovo. The town
of Bansko is an administrative, economic and cultural center of the municipality. It is located
at 925 m altitude, in the Southwest part of the Razlog’s hollow, at the hillside of Northern
Pirin. It stands 150 km from Sofia and Plovdiv and 60 km from Blagoevgrad.

1.1.2.
Belitsa municipality
Belitsa municipality is one of the small municipalities in Southwest Bulgaria, with a territory
of 382 sq. km. and population of 9, 493 people. It covers areas of Velishko-Videnishki part of
the Western Rhodopes, the valley of river Mesta as well as southern branches of the Eastern
Rila mountain. It borders the municipalities of Yakoruda, Bansko, Razlog, Rila, Samokov and
Velingrad. The town of Belitsa is isolated in the Southern slopes of Rila mountain, whereas
the neighboring villages are situated picturesquely in the Rhodope mountains.

1.1.3.
Blagoevgrad municipality
The municipality of Blagoevgrad is biggest in population and third in territory in the whole
region of Blagoevgrad (with a total area of 621 sq. km. ; 325 870 citizens). It is set in the
Southwest of Bulagaria, in the most related western part of the Rilo-Rhodopes massif and it
is compounded of 26 villages. The municipality center Blagoevgrad (192 374 citizens) is
located in the valley of Struma river at 360 m altitude, just nearby the Southwestern slopes
of Rila mountain, on the E-79 highway, being 100 km away from Sofia. The town stands 20
km away from the Macedonian borderline, 100 km from the Greek border and 250 km away
from the Thessaloniki border.
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1.1.4.
Gotse Delchev municipality
The municipality of Gotse Delchev is located in Southwestern Bulagria, along the Mesta
riverside. It includes the town of Gotse Delchev and 10 more villages. The total territory is
315, 8 sq. km. The population is estimated at 31, 453. The town of Gotse Delchev is an
administrative, economic and a cultural center of the municipality (until 1950 It was
Nevrokop). The town is placed in the Northwestern part of the hollow, in the Southeastern
hillside of Pirin Mountain. It is 103 km in the Southeast of Blagoevgrad and 203 km away
form the capital Sofia. The nearest sea harbor is in Kavala (Greece) and it is 95 km away. The
connection between Gotse Dlechev municipality and the neighboring Greek municipalities is
realized through Ilidned - Eksohi cross-border control post. Gotse Delchev town is a center of
the Nevrokop diocese and the Regional mufti.

1.1.5.
Garmen municipality
Garmen municipality (14, 468 people) is set in Southwestern Bulgaria, in the outskirts of the
Western Rhodopes. It takes in parts of the Mesta river valley and the western slopes of the
Dabrashi part of the mountain. The village of Garmen is an administrative, economic and
cultural center of the municipality, which includes 15 more villages. It is situated 7 km in the
Northeast of Gotse Delchev town, at about 550 m altitude. It stands at 210 km in the
Southeast of Sofia.

1.1.6.
Kresna municipality
Kresna municipality is one of the small municipalities in Southwestern Bulgaria, with a
territory of 341 sq. km and population of 5, 487. It covers a part of the valley of Struma river
and Kresna gorge as well as parts of the Western parts of Northern Pirin and Northeastern
slopes of Maleshevska mountain. The town of Kresna (3,428 people) is an administrative,
economic and cultural center of the municipality. It is located 42 km south of Blagoevgrad
and 23 km northwest of Sandanski. Across the town there goes an international E-79
highway and a railway of Sofia – Kulata – Athens.

1.1.7.
Petrich municipality
The municipality of Petrich (650, 13 sq. km; 55, 408 people) is placed in Southwestern
Bulagria. It subsumes Petrich structural basin (hollow), the bigger parts (those in Bulgaria) of
Ograzhden and Belasitsa mountains and the Southwestern parts of Southern Pirin. Parts of
its borderlines cover the country borders of Republic of Bulgaria with Republic of Greece and
FYROM, while the other borders separate it from Sandanski and Strumyani Municipalities.
The municipality is comprised of 57 villages – the town of Petrich and 56 villages. Petrich
town (29, 836 people) is the administrative, economic and cultural center of the
municipality. It is located 79 km southwest of Blagoevgrad, in the southern part of the
hollow, in the northern hillside of Belasitsa.
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1.1.8.
Razlog municipality
Razlog Municipality (440, 314 sq. km; 21, 233 people) is situated in the hollow of the same
name in Southwestern Bulgaria, in the middle of Pirin, Rila and Rhodope mountains. It
includes 8 villages: Razlog town and 7 villages. Across the municipality there goes a secondclass road Simitli – Razlog – Sadovo. On the one hand it connects the region to the
international road E-79, on the other hand it provides a shorter way to Greece through the
new cross-border control post Ilinden – Ekzohi. The municipality attaches Velingrad through
a second-class road, and then Trakia highway. The town of Razlog (12, 472 people) is an
administrative, economic and cultural center of the municipality.

1.1.9.
Sandanski municipality
The municipality of Sandanski (998, 4 sq. km; 41, 167 people) is the biggest in Blagoevgrad
Region (by territory). It involves 54 places – the towns of Sandanski and Melnik and 52
villages. The municipality takes a considerable part of the broad Sandansko-Petrichka hollow
with the vivid valley of the Struma river. Located on equal distances from the economic and
transport centers Sofia and Thessaloniki (Greece) – 160 km, the municipality of Sandanski is
in the middle of intensive traffic. Across the territory of the municipality passes the
international E-79 highway and the international railroad Sofia – Kulata – Athens. Sandanski
town is an administrative, economic and cultural center of the municipality. It is located in
the southwestern slopes of the Pirin Mountain, on both sides of Sandanska Bistritsa river.

1.1.10.
Satovcha municipality
Satovcha Municipality (323 sq. km; 17, 009 people) holds parts of the river Mesta valley and
the southeastern part of the Dabrashki part of the Western Rhodopes. It includes the
municipality center Satovcha village and 13 more villages. Through the Satovcha hollow
passes a highway from Gotse Delchev to Dospat, Smolyan and Plovdiv. Satovcha village is an
administrative, economic and cultural center of the municipality, which is located in the
Satovcha hollow, at about 950 m altitude. It is 28 km in the northeastern of Gotse Delchev
town, on the Gotse Delchev – Dospat road.

1.1.11.
Simitli municipality
The Municipality of Simitli (529 sq. km; 14, 712 people) is placed in the Simitli hallow on the
middle stream of Struma river, in the slopes of four mountains – Rila, Pirin, Vlahina and
Maleshevska. The municipality includes the administrative center - Simitli town and 17
villages. The municipality center Simitli town is standing on a crossroad – the international E79 road and the significant way to Bansko and Gotse Delchev. Here also pass valuable for our
country and for the EU roads to Greece and FYROM.
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1.1.12.
Strumyani municipality
Strumyani Municipality (366 sq. km; 5, 787 people) includes parts of the riverbank of middle
Struma, the western slopes of Pirin and the eastern slopes of Maleshevska mountain. It
involves 21 places. The village of Strumyani is an administrative, economic and cultural
center of the Municipality. It is situated in the northern part of the Sandanski hollow on the
left riverside of the Struma river. It is at 12 km in the northwest of Sandanski, along the
international road E-79. The projected Struma highway, which is a part of Euro Line №4,
crosses the municipality as well. In the village of Strumyani there is a railway station of the
international railroad Vidin – Sofia – Kulata – Thessaloniki – Athens.

1.1.13.
Hadzhidimovo municipality
Hadzhidimovo Municipality is placed in Southwestern Bulgaria. The territory of the
municipality includes the most southern part of the Eastern slopes of the Pirin mountain, a
part of Slavyanka mountain, a small part of the southwestern slopes of Dabrashki ridge of
the Western Rhodopes, a part of the Gotse Delchev hollow and the valley of Mesta river. The
Municipality of Hadzhidimovo covers an area of 327, 8 sq. km. Its population is estimated at
9, 978 people. It comprises of 15 places – 1 town (Hadzhidimovo) and 14 villages. The center
of the municipality – Hadzhidimovo town, stands at 115 km from the regional center –
Blagoevgrad, at 212 km away from the capital – Sofia, at 161 km from Pazardzhik (across
Yakoruda and Yundola), at 199 km from Plovdiv and at 17 km from the country border of
Republic of Greece (cross-border control post Ilinden).

1.1.14.
Yakoruda municipality
The Municipality of Yakoruda (340 sq. km; 10, 307 people) is located in the most
northeastern part of the Blagoevgrad Region. It holds the Southern branches of Eastern Rila,
areas of Velishko-Videnishki part of the Western Rhodopes and the valley of river Mesta. It
comprises of Yakoruda town and 7 villages. Yakoruda town (6, 300 people) is an
administrative, economic and cultural center of the municipality. The town is situated in the
Southern slopes of Rila (890 m altitude), on both riversides of Mesta, which here is also a
natural border between Rila and Rhodopes, and is in the hillside of the Rhodope’s masiff
Buntishka. It is situated 79 km east of Blagoevgrad, 28 km north of Razlog and 40 km from
Velingrad.
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1.2. SOCIOECONOMIC AND DEMOGRAPHIC CHANGES
1.2.1 Economic changes
The economy of Blagoevgrad Region includes almost all branches of National economy. The
factors, defining various economic industries, which have developed on the territory, are
numerous.
Mining / digging coal (brown and lignite) and gaining construction materials is of great
economic importance for the region. The geography of the region which is mainly
mountainous and hilly creates a decent resource base. Abounding and diverse forest massifs
provide wood for the wood industry, respectively for the pulp and paper industry.
Cultivating the land in addition to soil and climate diversity result in agricultural production
which is a main resource for the food industry. Water abundance in the region also
motivates energy production and some industries too. The development of transport and
communication infrastructure is of great importance for the creation of optimum economic
conjuncture.
Industry represents a considerable part of the economic activities in the region. Its branches
make 49,7 % of the total realized production in Blagoevgrad Region. 30,5 % of all employed
people in the region are occupied in the industry.
Advantages (strong points) of the economical development of the region are determined
by:
Strong economic traditions and good present positions in the world economy
Economic diversity with a clearly defined tendency to multiple structures
which is a condition for certain economic instability in the state of market economy
Decentralized territorial structure building the economy framework of the
region, but with a strong polarization of the municipalities in the region
Good transport support as a condition for an economic development
especially after the opening of the cross-border checkpoint Ilinden.
Considerable potential for agriculture, regardless of the limited resources of
cultivated land
The existence of universities which increase the level of human resources and
science potential
Entrepreneur potential and efforts that lead to stability of economical growth,
the presence of entrepreneur infrastructures like business incubators, agencies of
regional development, trade chambers and so on.
At the same time economical development is described with major problems (weak
points) which are:
Lack of sustainable economical growth and presence of crisis events
Poor main infrastructure in a lot of municipalities
The regress of sector of services concerning the necessary quality and
diversity
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The process of deindustrialization which is with rates as the average ones for
the country
Priority development of micro and small business which can hardly offer the
necessary restructuring in competitive and dynamic productions. The lack and
destruction of micro and small business hold the risk of structure instability.
Deficiency of new elements in the structure of economical complex able to
give a strong impetus to the production, scientific and technological structures,
concerning new productions, business or technological incubators, business centers,
development of market infrastructure and more.
Low investment activity and attractiveness, especially for foreign investors in
low capital intensive and easily mobile enterprises that do not create prospects for
sustainability of the regional economy.
The absence of defined regional and local marketing strategies to encourage
investments and restructure of the economy
Regional development plans that do not exist or exist just formally do not
offer conditions for attracting and accomplishing reasonable investment projects in
the region.
The unwillingness of the regional and local authorities to support the process
of competitive and equal economical development.

What is typical for the 14 municipalities is the existence of economical polarization and
internal regional economical differences. The municipalities from the region have different:
level of development, specialization in the regional complex, adjustment to the transition
process, contribution to the national and regional economy. The difference between the
highest and the lowest value of the GDP index per a human are less than twice, according
the index of unemployment rate – about five times, according to the amount of tax incomes
per a citizen – more than ten times, according to the number of registered companies per
1000 people – almost three times.

1.2.2 Demographic changes
1.2.2.1 Population
In 1st of February 2011, the population of Bulgaria was 7 364 570 people which represents
about 1 % of the European population and 1, 5% of the total EU population. Bulgaria takes
16th place amongst the countries of the EU in terms of population and it is right after Austria
(8 404 thousand people) and before Denmark (5 561 thousand people). Compared to the
beginning of the XX century the population of Bulgaria has increased with 3 620 287 people,
in other words almost twice. In the period between the two counts in 2001-2011 year, the
population of the country decreases with 564 331 ppl, with average annual speed of
reduction of 0,7%.
According to data of the official population count of Bulgaria from the 1st of February in
2011, the population of Blagoevgrad region is 323 552 people. This makes 4,4% of the
Bulgarian population. According to the number of the constant population the region of
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Blagoevgrad is sixth biggest in the country after Sofia – the capital, Plovdiv, Varna, Burgas
and Stara Zagora (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3

According to administrative and territorial body of the country, in the very region are
included 14 municipalities, 96 town halls and 280 villages. About 1/5 (77441) of the
population is concentrated in the region of Blagoevgrad. The average intensity of the
population in the region is 104,9 ppl/km2. The allocation of population in towns and villages
is as follows:
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Municipalities
Bansko

Population
13125

in towns
11855

in villages
1270

9927

3362

6565

Blagoevgrad

77441

70881

6560

Gotse Delchev

31236

19219

12017

Garmen

14981

Kresna

5441

3470

1971

Petrich

54006

28902

25104

Razlog

20598

11960

8638

Sandanski

40470

26472

13998

Satovcha

15444

Simitli

14283

Belitsa

Strumyani

14981

15444
6674

5778

7609
5778

Hadzhidimovo

10091

2730

7361

Yakoruda

10731

5792

4939

323552

191317

132235

Total for the region
Table 1
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Fig. 4
The bigger part of the population is in the towns of the region. In the towns live 191 317
people, or 59,1%, and in the villages – 132 235 people, or 40,9% of the population of the
region. In the regional center live 70881 of the urban population. On the territory of
Blagoevgrad region is located the smallest town in the country – the town of Melnik with
217 inhabitants.

In the period between the two counts (2001 – 2011) the population of the region decreases
with 17 621 people, or 5,2%. However, not all of the municipalities have a decreasing
population, which can be seen in table 2. For instance, the population of Bansko, Belitsa,
Blagoevgrad, Garmen, Kresna and Yakoruda municipalities has increased for the period of
2009 – 2011 year. Except for Blagoevgrad, these are small municipalities and the rising can
not make up for the population decrease in the big municipalities of Petrich, Sandanski,
Razlog, Gotse Delchev and Satovcha.
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2009

2010

2011

2011-2009

Bansko

12731

12556

13014

283

Belitsa

9541

9493

9911

370

Blagoevgrad

76605

76812

77169

564

Gotse Delchev

31656

31453

31050

-606

Garmen

14504

14468

14908

404

Kresna

5607

5487

5711

104

Petrich

55877

55408

53620

-2257

Razlog

21371

21233

20535

-836

Sandanski

41582

41167

40220

-1362

Satovcha

17152

17009

15290

-1862

Simitli

14887

14712

14242

-645

Strumyani

5903

5787

5693

-210

Hadzhidimovo

10119

9978

9990

-129

Yakoruda

10350

10307

10672

322

Table 2

Fig. 5
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Until 2005 year, city population in the region increases as it is typical that the population of
Petrich, Sandanski and Gotse Delchev grows, and the regional center Blagoevgrad remains of
the same population. After that the population in all towns of the region decreases, except
for Blagoevgrad.
From the middle of the 50’s rural population starts to decrease. In 2011, the fastest
decreasing rural population is from the municipalities of Strumyani, Sandanski and Kresna.
Slower, but constantly, decreases the rural population in the municipalities of Gotse Delchev
and Satovcha. The number of rural population remains the same in the villages of Belitsa,
Garmen and Yakoruda municipalities, and it is even noticed an increase of the inhabitants.

The concentration of the population in the region in the end of 2011 is shown on picture 6.
Each point equals 100 people.

Fig. 6
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1.2.2.2 Population by sex
According to country tendencies in the end of 2011 year, the population of Blagoevgrad
region is more equally situated between living in a town or a village.

The sex of those living in a town or a city is like the average for the country. The proportion
of women (living in towns of Blagoevgrad region) to men is 106,94 % compared to 106,95 %
for the same index for the country. The proportion of the women who live in the villages of
the region to men is 100,33 % compared to the average of the country which is 101,48 %
(Fig. 7).

Fig. 7
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Fig. 8
The share of men in the population structure by sex for the region is 48,97 % (157 707
people), and that of women – 51,03% (164 318 people). Changes in sex structure of the
population are connected to age structure changes. In most of the municipalities of the
region the share of women is bigger than that of men. The relative share of men is bigger
than the share of women in the municipalities of Garmen, Kresna, Simitli and Hadzhidimovo.
What is specific is that there are 1042 women for every 1000 men in the Blagoevgrad region,
whereas for the country this proportion is 1054 women – 1000 men.

Differences in the number and share of individuals of both sexes are related to different age
structures. Men are more than women in young age groups, as the age grows there rise the
number and share of women in total population, which is connected to the mortality in both
sexes. The ageing process of the population in the country is more clearly described, which is
also emphasized by its sex structure, i.e. the higher relative share of females. Changes that
happened in the age structure of Blagoevgrad region do not lead to intensity of the process
of demographic ageing, as it is noticed for the population of the country.
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1.2.2.3. Age structure of the population
Age structure of the population of the municipalities of Blagoevgrad Region is displayed in
table 3 according to data from the count in 2011.
Total
Total for the
country
Blagoevgrad
(region)
Bansko
Belitsa
Blagoevgrad
Gotse Delchev
Garmen
Kresna
Petrich
Razlog
Sandanski
Satovcha
Simitli

0-9

10-19

20-34

35-64

65-84

85+

7364570 659806 693051 1513840 3136476 1253918 107479
323552

30414

33705

69884

137855

48118

3576

13125
9927
77441
31236
14981
5441
54006
20598
40470
15444
14283

1085
1261
6548
3193
1960
400
5055
1918
3582
1602
1289

1289
1121
7580
3583
1963
472
5640
1919
3931
1900
1533

2623
2234
20220
6567
3498
906
10586
3973
7875
3344
2843

5807
3936
33025
13479
5696
2368
23270
9191
17809
6475
5989

2113
1283
9350
4049
1734
1215
8859
3330
6784
2013
2494

208
92
718
365
130
80
596
267
489
110
135

Table 3 http://statlib.nsi.bg:8181/FullT/FulltOpen/DN_21_3_2011_2013.pdf
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Fig. 9
It is obvious that the age structure of the population for the region is close to the average for
the country.

The type of age structure in Blagoevgrad region is stationary. The share of population at
working age is considerable (70,05 % of the total population). The share of generation under
the working age is 13,97 %, and that of old people – 15,98%. The only municipality with
relatively unsatisfactory age structure is Strumyani (with big share of old people – 30,55 % of
the municipality population is over the working age). Here is concentrated less than 2% of
the municipality’s population. In all of the rest municipalities the share of population in
working age is of high values, especially in Blagoevgrad, Gotse Delchev and Satovcha, where
it is over 70%.
The municipality of Blagoevgrad, like the capital Sofia, has the lowest share of older
population for the country (f. 10).
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Fig. 10. Relative part of the population at 65 years and more by regions at 1.02.2011,
NSI, Count 2011 year
The created age structure of the urban population is of progressive type. The share of people
at working age is high, mainly for the regional center – Blagoevgrad, where are concentrated
40% of the population in working age in the region.
Age structure of the population is of stationary type. This is one of the regions in the country
where the structure of rural population is relatively good. The share of old people is under
20% of the total population in the region, and in some of the municipalities this share is
under 15% (Blagoevgrad, Satovcha, Belitsa, Gotse Delchev, Garmen and Yakoruda).
Changes in age structure of the population in Blagoevgrad region are of great importance for
the character of its reproduction. In most of the municipalities the share of old people is
relatively small, while the share of maternity contingent is significant. The only municipalities
which seem to have a negative age structure are Strumyani and Kresna.

1.2.2.4 Population growth
Population growth in the region of Blagoevgrad is negative in the recent years (-2,1 ‰ –
2011 year). Yet, the negative values of this index are lower than the average value for the
country (-5,1 ‰ population growth – 2011) and Southwestern plan region (-4,3 ‰).

Analysis of population growth data of the population of Blagoevgrad region shows that
demographic reproduction happens in relatively better conditions compared to the
character of reproduction in the Southwestern plan region and the country as a whole.
Demographic processes and structures in the region are conditions for simple reproduction
while the population of the country reproduces in situation of low natural reproduction. The
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only municipality of all the municipalities of Blagoevgrad region which has a positive
population growth according to data from recent count is Belitsa (fig. 11).

Fig. 11

The regions with lowest coefficients of negative population growth are Sofia (capital) (-1,1
‰), Varna (-1,5 ‰) and Sliven (-2,0 ‰). The most significant population decrease as a result
of the high negative natural growth is in Vidin, Montana and Pernik regions, in which this
index is respectively -15,2, -12,3 and 11,3 ‰. The region of Blagoevgrad takes fourth place in
the country by natural growth with its coefficient of -2,1 ‰.
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Figure 12

1.2.2.5. Migration growth of population
The migration growth of population in Blagoevgrad region is negative in recent years, but it
happens with low intensity. “Neto” – migration of the population (a coefficient of internal
migration) was -3,1 ‰ in 2011 (-2,7 ‰ in 2000, -7,3 ‰ in 1999, -1,4 ‰ in 1997). The
absolute number of those who migrated in 2011 is 1016 people (table 4). The share of men
of this number is 49,6 % (504 people), and the share of women – 50,4 % (512 people).
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Settled
municipalities
Bulgaria

total

Emigrated

men

women

total

men

Mechanical growth
women

total

men

women

95368

46421

48947

100163

48479

51684

-4795

-2058

-2737

3022

1429

1593

4038

1933

2105

-1016

-504

-512

Bansko

99

50

49

138

66

72

-39

-16

-23

Belitsa

37

14

23

84

36

48

-47

-22

-25

1000

435

565

1311

636

675

-311

-201

-110

176

77

99

335

175

160

-159

-98

-61

Garmen

20

10

10

102

59

43

-82

-49

-33

Kresna

384

216

168

64

31

33

320

185

135

Petrich

320

145

175

601

265

336

-281

-120

-161

Razlog

208

94

114

216

102

114

-8

-8

0

Sandanski

423

213

210

531

249

282

-108

-36

-72

Satovcha

40

13

27

174

91

83

-134

-78

-56

179

97

82

187

90

97

-8

7

-15

Strumyani

75

37

38

113

59

54

-38

-22

-16

Hadzhidimovo

34

18

16

92

42

50

-58

-24

-34

Yakoruda

27

10

17

90

32

58

-63

-22

-41

Blagoevgrad

Blagoevgrad
Gotse Delchev

Simitli
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Due to the big number of those who emigrated from villages compared to those who
settled, a negative migration growth of rural population of the region occurred, which was
313 people in 2011 year. In recent years urban population also has negative migration
growth – for 2011 it was -461 people. Mostly young generation is involved in the process of
migration. It is dominant in almost all of the migration directions except for the direction
town – village, where the share of migrants of higher age groups is biggest, mainly remigrants. The main role for the formation of this negative migration growth in Blagoevgrad
region plays the movement of the population to the city of Sofia (table 5). Of all people who
left the region 61,29 % moved to Sofia.

Regions
Emigrated from the cities of
Burgas
Varna
Veliko Tarnovo
Vidin
Vratsa
Gabrovo
Dobrich
Kardzhali
Kyustendil
Lovech
Montana
Pazardzhik
Pernik
Pleven
Plovdiv
Razgrad
Ruse
Silistra
Sliven
Smolyan
Sofia
Sofia (capital)
Stara Zagora
Targovishte
Haskovo
Shumen
Yambol
Total

Blagoevgrad - 2011
Settled in the cities of
Settled in the villages of
the region
the region
17
4
12
4
10
8
16
25
3
6
14
1
6
70
29
5
1
13
2
21
4
35
8
12
5
38
8
11
8
6
10
3
13
6
29
4
272
113
18
4
2
8
1
6
2
4
4
687
214

Table 5
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Regions
Emigrated from the villages of
Burgas
Varna
Veliko Tarnovo
Vidin
Vratsa
Gabrovo
Dobrich
Kardzhali
Kyustendil
Lovech
Montana
Pazardzhik
Pernik
Pleven
Plovdiv
Razgrad
Ruse
Silistra
Sliven
Smolyan
Sofia
Sofia (capital)
Stara Zagora
Targovishte
Haskovo
Shumen
Yambol

Blagoevgrad - 2011
Settled in the cities of
Settled in the villages of
the region
the region
5
4
1
4
1
4

2

2
9
44
2
3
7
5
3
6
35

4

4
12
9
13
7
1
3
2
10
Total

191

4
3
3
3

5
4
1
3

1
38

Table 6

Regions
Settled in the cities of
Burgas
Varna
Veliko Tarnovo
Vidin
Vratsa
Gabrovo
Dobrich
Kardzhali

Blagoevgrad - 2011
Emigrated from the cities
Emigrated from the
in the region
villages in the region
30
33
21
8
18
4
6
3
12
8
8
4
2
1
4
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Kyustendil
Lovech
Montana
Pazardzhik
Pernik
Pleven
Plovdiv
Razgrad
Ruse
Silistra
Sliven
Smolyan
Sofia
Sofia (capital)
Stara Zagora
Targovishte
Haskovo
Shumen
Yambol

68
6
13
23
20
13
59
2
13
2
4
6
22
828
12

Total

13
6
1
1212

23
5
6
4
5
3
27

3
8
339
6
2
2
4
1
499

Table 7

Regions
Settled in the villages of
Burgas
Varna
Veliko Tarnovo
Vidin
Vratsa
Gabrovo
Dobrich
Kardzhali
Kyustendil
Lovech
Montana
Pazardzhik
Pernik
Pleven
Plovdiv
Razgrad
Ruse
Silistra
Sliven

Blagoevgrad - 2011
Emigrated from the cities
Emigrated from the
in the region
villages in the region
7
2
4
1
1
4
4
4
11
1
1
2
43
8
1
1
3
9
10
6
5
2
3
2
1
2
1
2
3
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Smolyan
Sofia
Sofia (capital)
Stara Zagora
Targovishte
Haskovo
Shumen
Yambol

1
11
7
5
1
5

Total
127
Table 8 http://statlib.nsi.bg:8181/FullT/FulltOpen/DN_21_3_2011_2013.pdf

3
2
4
3
2
4
1
66

According to the representative sociological survey that was held in the region of
Blagoevgrad, the main reasons for the migration of the population are: family reasons
(marriage, accompanying parents, children) – for approximately 50% of the migrants;
providing employment - for about 25% of the migrants; providing better living conditions –
for 22 % of the migrants.
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Settled
Reasons
Blagoevgrad

total

Emigrated

men

women

total

men

Mechanical growth
women

total

men

women

3 022

1 429

1 593

4 038

1 933

2 105

-1 016

-504

-512

Permanent job

136

58

78

199

84

115

-63

-26

-37

Temporary job

116

80

36

136

92

44

-20

-12

-8

Marriage

24

..

..

14

..

..

10

2

8

Education

254

81

173

704

342

362

-450

-261

-189

With (to) parents

477

242

235

513

267

246

-36

-25

-11

For taking care of

48

..

..

53

..

..

-5

1

-6

804

351

453

863

353

510

-59

-2

-57

1 163

596

567

1 556

777

779

-393

-181

-212

Other
Not shown

Table 9 http://statlib.nsi.bg:8181/FullT/FulltOpen/DN_21_3_2011_2013.pdf
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Better living conditions are one of the reasons for 23% of the migrations in towns, 17% - in
villages and 23% in the city capital. In the general structure of the reasons for territorial
movement of the population as more significant appear: providing better future for the
children, obtaining demanded education, providing higher income and more.

External migration is basically connected to emigration of the population. According to the
survey the main aim of the emigrants is to live and work in high standard conditions. 75% of
them believe that they will fulfill their expectations and goals in the places they go. The
upmost part of the emigrants, those who want to settle, head for Germany and about 20%
of them for the USA. Some of the preferred countries are Greece, Spain, Great Britain, Italy,
Canada, France and more.

When migration is connected mainly to employment activity the most preferred countries
are Germany, the USA, Greece, Spain and more. Men take a bigger part of the emigration
flow especially amongst labor emigrants. Some of the preferred fields of labor are: various
professions, agricultural activity, trades and hospitality industry. A part of the emigrants
intend to carry on with their education and to improve their qualification.

1.2.3 LOCAL MANUFACTURING SECTOR AND EMPLOYMENT
1.2.3.1. The European system of Urban Centers and the position of Blagoevgrad
European system of Urban Centers and the position of Blagoevgrad Regional Unit
In the ESPON projects the polycentric development is represented by a network of
Functional Urban Areas (FUA) in the European area. It is estimated that Bulgaria has the
following levels of Functional Urban Areas:
Only one Urban Area – a city of European importance – Sofia and it refers to
the final, fourth category of these metropolitan cores (MEGA).
Three areas – cities of international/national importance (Plovdiv, Varna and
Burgas)
27 areas – towns of regional/local importance (these are principally towns of
average size and regional centers, Blagoevgrad belongs here).
In this European classification of city-centers in the group of the cities Plovdiv, Varna and
Burgas, in its development Bulgaria is planning to include other big cities – Ruse, Stara
Zagora and Pleven, and later – Blagoevgrad, Veliko Tarnovo and Vidin. The number of 27
places of regional/local importance may be amplified in time with a relevant policy of urban
development, as 8 more towns get included, which will be important as organizing centers,
without being regional centers.
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In the common document for territorial development of the countries of Visegrad’s fourth,
Bulgaria and Romania, is reported the fact that the polycentric development creates the
necessary expectations for the reduction of the existing regional differences and providing
equal conditions for general economic and social development and for an optimal use of the
local potential. In the Common document the main development poles and axles for Bulgaria
are formed by:
The metropolitan zone of the capital Sofia (category 0)
 9 main development poles of international importance: Plovdiv, Burgas,
Varna, Stara Zagora, Pleven, Ruse, Vidin, Blagoevgrad, Veliko Tarnovo
(category 1);
 The main development axles (category 1) are formed according to
corridors of the Inter-European Transport Network TEN-T and another
transport infrastructure of European importance.
The secondary poles and axles of development are formed by:

10 secondary development centers of national importance: Vratsa,
Gabrovo, Silistra, Dobrich, Shumen, Sliven, Haskovo, Kardzhali, Smolyan,
Kyustendil (category 2);

Secondary development axles (category 2) on the base of another
transport infrastructure of European importance.
1.2.3.2. The Bulgarian system of Urban Centers and the position of Blagoevgrad
The concept for accomplishing a future territorial urban structure of Bulgaria, which is
foreseen in the National Strategy of Regional Development (NSRD) of the Republic of
Bulgaria for the period 2012 - 2022, has established the hierarchical system of city-centers of
five hierarchical levels:

First level – the capital (Sofia) – a center of European importance – on the
national territory
Second level – big cities – centers of national importance – on the territory of
the regions – 9 (6+3): Plovdiv, Varna, Burgas, Ruse, Pleven, Stara Zagora + Vidin,
Veliko Tarnovo, Blagoevgrad;
Third level – medium towns – centers of regional importance – on the
territory of the regions – 25 (17 municipalities + 8): Montana, Vratsa, Lovech,
Gabrovo, Targovishte, Razgrad, Silistra, Shumen, Dobrich, Sliven, Yambol,
Haskovo, Kardzhali, Smolyan, Pazardzhik, Kyustendil, Pernik + Svishtov, Gorna
Oryahovitsa, Asenovgrad, Dimitrovgrad, Kazanlak, Karlovo, Dupnitsa, Petrich;
Fourth level – medium towns – centers of regional importance – on the
territory of groups of municipalities – 95:
Northwestern region: Belogradchik, Berkovitsa, Lom, Biala Slatina, Kozlodui, Mezdra,
Oriahovo, Belene, Dolna Mitropolia, Knezha, Levski, Cherven Briag, Nikopol, Lukovit,
Teteven, Troyan;
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Northern central region: Dryanovo, Sevlievo, Tryavna, Elena, Lyaskovets, Pavlikeni, Biala,
Isperih, Kubrat, Dulovo, Tutrakan;
Northeastern region: Balchik, General Toshevo, Kavarna, Devnia, Provadia, Veliki Preslav,
Novi Pazar, Omurtag, Popovo;
Southeastern region: Aitos, Karnobat, Nessebar, Pomorie, Primorsko, Ruen, Sozopol,
Sredets, Tsarevo, Malko Tarnovo, Elhovo, Kotel, Nova Zagora, Tvarditsa, Galabovo, Radnevo,
Chirpan;
Southern central region: Parvomai, Rakovski, Sopot, Stamboliiski, Hisarya, Svilengrad,
Harmanli, Topolovgrad, Krumovgrad, Momchilgrad, Devin, Zlatograd, Rudozem, Chepelare,
Velingrad, Panagyurishte, Peshtera, Rakitovo, Septemvri;
Southwestern region: Svoge, Botevgrad, Elin Pelin, Etropole, Ihtiman, Kostinbrod, Pirdop,
Samokov, Zlatitsa, Kostenets, Pravets, Slivnitsa, Breznik, Radomir, Sapareva Bania, Bansko,
Razlog, Sandanski.

Fifth level – very small towns and villages, centers of municipalities –
133.
From the position of this conception the place of the towns of Blagoevgrad region in the
general hierarchical system of city-centers in Bulgaria is as listed:
The town of Blagoevgrad is included in Second level – big cities –
centers of national importance.
The town of Petrich goes to Third level – medium towns – centers of
regional importance.
The towns of Sandanski, Bansko and Razlog go to Third level – medium
towns – centers of regional importance.
The rest of the towns and villages from the region of Blagoevgrad are
included in Fifth level – very small towns and villages, centers of
municipalities.
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1.2.3.3. Blagoevgrad region
According to NUTS 2 the region of Blagoevgrad is included in the Southwestern Region. In
this region are also the regions of: Kyustendil, Pernik, Sofia-district and Sofia. There are 48
city centers on the territory of the region. 952 places are located on the territory of the
region as 48 of them are towns and 904 are villages. The level of urbanization (urban
population) is 83,1 % and this is the highest for the country. According to the number of
citizens the town of Blagoevgrad takes third place in the region, following Sofia and Pernik.
The Southwestern region is the most developed Bulgarian region from level 2 and it remains
with highest indexes when it comes to achieving the goals of the “Europe 2020” strategy.
Economically, the region is at high level compared to the other regions of second level in
Bulgaria (figure 13). The total amount of the GDP created in the region is 32 995 498
thousand BGN or 48,2 % of the total national GDP for 2009. The average amount of GDP per
capita for 2009 is 15 610 BGN with an average amount for the country of 9 007 BGN. The
Southwestern region is the one that contributes most for the BNS of the country – 48,29 %.
The region of Blagoevgrad hardly forms 9,39 % of the GDP of the Southwestern region. With
less than 500 millions euro of foreign investments for 2010, the region is in the second half
by this index among the regions in the country.

Fig. 13
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General axles of urban development of the Southwestern region appear to be the transport
directions of Dragoman – Sofia – Plovdiv and Sofia – Blagoevgrad – Kulata. Secondary axles
of development are the directions of Pernik – Kyustendil and Simitli – Razlog – Gotse Delchev
– Ilinden (figure 14).

Fig. 14

The Southwestern region is in second place of length of the road network in the country. The
territory of the region is not supplied with roads of high class evenly. The average intensity
of high class roads and highways is 0.036 km/ km² and is higher than the average of the
country (0.032 km/ km²). The regional road network of II and III class is not well developed,
with intensity of 0.125 km/ km², which together with the road network of SER is the lowest
of all regions. Its development and maintenance is of great importance for the mountain and
border regions of the country.

Particularly for the region of Blagoevgrad highways are not built yet. “Struma” highway is
under construction. The length of first class roads in the region is 87 km, second class roads –
153 km, and third class – 426 km. The developed railways in the region are 162 km (Fig. 15).
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Fig. 15
Despite of the presence of good conditions and prerequisites in almost all regions, there are
clearly defined disproportions in the tourism development on regional level (f. 16). The
differences between the regions are mainly due to distribution of natural renewable
materials (on the seaside and in the mountains). Big cities also contribute to this with a great
number of show places and hotels. 65% of the bed capacity of the country is located in the
seaside regions of Varna, Burgas and Dobrich, and when the Sofia (city) and Plovdiv are
added to this – 80 % of the tourist bed capacity and of the overnight stays, as well as 87 % of
income from accomodation.
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Fig. 16

The impressive natural richness, the abundance of mineral waters and the cultural and
historical wealth of Bulgaria are present in all regions, which have their own interregional
individuality and attractiveness.

Fig. 17

In the region of Blagoevgrad there are good conditions for the development of tourism in
terms of natural richness and infrastructure. Winter tourism is developed in the villages of
Northern Pirin – Bansko, Razlog, Dobrinishte; recreational and spa tourism - in Sandanski,
Ognyanovo, Marikostinovo; historical and cultural tourism in Blagoevgrad, Petrich, Melnik,
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Rozhen. Despite of the significant economic crisis, the number of nights spent in the region
increases constantly (fig. 17).

According to the National Strategy of Regional Development (NSRD) for the period 2012 –
2022, the employment of the population at working age of Southwestern region is predicted
to be biggest – 80 %, with average for the country 76 %, the share of university graduates
will be increased with about 50 % until 2020, with average for the country 36%, the decrease
of the number of people living below the poverty line with 20%, with average values of 16 %
for the country will also be significant. To achieve these goals, when estimating the
potentials for development and for diminishing the negative processes priority public
intervention is foreseen in the following fields:
Transport infrastructure – development of the European transport corridors № 4, № 8 and № 10, which define the region as a key transport center on the
Balkans. Development of the railroad and road transport as to make for the uneven
intensity of the region; utilization of Sofia international airport for active
development of tourism.
Natural and cultural heritage, tourism – raise of tourism interest and
development of tourism sector (cultural, mountain, balneology, spa, ecological,
sport, agrarian, hunting, congressional tourism), due to the unique potential of the
preserved and attractive nature with a great amount of preserved areas, abounding
bio-diversity and very rich natural and historical legacy.
Development of the cultural field – applying measures to affect the cultural
infrastructure – renewal of buildings and improvement of the energy efficiency of
theaters, cinemas, museums, operas, galleries, concert halls, libraries, education
centers, development of the education centers as centers for encouraging local
business and innovation practices.
Territorial development and cohesion – improvement of cross-border,
international and interregional contacts for development of common initiatives and
projects. Making use of the potential of the capital as most important administrative,
educational, cultural, medical and sport center of the country.
Development of university education and R & D, the programs for
placement of young skilled people – using the well developed social infrastructure
and the concentration of universities and research centers as an innovative potential
for regional economy – connecting science and university education with business.
RES – development of wind energy and possibilities for usage of water and
solar energy for the production of electricity.
Development of information and communication technology – introducing
access to the internet in public institutions, enterprises and households.
Preserving nature and management of waste – preserving of biological
diversity and protected areas, improvement of the quality of atmosphere and waters.
Solving the problem of lack of installations and recycling devices.
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According to the survey of the Institute of Market Economy “REGIONAL PROFILES:
Development indicators” the regions of Blagoevgrad, Burgas, Varna and Plovdiv are in a
good social economical condition. These four regions are characterized with a good
demographic state compared to the other regions in the country. Only Sofia (capital) has a
respective advantage. In two of the regions – Burgas and Blagoevgrad – the common
negative tendencies of demographic development valid for the whole country are not clearly
defined. The economical condition of these regions ranks them among the leaders. The
region of Varna is following Sofia (capital). But the dynamics of their economical
development is not so clearly defined. Only the region of Plovdiv is above the average for the
country (positive) development, whereas in the other three regions the tendencies are
negative and lower than the average of the country. In Varna region the number of
enterprises per 1000 people is with 37% lower than that of the country. In Plovdiv region the
income per a member of a household increases relatively fast – 6 times more intensively
than the same for the country. The development of nature in these three regions where
belongs Blagoevgrad, is rather negative. Two of the districts (Blagoevgrad and Plovdiv) take
the last places. Only Yambol has more unfavorable environmental development. In the
region of Plovdiv the increase of collected household waste per capita of the served
population is biggest – 16% increase. For example, collected waste in the country decreases
with 0,1%. The dynamics of health development is also negative. Plovdiv district is on last
place according to this factor, and Burgas is also among the worst developing. The number
of people who visited medical centers for medical help for every 1000 people for the region
of Plovdiv grows fastest – 8 times, and for Burgas – 3 times more intensively compared to
the same for the country.

1.2.3.4. Models and financial indicators for the area of study
The region of Blagoevgrad takes third place of number of municipalities in Bulgaria. The
region reveals good development of conditions for business, the quality of education and the
demographic growth of population. Infrastructure and health are the fields, where the
region faces difficulties and does not manage to provide sufficient results. Overall the region
of Blagoevgrad stands out as a place that keeps a high level of employment, adapts to the
ever changing economic reality and provides the population with opportunities for normal
living standard (for Bulgaria). Even though population assessment for the quality of work of
public institutions is higher than the average for the country, more people (in comparison to
the other regions) state that they would move to another region. Assessments of the region
on different indicators, gathered on the basis of a survey among population and businesses
by The Institute of Market Economy in 2012, are shown in figure 18.
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Figure 18
http://www.regionalprofiles.bg/var/docs/Editions/Regional_Profiles_2012_BG.pdf

p. 45

1.2.3.4.1. Economy
The assessment of Blagoevgrad region is highest for the indicators coefficient of
employment of people at the age 15 or more (the second highest after the capital) and
above the average levels of money given in operational programs of the EU to municipalities
of the region in the end of 2011 year per capita. Every other indicator from this category
receives a value lower than the average for the country.

The GDP per capita for the region in 2009 is 1/3 below the average for the country, as it was
closer in 2003 (82% of the average) and from then on the region starts to fall out in this
index. The coefficient of employment of people over 15 years increases for the period 2000
– 2008 year, when it reaches its highest values for the region and after that it decreases at
almost 65% in 2011. Despite that, the region of Blagoevgrad takes second place with this
index, which can be explained with the strong regional branches – tourism, apparel industry,
transport, manufacturing and more. The two big universities create constant employment.
The foreign investments per capita in the region are three times lower than the average for
the country for 2010. Respectively, the average income per household in 2010 is about 85%
lower than the average for the country and it is close to the values of Lovech and Montana
regions.
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1.2.3.4.2. Business environment
Relatively low local fees and taxes, fast and effective administrative service and the high
trust of business in institutions makes Blagoevgrad one of the best regions of the country to
do business. The region is one of the few, where the business rates the size of the local
market and the quality of local infrastructure as rather positive. About 60% of the
respondents are satisfied with the quality and quickness of the administrative service, and
more than the half of them point out that the access to credits and European resources
affects positively their business. The level of corruption is also considered very low –
between 60 and 75% of the respondents have a high opinion for the local administration,
courts, authorities and regional government structures (fig. 19). At the same time, according
to business, making improper payments in order to win contracts is a common practice in
the region.

Fig. 19

http://www.regionalprofiles.bg/var/docs/Editions/Regional_Profiles_2012_BG.pdf
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About 60% of the representatives of local business have used electronic services in the
previous twelve months, which is the highest value after the region of Sofia. About 93% of
them give a high rate to the quality of electronic services. Kresna and Belitsa are the only
municipalities in the region which still provide first generation electronic services (publishing
information on the Internet). Most comprehensive electronic services are provided by the
municipality of Strumyani. In three of the municipalities (Blagoevgrad, Strumyani and Razlog)
exists an “integrated desk” service. The amount of annual license tax for retail and the fee
for household waste remain higher than the average for the country. What is impressive is
the tax for retail in Blagoevgrad region, which is of values same as the resorts.

1.2.3.4.3. Infrastructure
Most of the indicators in this category show an unfavorable situation of the region. The
intensity of the road network is the lowest for all the regions and it is determined by the
alpine geography and the lack of resources for building more municipality roads. There is no
highway in the area. Everyone is waiting for the “Struma” highway to be completed soon,
which will boost the economy in the region. The lane from Blagoevgrad to Sandanski is going
to be built in the next program period of 2014 – 2020 year, which postpones the actions with
another two-three years.

More than 60% of the roads in the region are third class, about 23 % - second class, and 13 %
- first class. The geography is the reason for the extremely small intensity of the railway
network. In the region there are only 162 km of railways, of which more than 60 % are
electrified. Because of the specific geography the territory of the region is not evenly
supplied with railway transport and this requires effective complement and coordination
with automobile transport. The reconstructed and electrified railway of Sofia – Blagoevgrad
– Kulata provides high quality of service of the neighboring municipalities too. Railway
stations’ capacity is not full so this is good for attracting cargo.

Compared to the average for the country the region is relatively badly supplied with water –
merely 95,5 % in 2010 year, with average for the country 99 %. In contrast, water loss from
the network reach 53,9 % and this is below the average for the rest regions. The usage and
access to the Internet of the households is below the average for the country, even though it
grows in time.

1.2.3.4.4. Environment
After a gradual decline of harmful emissions into the atmosphere in 2006, an increase is
observed. However, they are below the average level for the country. The main reasons for
this are the mountainous terrain, a technological upgrade and closing some inefficient and
polluting industries. In 2010, on the territory of the region there are two active waste water
treatment plants, which serve about 26 % of the population and are highly insufficient. The
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project capacity of the active waste water treatment plants in the region is more than three
times lower than the average for the country. The projects that have already started in some
of the municipalities are expected to improve the situation in the near future. In 2012, six
new cleaning stations for waste waters and two for drinking water are under construction.
In 2010, 98 % of the population lives in places where collecting of waste is organized, as 6
depots are built. Gathered household waste per person is over the average levels for the
country and a tendency of gradual decrease over the years is observed.

1.2.3.4.5. Social environment
In 2009, only 2,2% of the residents of the area live in households with low intensity of
economic activity, which is the best result for the country for the year. Two times lower than
the average for the country is also the share of people living under the poverty line – only
10,2%. One of every three citizens of the Blagoevgrad region (35%) is in the group of people
living with material deficiency with average level for the country of about 45%. About half of
the citizens of the region are not satisfied with their life standard, but in comparison to the
average national assessment of life quality this share remains relatively high. The assessment
of the conditions and possibilities for work and getting education is also high.

Measured as a ratio between the number of registered crimes and population, crimes in the
region are also less than the average level for the country, although it rises with 25% in the
period 2008 – 2010. Despite of the favorable social and business environment, about 18% of
the respondents say that they would leave the region if they were able to. Except for the
national court system that traditionally can not be trusted, the citizens from the region do
not trust the regional and municipal administration and hospitals. About 1/4 of the people
who used medical care in the previous twelve months had to make illegal payments to
receive the care they need.
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1.2.3.4.6. Financial indicators
The main economic indicators of Blagoevgrad region are listed in table 10 and they show the
economic development and condition of the district.

Cost of acquisition
of fixed assets
1 (thousands BGN) 2)
Turnover
2 (thousands BGN) *
3

4

5

6

7

8

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

427 632

570 302

700 623

433 197

342 999

396 641

3 095 704 3 766 263 4 624 438 4 052 600 3 836 155 4 456 777

Production
(thousands BGN) * 2 345 869 2 913 912 3 680 416 3 097 531 2 863 954 3 280 979
Added value in
factor cost
(thousands BGN) *
566 605 750 144 914 255 851 740 821 121 928 330
Proportion of
enterprises with up
to 9 employees in
total number of
enterprises (%)
88.7
89.4
89.6
91.4
92.1
92.1
Proportion of
enterprises with
10-49 employees in
total number of
enterprises (%)
8.5
8
8.1
6.8
6.4
6.4
Proportion of
enterprises with
50-249 employees
in total number of
enterprises (%)
2.5
2.3
2.1
1.6
1.4
1.4
Proportion of
enterprises with
more than 250
employees in total
number of
enterprises (%)
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.2

Expenditure on R &
9 D (thousands BGN)
Number of
personnel engaged
10 in R & D
Таble 10

..

..

4 417

6 558

..

4 339

124

622

627

637

..

639
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The amount of money that business realizes in the region of Blagoevgrad shows a rate of
growth until 2008. As a result of the economic crisis in 2009, there appears a tendency of
decrease of the total realized capital for 2009 and 2010 (2009 – 4 052 600 thousand BGN,
2010 – 3 836 155 thousand BGN). There is a growth in 2011 – 4 456 777 thousand BGN. The
trends in the amount of production are similar – growth until 2008, decrease in 2009 and
2010, and again increase in 2011.

1.2.3.5. Industry structure of the economic activity
In recent years, agriculture in Blagoevgrad region has seen a constant decline – entire
traditional plant industries like tobacco and potatoes production start to decay. The industry
is a main source of income for rural population and for whole municipalities from the
eastern part of the region and its decline when there are no alternatives for income and
employment leads to the development of subsistence economy and causes an intensified
migration of population at working age.
Despite of the limited space of cultivated land, regional agriculture has its traditions which
can and are about to recover and develop in the new situation. The conditions for
development of agriculture in Blagoevrad region are determined by:
Favorable natural and climatic characteristics. According to the altitude, the
terrain and the location, the territories of the region form three climate areas:
continental, sub-Mediterranean and mountainous. Mediterranean influence is
particularly strong along the riversides of Struma and Mesta. The region is famous for
its considerable water flow of seasonal character, mountainous and hilly meadows
and pastures;
Considerable unemployed labor resource with certain traditions in agriculture
Located nearby Sofia and bordering Greece, as well as possibilities for
development of the international and national tourism in the region, which creates
good conditions for production realization.
Unfavorable changes concern the size and structure of various branches – agriculture and
livestock keeping. Specialization of the region in agricultural production in the country is
determined by the production of tobacco (20,1% of the total national production for 2004),
potatoes (9,5%), tomatoes (5,3%), peaches (16,1%), grape (8,3%).
Vegetable production is concentrated in early production. About 100 000 decares are
planted with vegetables. Best conditions for early production of tomatoes and peppers are
provided in the Sandanski-Petrich region. In recent years there is a growth in the number of
constructions built for plant growing in green houses. More than 10 000 decares of green
houses are built along the riverside of Struma, which changed agriculture of the region.
Potatoes take approximately 40% of the vegetables share. The best conditions for growing
potatoes and providing occupation for the population are in the regions of Yakoruda,
Bansko, Belitsa, Razlog. The traditions in livestock breeding influence the structure of
agriculture which is orientated mainly in the production of raw materials and feed. Feed
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crops take about 110 000 decares of the cultivated land and are an important factor for the
development of livestock breeding.
Orchards take about 65 000 decares. The main orchard species are peach, cherry, apple and
vine.
A factor that limits the successful development of crops is the lack of rain and especially
summer draughts, which are really continuous in the low parts of the region.
The region is heavily forested (52,6%, which is about 1,7 times higher than the average of
the country – 31,7%). According to the thickness of forests the district takes second place in
the country after the region of Smolyan (63,6%). Vast areas of first class forests provide
potentials for the development of recovering initiatives and tourism, wood industry,
additional benefits (mushrooms and herbs gathering, providing pastures and hay for the
cattle, firewood and more).

The enormous forest area of the region is a leading condition for the development of
livestock breeding and marks out this industry as extremely prospective for a number of
regions. Over the past five or six years the region managed to show a growth in the
production of some main animal products – cow milk, goat milk, honey, while the
production of sheep milk and wool decreased. The last is connected to livestock breeding
tendencies – a positive development of cattle breeding and a decline in sheep breeding.

Pig and poultry breeding were pushed off and these animals are now kept only in family
farms and private yards as this is a way of getting additional income for households.

The region is rich in surface and underground waters, which are also important for water
energy. There is a huge amount of warm and cold mineral springs in the entire district – 40%
of the mineral springs in the country. The presence of thermal mineral springs favors the
development of balneology and prophylaxis and green house production.

Well developed or with a potential to develop in Blagoevgrad region are:
Food industry
Tobacco processing and manufacturing of tobacco products
Apparel industry
Wood and furniture industry
Tourism.
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1.2.3.6. Employment structure
The economically active population of Blagoevgrad region is estimated at 150 100 people
(2011 year). The coefficient of economic activity (a comparative share of the economically
active people out of the total population) is 58,6% (over the average level for the country –
51,3%). Normally, during the last 15 years there is a constant increase of economically active
people in the towns and a decrease in the villages of the region. The share of men and
women from the economically active people is almost the same – 50,2% for men and 49,8%
for women. Age structure of the active people shows that relative share of groups from 45
to 54 years (30,38% of the actives people in this age group) and from 35 to 44 years (28,51%)
is the biggest. The relative share of the rest age groups in the structure of the active
population is: 25 – 34 years – 18,05% of the active people; 55 – 64 years – 16,26%; 15 – 24
years – 6,33%.

Changes in age structure of the population in the region have an impact on its economic
activity. The comparatively favorable age structure of the population is a condition to keep
the big share of people at working age in the structure of the population. There are no big
differences in the economic activity of the population in the municipalities of Blagoevgrad
region. The economic activity is lowest in the region of Yakoruda (44%) and highest – in the
region of Hadzhidimovo (51,6%). The coefficient of economic activity for the region of
Blagoevgrad is 47,6% (close to the average for the region and the country). The classification
of municipalities according to the number of active population shows that this index is
highest in Blagoevgrad region – 37 387 people (respectively the town of Blagoevgrad), where
are concentrated 22,7% of the total active population for the country. Among the
municipalities with more than 10 000 people active population there are – Petrich,
Sandanski, Gotse Delchev and Razlog with 46,5% of the total for the region active
population. The largest is the group of municipalities with active population from 2,8
thousand people to 8,8 thousand people (9 municipalities). It includes 2/3 of the
municipalities and thus holds 30,8% of the active regional population. It is important to say
that the municipalities of Kresna and Strumyani embody the smallest part of active
population concentrated in two or three villages of the municipalities.

1.2.3.6.1. Employment
The number of employed people in Blagoevgrad region, is constantly decreasing and in 2013
it is as follows:
In January 2013 – 90 484;
In February 2013 – 89 681;
In March 2013 – 88 787 people.
Employment coefficient is 27,44% in 2013 (below the average national levels). For
comparison, at the end of 2001 employed people in the region were 133 100 people, and
the coefficient of employment – 38,7%.
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The total number of employees in the country in April 2013 (according to Eurostat data
http://appsso.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/nui/ show.do?dataset=lfsi_emp_a&lang=en ) is 2 934
000. Employees between 15 and 64 years are 2 894 000 or 41,11%.

The salary in the region is one of the lowest for the Southwestern region. In June 2011 it was
532 BGN with average for the region – 852 BGN, and average for the country – 629 BGN. In
2013 these values remain the same (table 11) with an average salary for the first three
months of 541 BGN the growth of the average regional salary in the last two years is only 9
BGN.

Average monthly wage by regions
Regions
I quarter of 2013
1
Sofia (capital)
1076
2
Stara Zagora
780
3
Sofia
773
4
Vratsa
772
5
Varna
763
6
Burgas
696
7
Plovdiv
661
8
Gabrovo
648
9
Shumen
627
10
Ruse
611
11
Pazardzhik
611
12
Razgrad
602
13
Dobrich
596
14
Veliko Tarnovo
586
15
Targovishte
581
16
Kardzhali
580
17
Sliven
575
18
Pleven
569
19
Lovech
567
20
Montana
565
21
Yambol
561
22
Kyustendil
558
23
Pernik
555
24
Haskovo
552
25
Smolyan
547
26
Blagoevgrad
541
27
Silistra
535
28
Vidin
506
Table 11 Average monthly salary of employees of labor and service contracts by regions for
2013 (preliminary data).
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However, the decline of the average national salary for the first quarter of 2013 year (778
BGN) is bigger in absolute amounts and shows a decrease in the rate of salaries in the region
in contrast to the increase of inflation processes and poor economic condition in the
beginning of 2013 in Blagoevgrad region as a whole.

1.2.3.6.2. Registered unemployment
According to data from Regional Employment Service - Blagoevgrad, registered unemployed
people on the territory of the region in 31.05.2012 are 21 626 people. The unemployment
rate in May 2012 is 14,3%.
The structure of the registered unemployed people in May by occupation is as follows:
Labourers – 5 566 people;
Experts – 4 300 people;
With no specialty or profession – 11 760 of all registered people
The structure of the registered unemployed people in May according to education is:
University graduates – 1 873 people;
High school graduates – 9 518 are registered;
Out of them: special and professional high school graduates – 7 352 people;
Secondary school graduates – 6 144;
Primary school graduates – 4 091 people.
The structure of registered unemployed people from risk groups on the labor market in the
end of May: 10 689 - women, 612 - people with reduced working ability, 4 433 - people
under 29, 8 041 - people under 50 and 7 588 – the registered continuously unemployed
people of the total registered persons.

The registered unemployed people and the percentage of unemployed by municipalities are
shown in table 12. It is obvious that the territorial differentiation on municipality level is
considerable. The levels of unemployed are lowest in the big regional municipalities –
Blagoevgrad, Sandanski and Petrich, and the percentage of unemployed is biggest in the
municipalities of Belitsa and Yakoruda. What is interesting is that the share of university
graduates is quite big.
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Directorates of labor offices

Registered unemployed people; unemployment
rate (%) on 31.05.2012

Municipalities
Number

%

Blagoevgrad region

21 626

14,3 %

DLO - Blagoevgrad

4 165

9,4%

Blagoevgrad municipality

3 171

8,2%

Simitli municipality

994

18,0%

7 146

28,0%

Razlog municipality

1 410

14,3%

Bansko municipality

805

12,0%

Belitsa municipality

2 558

62,5%

Yakoruda municipality

2 373

48,6%

4 291

12,9%

Gotse Delchev municipality

1 590

10,2%

Satovcha municipality

874

13,6%

Garmen municipality

1 158

17,5%

Hadzhidimovo municipality

669

14,5%

3 133

13,4%

Sandanski municipality

2 216

11,6%

Kresna municipality

323

14,5%

Strumyani municipality

594

30,1%

2 891

11,6%

DLO - Razlog

DLO – Gotse Delchev

DLO – Sandanski

DLO Petrich – Petrich municipality
Таble 12
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In the end of 2012, unemployment rate in Blagoevgrad region decreases and the district
takes ninth place among the regions of the country with 10,5% (table 13). This level is lower
than the average national level, which was 12,4% in 2012 according to NSI data.

Total
Including from 15 to 64
Coefficient of
Coefficient of
Unemployed
Unemployed
Regions
unemployment unemployment - thousands
- thousands
%
%
1 Sofia
6.7
6.4
6.7
6.5
2 Stara Zagora
10.4
7.1
10.4
7.1
3 Sofia (capital)
49.4
7.3
49.0
7.3
4 Kardzhali
5.7
9.0
5.7
9.1
5 Vratsa
6.5
9.4
6.5
9.4
6 Gabrovo
5.1
9.6
5.1
9.7
7 Pernik
6.0
9.9
6.0
10.0
8 Pleven
10.9
10.3
10.9
10.4
9 Blagoevgrad
17.1
10.4
17.1
10.5
10 Plovdiv
35.1
11.2
35.1
11.4
11 Burgas
21.3
11.5
21.2
11.6
12 Ruse
13.5
12.9
13.5
13.0
13 Lovech
7.1
13.4
7.1
13.4
14 Veliko Tarnovo
15.3
13.8
15.2
13.9
15 Kyustendil
8.5
14.2
8.4
14.4
16 Montana
8.6
14.9
8.6
15.1
17 Yambol
9.4
14.9
9.3
15.4
18 Haskovo
15.6
14.9
15.6
15.0
19 Dobrich
13.6
15.4
13.6
15.6
20 Targovishte
8.0
15.6
8.0
15.7
21 Silistra
7.7
16.0
7.7
16.2
22 Varna
35.2
16.4
34.9
16.5
23 Vidin
6.7
17.4
6.7
17.5
24 Pazardzhik
21.7
18.3
21.7
18.5
25 Sliven
16.2
19.4
16.1
19.7
26 Razgrad
11.7
21.4
11.7
21.6
27 Smolyan
13.0
21.9
13.0
21.9
28 Shumen
24.5
26.6
24.4
26.8
Table 13 Unemployed people and coefficient of unemployment in 2012 according to NSI
data (http://www.nsi.bg/otrasal.php?otr=26&a1=735&a2=741&a3=744#cont )
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1.2.4. STRUCTURE OF EDUCATION, HEALTH CARE AND WELFARE

1.2.4.1 Structure of education
In recent years, there is tendency in growth of the educational level of Bulgarian population,
which results in increasing the share of high school and university graduates. However, this
tendency occurs in different ways in different regions. The share of university graduates is
biggest in the Southwestern region (27,7%) which is due to the capital city (f. 20).

Fig. 20
According to the level of education the region of Blagoevgrad takes fourth place in the
country – after Plovdiv, Varna and Burgas.
In the regional center – the city of Blagoevgrad, are located two universities of national and
international importance: Southwestern University “Neofit Rilski” and American University in
Bulgaria.
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S OUTHWESTERN U NIVERSITY

AUBG

The Southwestern University is the biggest educational, research and artistic and creativity
center in Southwestern Bulgaria. 18 thousand students study at the university. Students are
admitted in full-time and part-time training to gain Bachelor and Magister academic degrees
in some of the following disciplines: finance, business management, tourism, accounting and
control, marketing, business and financial control, law, public administration, international
relations, history, public relations, sociology, Bulgarian philology, Slavic philology, English
philology, Bulgarian folk choreography, drama theatre, music, visual arts, cultural studies, art
technique, industrial arts – fashion, philosophy, political studies, specific education – speech
therapy, teaching, physical education, physical therapy, primary school education with a
foreign language, mathematics, informatics, physics, chemistry, physics and mathematics,
physics and chemistry, engineering and technologies pedagogy, geography, ecology,
computer systems and technologies, electronics, communication equipment, textile
equipment and technology, machinery and equipment construction. The Southwestern
University has a well supplied library, a great sport center, dormitories, very well equipped
laboratories, training programs. All of this turns the SWU “Neofit Rilski” into an attractive
center for young people from Bulgaria and from the neighboring countries.
The American University in Bulgaria (AUBG) was established in 1991. A thousand students
from over 30 countries study in it nowadays. An evidence for the success of the university
are its 1 726 alumni who have already found occupation in prestigious companies, have
launched a business or have continued with their education in world universities. AUBG is
accredited in the USA (by the Association of Schools and Collages in New England) and in
Bulgaria (by the National Agency for Evaluation and Accreditation). Along with the Bulgarian
diploma every student receives a European diploma attachment which aims to ease further
education or applying for job in the countries from the EU. The education in AUBG is entirely
in English in “liberal arts” style, which prepares the students for the fast changing modern
life. “Liberal arts” education develops critical way of thinking, problems solving, proper time
organization and point of view expansion. This provides possibilities for choosing more than
one discipline after the second year. The students from AUBG are given the chance to work
and communicate directly with their lecturers, to express their opinion clearly, to put into
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practice some new creative approaches in the discussion and solve problems, and to live in a
multicultural environment in American type dormitories. To help the students pay their
education in AUBG, the university provides financial aid mainly on terms of academic
progress, in some of the following forms: subsidies for training, scholarships and part time
jobs.
Of great importance for the district is also the presence of two colleges: Economics and
Management College and Tourism College. The regional center Blagoevgrad is one the
leading academic towns in Bulgaria (f. 21).

Fig. 21

In 2011 – 2012 there are 68 kindergartens in the region with a capacity of 11 779 places. The
number of pedagogy staff working there is 1 005 people.
In 2011 – 2012, the number of functioning primary schools (I – IV grade) in the region is 115,
with 585 classes and 11 483 students. The number of teachers working there is 700. Actually,
the number of secondary schools (V – VII grade) is equal to primary schools number as the
classes here are 502 with 10 358 students studying in them. The number of teachers here is
879. It is interesting that in Petrich there are more secondary school classes from V to VII
grade (87) than Blagoevgrad (83).
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The municipality with the least number of secondary school classes is Strumyani – 7, in
which study 62 students. There are 289 classes in the region, in which study students from IX
to XII grade. The total number of students is 7 233, who are educated by 557 teachers. Some
of the schools are profiled high schools (mathematics, humanitarian, foreign language).
In 2011 – 2012 in the region there are 20 professional schools with 250 classes and 6 351
students. In merely 7 of the municipalities of Blagoevgrad region there are professional
schools as the school in Yakoruda has only one class with 23 students.
It is typical that technical and professional schools are built and are functioning only in
municipality centers. Mainstream schools are built in municipality centers and in some other
places as well. Primary schools are located only in the neighboring villages in 10 of the
municipalities. Specific schools are built in 7 municipalities, including students from the
entire district, i.e. their importance is supra-municipality. Generally, school network is well
situated territorially, except for the Razlog - Bansko region, which is “overcrowded” with
professional high schools.
The number of teachers and lecturers of the region is substantial, as is the professions
diversity. The results from Bulgarian Language and Literature (BLL) maturity test from 2008
and 2012 year are indicative. According to Ministry of Education, Youth and Science (MEYS)
data, the only districts that have a lower share of grades under 3,00 in 2012 compared to
2008, are the regions of Dobrich, Sofia, Targovishte and Blagoevgrad.

1.2.4.2. Structure of health care and welfare
In the end of 2011, in the health care system of Blagoevgrad region are built and are
functioning 12 centers for health assistance, including 6 multifunctional hospitals and 4
specialized hospitals for recovery. The total number of hospital beds in the region is 1450.
The number of beds in hospitals according to the type of the hospital is: in hospitals – 910; in
specialized hospitals – 420. 914 doctors work in the region, 261 dentists and 1 607 medical
experts of health care.
In the town of Blagoevgrad health service of the population is undertaken by the
Multifunctional Hospital for Active Treatment (718 beds), which hospital is important for the
region. There is an emergency center in it. A dialysis center is established. The dispensaries
(with stations) are important for the district (for pneumo-phtysiatric diseases, cancer, skin
and venereal diseases and for mental illness). The other four hospitals are located in Petrich,
Gotse Delchev, Razlog and Sandanski, as they serve the municipalities of the region where
there are no hospitals. The Gotse Delchev hospital serves the municipalities of Gotse
Delchev, Garmen, Satovcha and Hadzhidimovo; the Razlog hospital – Razlog, Bansko, Belitsa
and Yakoruda municipalities; the hospital in Sandanski – Sandanski, Kresna and Strumyani
municipalities; the hospital in Petrich – the population of Petrich municipality. Specialized
hospitals are of national importance. They are situated on the territory of Sandanski
municipality, respectively – the towns of Sandanski and Petrich (Marikostinovo village). Their
location is related to the specific natural and climate conditions and the resources of the
region. Regional health network includes three more health centers located in the regional
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center – Blagoevgrad (regional structures of RIPCPH, Inspection of Veterinary and Sanitary
Control and a Specialized Company for Disinfection and Pest Control).
In the beginning of 2012, according to the number of people which a doctor serves (352
people), the region of Blagoevgrad takes 21st place among the regions of Bulgaria (table 14
according to NSI). According to the very same index but for dental care the region is in 13 th
place (table 15 according to NSI).
People per
doctor
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

Regions
Pleven
Sofia (capital)
Varna
Plovdiv
Lovech
Stara Zagora
Sofia
Gabrovo
Vratsa
Kyustendil
Vidin
Montana
Ruse
Veliko Tarnovo
Pazardzhik
Shumen
Targovishte
Sliven
Haskovo
Yambol
Blagoevgrad
Dobrich
Smolyan
Burgas
Kardzhali
Pernik
Silistra
Razgrad

Table 14. According to NSI

to 31.12.2011
199
222
222
228
229
233
257
260
273
287
288
307
315
319
321
323
328
342
344
351
352
353
354
363
375
377
380
390

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

Regions
Plovdiv
Sofia (capital)
Pernik
Vidin
Smolyan
Varna
Gabrovo
Kyustendil
Pazardzhik
Stara Zagora
Lovech
Haskovo
Blagoevgrad
Ruse
Kardzhali
Yambol
Veliko Tarnovo
Sliven
Burgas
Dobrich
Pleven
Vratsa
Montana
Shumen
Silistra
Targovishte
Razgrad
Sofia

People per dentist
to 31.12.2011
699
817
857
921
987
1071
1134
1174
1190
1195
1214
1220
1234
1299
1299
1314
1370
1446
1514
1554
1598
1606
1678
1779
1794
1873
1902
1949

Table 15. According to NSI

Table 16 shows how the region is provided with experts in some of the basic medical
disciplines.
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Regions
Sofia (capital)
Plovdiv
Varna
Pazardzhik
Burgas
Stara Zagora
Sofia
Blagoevgrad
Lovech
Pernik
Veliko
Tarnovo
Pleven
Vratsa
Ruse
Haskovo
Gabrovo
Montana
Razgrad
Vidin
Shumen
Yambol
Sliven
Kyustendil
Dobrich
Silistra
Targovishte
Smolyan
Kardzhali
Table 16

Inter
nal
disea
ses
201
132
95
62
60
59
51
48
43
41
39
37
35
32
27
25
22
22
21
21
21
20
20
18
16
15
15
10

Regions
Sofia (capital)
Plovdiv
Varna
Pleven
Stara Zagora
Veliko
Tarnovo
Sofia
Burgas
Blagoevgrad
Sliven
Vratsa
Ruse
Pazardzhik
Haskovo
Yambol
Lovech
Dobrich
Gabrovo
Shumen
Kyustendil
Montana
Smolyan
Kardzhali
Vidin
Targovishte
Razgrad
Silistra
Pernik

Cardiol
ogists
304
110
93
70
49
34
34
29
27
24
22
22
22
21
20
17
17
16
16
15
13
13
12
10
7
6
6
3

Regions
Sofia (capital)
Plovdiv
Varna
Stara Zagora
Sofia
Burgas
Pleven
Pazardzhik
Blagoevgrad
Veliko
Tarnovo
Vratsa
Haskovo
Ruse
Shumen
Sliven
Kyustendil
Lovech
Dobrich
Targovishte
Yambol
Montana
Razgrad
Kardzhali
Smolyan
Gabrovo
Pernik
Vidin
Silistra

Surge
ons
309
158
86
72
60
58
54
49
44
43
40
37
35
29
25
25
24
24
22
21
18
18
18
18
15
15
14
10

Regions

Gyneco
logist

Sofia
(capital)
Plovdiv
Varna
Pleven
Stara Zagora
Sofia
Burgas
Pazardzhik
Blagoevgrad
Haskovo
Ruse
Veliko
Tarnovo
Vratsa
Shumen
Dobrich
Sliven
Kardzhali
Kyustendil
Lovech
Silistra
Yambol
Montana
Gabrovo
Razgrad
Vidin
Smolyan
Targovishte
Pernik

340
146
116
77
70
52
50
47
37
36
33
30
29
29
26
26
24
22
20
19
19
18
18
17
15
15
14
11

Medical centers are concentrated in merely some of the municipality centers and this is a
problem for the region. In a considerable part of the isolated villages people have no access
to medical care (fig. 22).
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Fig. 22
The level of medical service in the region is relatively high. According to information from
the Ministry of Health and according to the number of medical staff and beds in hospitals,
the region of Blagoevgrad is at pretty good level (fig. 23).

Fig. 23
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1.3. NATURAL - GEOGRAPHICAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL DATA
1.3.1. Climate
Depending on the altitude, topography and location, Blagoevgrad area fall into three climatic
regions: continental (north), transitory (south) and highland. Specific climatic conditions and
topography form the climatological diversity: in the north - an area with a continental
climate, in the south - transitional Mediterranean climate, and in the high mountains –
highland climate. Mediterranean climatic influence is expressed most strongly in the Struma
river valley and less in Gotse Delchev hollow along the the Mesta river. This creates
conditions for the cultivation of large numbers of thermophilic Mediterranean plant species,
unlike other areas of the country. The annual distribution of rainfall is typically
Mediterranean - with spring and autumn maximum in the valleys and low areas and with
winter maximum in the high regions (Fig. 24). Characteristic of the area are the summer
droughts that in the lower parts are continuous.
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Fig. 24 Average monthly rainfall
In terms of climatic zones the region falls within 6 climatic zones (regions) – Kyustendil Blagoevgrad climatic region, Rila - Osogovo low mountain climatic region, mountainous
climate region, Petrich - Sandanski climatic region, Maleshevo - Pirin low mountainous
region and southern mountainous region.
Kyustendil - Blagoevgrad climatic region covers the areas of the northern half of the Struma
valley, including Kyustendil, Blagoevgrad and Dupnitsa fields. The area consists mainly of
relatively flat terrain at an altitude of 400-600 m. The climate in the region is mainly driven
by its protection from the west, east and north. There are about 30 days total with
temperatures below 0 C during the winter. The average January temperature in the area is
around 1 C to –1 C (Fig. 25). The snow cover is significantly more volatile than in the Sofia
field. Winter rainfall is approximately in the range of 100 to 135 mm. Thermal conditions in
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summer are determined mainly by altitude and relatively little clouds. Summer rainfall is
about 120-160 mm. Mild winter conditions and the relatively small difference between the
maximum and minimum seasonal rainfall, which is about 5-8% of the annual amount,
determine the transient nature of the climate in this region.
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Fig. 25 Average monthly minimum temperature
Rila - Osogovo climatic region covers the mountainous areas over Kyustendil, Blagoevgrad
and Dupnitsa fields, and lower parts of the western slopes of Rila, the eastern slopes of
Osogovo and Vlahovska mountains and the southern part of the Konyavska mountain. The
average January temperature is from -1 to -2 C, but because of the predominance of slopes
the minimum temperatures are higher than those in neighbouring fields. Summer thermal
conditions are determined mainly by altitude, so summer is not hot. Average July
temperatures are from 18 C to 21 C. Although winter precipitation remains the smallest,
the difference between the wettest and the driest season does not exceed 5-6% of the
annual rainfall, which is indicative of the transitory nature of climate.
Mountainous climate region of the transitional continental subregion consists of different
parts with an altitude above 1000 m. in Rila (excluding the northern and southern slopes of
more than 2 000 m.), the Rhodopes (except the southwestern and southeastern slopes) and
Osogovo and Vlahina mountains. In the lower part, about 1,000 meters above sea level, the
average temperature in the coldest month of January is about 2-3 C below zero. In the
higher parts it drops to 6-8 C below zero. Again the sloped terrain prevents the formation of
very low minimum temperatures (Fig. 26). In the high parts only during four months of the
year, from June to September, the average monthly temperatures are above 0 C. The area
is characterized by snow cover. Seasonal rainfall is highly equal and the amplitude, as well as
in other areas of this subregion, remains within 5-6% of the annual amount.
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Fig. 26 Average monthly temperature
Petrich - Sandanski climatic region covers the Struma River valley south of Simitli. To the
east it is surrounded by the Pirin, to the west by Vlahina, Maleshevska and Ograzhden
Mountains. The Struma River valley has almost meridian direction, which is a major factor in
forming the weather conditions. Lower parts of the Sandanski - Petrich valley at an altitude
of 100-300 m stand as the warmest in the country. The average January temperatures are
above 2 С. Despite higher average monthly temperatures in winter, about 28% of the days
of the season are with negative temperatures. Sometimes the temperatures fall to -8 -9
С, and in extremely cold winters there are temperatures below 21 С (in Petrich the
absolute minimum is -27,5 С). Period with snow cover is about 50-70 days. In winter in
areas with well developed foehn wind there is a decrease in precipitation. This explains the
fact that in Sandanski winter is not the season of maximum rainfall, the average winter
rainfall here is 140 mm. In Petrich the maximum seasonal rainfall refers to the winter and it
is 210 mm average. This distribution of rainfall is one of the main indicators of the
Mediterranean nature of the climate. Summer is sunny, hot and dry. Average July
temperatures are around 25 C, the highest in the country (Fig. 27). When there are
sustainable anticyclones absolute maximum temperatures exceed 42 C. The annual
minimum rainfall is in August when the average monthly rainfall is 26,3 - 28,5 mm. And in
this season the valley of Strumeshnitsa has higher precipitation, but the difference is not as
significant as in the winter.
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Fig. 27 Average monthly maximum temperatures
Maleshevo - Pirin low mountainous region includes the slopes of the mountains
surrounding the Petrich - Sandanski area, height up to 1000 m. above sea level. The higher
altitude leads to greater openness of the area to wet and cold air masses. Winter here is
significantly better expressed than in the lower parts of the valley. The average January
temperature is about 0 C and at its highest parts it reaches around -1,5 C. Sometimes there
are minimum temperatures around -15 -18 С. Precipitation that falls in the area is about
200 mm. There is reason to believe that Pirin slopes receive more precipitation than the
western slopes of Vlahina, Maleshevska and Ograzhden mountains. Lower temperatures and
higher snowfall here determine thicker and lasting snow cover. Summers are moderately
warm but still dry. The average July temperature is above 18 C. During summer heatwaves,
temperatures can exceed 31-32 C. The number of days with a maximum temperature of
above 30 C is 15 to 45-50 depending on the altitude. Summer precipitation is in the range
100-150 mm. In this case you can clearly see the Mediterranean character of the climate.
Southern mountainous region of the area is the mountains in the area with an altitude
above 1 000 m. The slopes of Pirin, Maleshevska, Ograzhden, Belasitsa, Slavyanka with an
altitude of 1,000 m included in the pilot area refer to this climatic region. There is almost no
data about the climate in the area. We are forced to judge the specifics of this climate only
by the established principle for mountain conditions keeping in mind the general changes
due to southern location. On this basis it is assumed that the maximum of precipitation is in
the winter. Of particular interest in the eastern part of the region is the intense winter
precipitation. There on its lower limit fall rains, in larger volume than those in the same
altitude zone of the Balkan and Rila mountains. Climatic conditions in this area can be
considered almost identical to those in mountainous areas. It should be understood that at
the same altitude, with the same exposure, temperature conditions are similar. The analysis
of multiannual changes and climate fluctuations has established sustainable downward
trend in rainfall and increase in temperature within this area.
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Figure 28 shows the average annual wind rose in the Blagoevgrad region and surrounding
areas.
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Fig. 28 Average annual wind rose

1.3.2. Mountains and rivers
Blagoevgrad region includes Osogovo - Belasitsa mountain group and the Rila - Pirin
mountain group of the Macedonian - Rhodope massif.
Osogovo - Belasitsa mountain range from north to south includes the mountains: Osogovo
(peak Ruen, 2 252 m), Vlahina (peak Kadiytsa, 1 924 m), Malashevska (Ilyov peak 1 803 m),
Ograzhden (peak Bilska Chuka, 1 644 m) and Belasitsa (peak Radomir, 2 029 m). The
mountains are separated by relatively high saddles and form general orographic body. The
only exception is the secluded pyramidal horst of Belasitsa, separated from the north by
Ograzhden mountain, by the deep valley of the river Strumeshnitsa.
In the Struma graben valley there are sequentially alternating valley extensions and
structural basins, separated by cross thresholds, cut by ravines. From north to south there
are: Kocherinovo extension (370 m), Belopolski gorge (length about 4 km), Blagoevgrad
extension (350 m), Oranovski Gorge (8 km), Simitli - Krupnik extension (350 m), Kresna Gorge
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(25 km), Sandanski - Petrich valley (200 m), Rupel gorge (18 km, 3 km of which in Bulgarian
territory).
Rila-Pirin mountain group rises between the valleys of the Struma River (west) and the
valleys of the rivers Mesta and Yadenitsa (еast). Morphographically this mountain group
includes the highest mountains in the country - their average height is 1 300 m, only
highland area (more than 1 600 m) occupies 32% of the total area and the ridge parts rise at
1600 - 2 100 m above the foothills.
The two typical inner mountain valleys considered within the scope of the entire array,
Razlog (900 m) and Gotse Delchev (550 m) are formed in Sredna (middle) Mesta graben and
are connected by Momina ravine (length about 25 km).
Water resources of Blagoevgrad are formed by two major river arteries Struma and Mesta
and their numerous tributaries of karst springs in Pirin and Slavyanka and over 160 cirque
lakes in Pirin and Rila. In the area there are more than 230 hot and cold springs, their total
capacity is 40% of the flow of the mineral springs in the country. Located in almost every
area – Sandanski, Marikostinovo, “Rupite”, Kresna, Simitli, Blagoevgrad, Ognyanovo,
Dobrinishte, Razlog, "Catarino", Banya, Eleshnitsa, Yakorouda they have a wonderful
premise for building a network of modern medical and recreational complexes and
swimming facilities, development of tourism as a whole.
1.3.2.1
Pirin
The majestic Pirin Mountain is located in southwestern Bulgaria, between the valleys of the
Struma and Mesta. Pirin is one of the oldest mountains in Europe. The last strong uplifting
happened in the Ice Age. Of the former glaciation remained deep cirques, the endless
moraines, glacial valleys and the crystal blue eyes of Pirin – the lakes (Fig. 29). In the most
beautiful, majestic and visited by tourists portion of the Pirin Mountains, between the areas
Predel and Todorova Polyana is the National Park "Pirin". Within the park fall more than 50
marble and granite peaks above 2500 meters. Notable among them is Vihren - 2,914 meters
above sea level, the third highest on the Balkan Peninsula. From the rocky peaks to the
valleys, the mountain is furrowed by 35 large and small cirques, whose "beds" are home to
about 160 glacial lakes.

Fig. 29
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National park “Pirin”
The oldest national park in Bulgaria is located in the most beautiful, majestic and visited by
tourists part of the Pirin Mountains, between the areas Predel and Todorova Polyana.
Successor of the created in 1962 National Park "Vihren" /area 9736 ha/ the National Park
"Pirin" now has an area of 40,356 ha. Within the park fall more than 50 marble and granite
peaks above 2500 meters. Notable among them is Vihren - 2,914 meters above sea level, the
third highest on the Balkan Peninsula. From the rocky peaks to the valleys, the mountain is
furrowed by 35 large and small cirques, whose "beds" are home to about 160 glacial lakes.
Two reserves fall within the park area - biosphere reserve "Bayuvi Dupki - Dzhindzhiritsa"
/2873 ha area/ and reserve "Yulen" /3156,2 ha/.
Because of its unique natural complex since 1983 National Park “Pirin” is included in the
Convention concerning the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage. The
presence of the National Park "Pirin" in the UNESCO World Heritage Site confirms the
outstanding universal value of the natural object.

Fig. 30
There are 2091 species and subspecies of invertebrates (spiders, centipedes, insects, snails,
etc.) in the National Park "Pirin". This number includes 294 rare species, 216 endemic
species, 176 relict species and 15 species present in world and European lists of endangered
species.
Pirin is one of the most original mountains concerning the flora. It is characterized by
exceptional plant diversity and a high percentage of endemic component. This is due to
rather divergent conditions created by the combination of southern latitude and high
altitude. Furthermore, in the mountain, especially the National Park "Pirin", the conditions of
the terrain are very diverse and favor the existence of a large number of ecological niches
that serve as habitat for various plant species. Particularly important role in the distribution
of the plant species plays the reaction of the basic rock. Here can be seen both siliceous and
calcareous terrains. Lakes and streams also diversify the conditions, creating a humid habitat
for wetland species.
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A combination of different climatic conditions, topography and soils, have determined a
remarkable plant diversity on the territory of the National Park "Pirin". Forest ecosystems
play a major role as habitat for plant and animal species. The composition of forests in the
park includes 16 tree species, some of which are endemic, others are of particular
conservation concern, or represent some of the largest reserves of the tree species in
Europe or in Bulgaria. Woodland of the national park "Pirin" is 23,110 ha. The average age of
the forests in the National Park "Pirin" is 85 years, with the largest share of forests older
than 140 years.
Nature reserve "Tisata"
Located on both sides of the Struma River in the mountains Maleshevska [2/3] and Pirin
[1/3] with an area of 574.5 ha. Covers compact natural stands from protected tertiary relic juniper, also called tisa - domed evergreen tree with a height of 12 meters and a stalk
diameter of 40-50 cm; the richest deposit of juniper in Bulgaria and one of the most
important in Europe; forms communities of Mediterranean type, mainly involving vinca,
juniper and red thorn. Floristic composition of the reserve has over 450 species, 28 of which
are included in the Red Book of Bulgaria; over 100 species of nesting birds (the majority of
which are protected), 9 species of rare snakes; a variety of invertebrates such as butterflies
(156 species).

1.3.2.2
Belasitsa
Belasitsa is a frontier mountain of Osogovo - Belasitsa mountain group. To the north it is
limited by the valley of Strumeshnitsa and to south (in Greece) it reaches Doiran lake and
Serres field. To the west (in FYROM) it reaches Kosturinska saddle, and to the east Rupel
Gorge of the Struma River. It stretches from the west to east. The mountain ridge is narrow,
northern slopes are very steep. Belasitsa is a climatic and floristic boundary between the
Mediterranean and continental regions. Higher peaks are "Radomir" ("Kalabak" - 2029 m
asl), Kongura (1951 m asl), Lozen (1920 m asl), Tumba (1881 m asl). The total length of
Belasitsa Mountain is 60 km. About 30% of its area is in Bulgaria. Despite the good natural
characteristics the mountain is relatively unknown and its tourism potential is not used.
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Fig. 31
Within the territory of Belasitsa is the park "Belasitsa". It is the newest National Park in
Bulgaria. Created by Order № RD-925 of 28.12.2007 of the Minister of Environment and
Water. Park "Belasitsa" is located in the southwestern part of Bulgaria and covers the
northern slopes of Belasitsa Mountain (Fig. 31). The park is bordered to the west by FYROM
to the south - by Greece. Park "Belasitsa" covers the villages of Gabrene, Skrat, Klyuch,
Yavornitsa, Kamena, Samuilovo, Kolarovo, Belasitsa and city of Petrich, all located in Petrich
municipality, Blagoevgrad region. The total area of the park is 117 324,318 decares.

1.3.2.3
Slavyanka (Alibotush)
Slavyanka mountain lies on the border between Bulgaria and Greece. Until 1953 the name of
the mountain is Alibotush and before that (about 1920-1923) it was called Kitka mountain. In
Greece, the mountain is considered part of the Pirin and therefore the ancient name of Pirin
- Orbelos is used. Slavyanka is a frontier mountain, part of the Rila - Rhodope mountain
massif. It’s northern foothills are outlined by the valley of the Goleshevska river and
Burovitsa, northwestern slopes end in Sandanski valley. Its length is 36 km., width - about 12
km., average altitude - about 1100 meters, the area in Bulgaria - 96 sq. km. The main
mountain ridge is with a west-east direction. Outlined by the peaks Ovcharets, Gotsev peak,
Malak (small) Tsarev peak and St. Constantine. There are many steep valleys, several climate
zones. Snow in the high mountains stays 160-200 days.
The strongly expressed karst nature of the mountain is the reason for the very rapid
dehydration of the area. Due to the highly eroded terrain the river very often drags
sediments, hence its name. Therefore, at its confluence with Mesta it forms large alluvial
cone. Other major rivers that originate from Slavyanka are Petrovska river, Belyanov Dol,
Hambaritsa.
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Fig. 32
In the Bulgarian part of mountain Slavyanka are found more than 1700 vascular plants,
making it a unique place not only in the Balkans but also in Europe. Here is the reserve "Ali
botush", which in 1977 was included in the list of biosphere reserves under the program
"Man and Biosphere" as a site for the conservation of World Natural Heritage. Within the
reserve, stretching on over 1628 ha, is the largest and compact deposit of black fir in the
Balkans.
Due to its border location Slavyanka is a little known mountain and access to it in the past
was very limited. However, its nature is unspoiled and has great tourism potential. With its
karst structure Slavyanka attract cavers (there are more than 30 caves in the mountain).

Water resources of Blagoevgrad are formed by two major river arteries Struma and Mesta
and their numerous tributaries - Blagoevgradska Bistritsa, Lebnitsa, Demyanitsa, Pirinska
Bistritsa, Strumeshnitsa, Belishka river, Glazne, Kanina, Tufcha and many others, from karst
springs in Pirin and Slavyanka and over 160 cirque lakes in the Rila and Pirin.
1.3.2.4
Struma river
Struma river basin occupies the southwestern part of Bulgaria to the borders with Serbia,
FYROM and Greece. To the east it borders with the catchment areas of the rivers Iskar and
Mesta; to the north with the river basins of Erma, Nishava /Serbia/ and Iskar; to the west
with the River Vardar /FYROM/; to the south - the catchment area of the river Struma
reaches Aegean sea /Greece/. On bulgarian territory the catchment area is bounded by the
watersheds of the rivers Mesta, Iskar, Erma, Nishava, borders with Serbia, FYROM and
Greece (Fig. 33).
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Fig. 33
Struma is a cross-border river flowing into Aegean Sea on the Greek territory. Catchment
area of the river Struma on Bulgarian territory is 8 545 km2. The total catchment area of the
river Struma forming the flow on the border with Greece is 10,855 km2. The length of the
river from its source to the border is 290 km, ranking it fifth in length among Bulgarian rivers
after Iskar, Tundzha, Maritsa and Osam. The average altitude is 900 m. Catchment covers
1/10 of the country and is the second largest after the river Maritsa.
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Fig. 34
Struma River has 42 tributaries of first and second order. Larger ones are rivers Konska,
Dragovishtitsa, Bistritsa, Dzherman, Rila, Ilyina, Blagoevgradska Bistritsa and Sandanska
Bistritsa. According to information from the West Aegean region the following conclusions
on the status of surface water bodies in the valley of the Struma River can be drawn - in the
river basin of Struma there are 77 surface water bodies.
1.3.2.5
Mesta river
Catchment area of the Mesta river is part of the West Aegean region for basin water
management in Bulgaria. River basin on bulgarian territory is bounded to the south of the
state border with the Republic of Greece; to the west of the catchment area of the river
Struma; to the north of Iskar river basin and Maritza river basin; to the east of the Dospat
river basin. To the west the boundary of the basin runs along the mountain ridge of
Alibotush. Between the villages Gaytaninovo and Goleshevo it goes north, along the ridge of
Pirin Mountain and covers the eastern slopes of Pirin. On the west remain the watersheds of
the Struma tributaries: Pirinska Bistritsa, Sandanska Bistritsa, Vlahinska and Gradevska. After
the area "Predela" the watershed covers the southern slopes of the Rila Mountains and is
bordered by the watersheds of the rivers Blagoevgradska Bistritsa and Rila, and after
"Yundola" – to the east, watershed covers the left tributaries of Mesta which collect their
waters from the southern slopes of the Western Rhodope. Mesta is a cross-border river and
flows into the Aegean Sea in the Greek territory.
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Fig. 35
Catchment area of the river basin to the border with Greece is 2785 km. Length of Mesta is
126 km. Mesta river valley is the highest in the country with an average altitude - 1318 m.
Mesta river basin covers the southern slopes of the Rila, the eastern slopes of Pirin and
western slopes of the Western Rhodope (Fig. 35). The three mountains are connected
respectively by Predela Saddle (Rila and Pirin) and saddle Avramovi kolibi (Rila with the
Rhodopes). Valleys of the White and Black Mesta are steep (in places reaching 150 ‰) and
narrow. They connect northeast of Yakorouda. Then Mesta enters the eastern part of the
Razlog valley (850 m) located between the Rila, Pirin and Rhodopes. South of it Mesta River
cuts through the western slope of the ridge Dabrash where it forms the long narrow gorge
Momina Klisura. To the south Mesta enters in Gotse Delchev field (500-600 m). It takes
about 40-50 000 decares on the right bank of the river and about 15 000 decares on the left.
Western Rhodopes are cut by steep valleys - left tributaries of Mesta.
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The river accomodates the waters of about 25 larger tributaries of I and II order. Left
tributaries are Cherna Mesta, Babeshka, Zlataritsa, Matan Dere, Gradinishka, Kanina,
Satovcha Bistritsa, Dospatska and the right - Bela Mesta, Belishka, Iztok, Dobrinishka,
Bezboshka, Retizhe, Laki, Kamenitsa, Kostena, Breznishka (Tufcha), Nevrokopska and
Matnitsa. The tributaries originate from the highest mountains in Bulgaria - the Rila, Pirin
and Western Rhodopes. Catchment area of Mesta (2767.1 km2) covers 20% of the area of
the region. On them are formed 1131 million m3 of surface water in a year with medium
flow. This is 32.6% of the flow in this region. Nationally Mesta occupies 2.49% of the area
and forms 6.5% of the flow.

1.3.3. Atmospheric pollution
"Quality of atmospheric air" means the condition of outdoor air in the troposphere,
excluding the air in workplaces, defined by the composition and ratio of natural ingredients
and the added substances of natural or anthropogenic origin.
The analysis of air quality is based on data from the air monitoring station - Blagoevgrad.
Against agreed standards certain parameters are observed and their change over time is
examined. RIEW - Blagoevgrad controls (with emission measurement) 27 sites, with sources
of emissions of harmful substances into the air, in the region of Blagoevgrad.
In Blagoevgrad region, as in the whole country, there is a continuous downward trend in
annual concentrations of lead aerosols. Maximum annual concentrations of nitrogen
dioxide in the area are also under the limit.
In the area there are no registered significant constant outbreaks of air pollution from large
industrial sites. You can not predict, however, the risk of episodic, short "bursts" of pollution.
Due to the poor economic situation of the population and the massive use of fossil fuels in
the residential sector, coupled with unfavorable meteorological conditions for dispersion,
a dramatic increase of days with exceedances in January and November 2011, compared
with the same months of 2010 and 2009 has been seen. The number of days exceeding the
daily average standard for PM10 has increased by 45%
Analysis of the air in the Blagoevgrad region shows that:
levels of pollutants sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxides, benzene and ozone are well
below the statutory limits;
the trend to increase the levels of PM10 due to residential heating, transport,
unmaintained roads and related infrastructure continues;
there are no new industrial sites with harmful emissions that lead to modification
of conditions and requirements to ensure air quality.
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1.3.4. Noise pollution
Environmental noise caused by transportation, industrial and construction activities, is one
of the major environmental problems in urban areas. Noise levels for the majority of the
settlements is within 68 to 72 dB (A) at the legally required limits of 60 dB (A) – day. This is
due to the ever increasing number of vehicles. Furthermore, deficiencies in urban
development and transport and communication plans and unsustainable traffic organization
further aggravate the acoustic conditions in urban areas. Permitted limit of noise in
production and storage areas and zones is 70 dB (A).
RIEW, as a regional structure of the Ministry of Environment and Water, controls the
environmental noise. The annual report of the RIEW Blagoevgrad for 2011 on noise pollution
in the environment has the following data:
Blagoevgrad: In 2011, compared to 2010, there was no change in the acoustic
environment. Higher noise levels in the municipality of Blagoevgrad are observed
in areas related to construction and motor vehicle traffic. Existing industrial sites
in the municipality are located primarily in the industrial zone and are not
sources of excessive noise for residential areas. In 2011, there are no new
industrial facilities that emit noise above permissible;
Gotse Delchev: In 2011 there are no registered industrial sites, in the city and the
municipality, creating noise problems. In 2011, in the municipality of Gotse
Delchev, has not been performed control measurement of noise from industrial
sites. Main source of noise in the city is the traffic on the streets;
Petrich: In 2011, there are no new industrial facilities that emit noise above
permissible. Existing industrial sites in the municipality are located primarily in
the industrial zone and are not sources of excessive noise for residential areas.
Within the municipality there are two sites that have an obligation to conduct its
own monitoring of the noise sources with frequency 1 time every 2 years as
conditions of permits issued under the law of environmental protection.
1.4. INFRASTRUCTURE
The peripheral position of Blagoevgrad region gives it a strategic advantage for cross-border
cooperation with the neighboring countries - Greece and FYROM. Compensation of
peripherality and implementation of cross-border cooperation opportunities are highly
dependent on the integration of the region into the national territory and at the same time its opening to the neighboring countries. Materialization of these integration processes is
implemented mainly through the transport system.
1.4.1 Transport corridors
The territory of the region is served by one of the four Trans-European transport corridors
passing through our country - ITC № 4 - Vidin / Lom – Sofia – Blagoevgrad – Kulata Thessaloniki which conducts international traffic flows from the north /west/ to the south,
providing connection to the ITC № 8 through the national transport system.
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ITC № 4 is the shortest distance between a port on the Danube – Vidin / Lom and a White
Sea port, providing access of Greece to the European system of inland waterways, but also
an opportunity for access to the Baltic Sea (Fig. 36).

Fig. 36
Moreover, the direction is a competitor of the road transport corridor in the valley of the
Vardar river, connecting Belgrade to Thessaloniki, which prior to the events in Yugoslavia is
seen as a major corridor connecting Greece with the EU. ITC № 4 is formed from highway I-1
/E-79/ and V-th main railway line /CE-855/. Border-crossing is via Kulata border checkpoint
on bulgarian part and border checkpoint Promachon on the Greek side.
ITC № 4 plays its integrating role by shortening distances between municipalities in the
western part, situated on it, and at the same time indirectly serves the municipalities of the
eastern part of the area by facilitating their access to the hinterland.
1.4.2 Road network
On the territory of Blagoevgrad region the national road network is divided into classes as
follows:
• І class - 87,0 km or 2.8 % of the first class road network in the country
• ІІ class - 153,0 km or 4.0 % of the second class road network in the country
• ІІІ class - 426.0 km or 3.4 % of the third-class road network in the country
• Municipal road network – 1088.0 km or 5.9 % from the municipal road network in
the country.
Total - 1,754 km or 4.6% of the total road network in the country. The connection with
FYROM and Greece is carried out through the existing road network in the area (Fig. 37).
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Fig. 37
It is noteworthy that only 4.6% of the total road network in the country is in Blagoevgrad
region, given that the area of the region is 17.2% of the country. Of course, this is due to the
mountainous topography of the area, but compared to the average for the country it shows
a lag in the development of the national road network.
For the country as a whole, the length of the municipal road network is less than half of the
total, and for Blagoevgrad region it represents over 60% of the total length, while its density
is almost equal to the national average.
The overall density of the road network in the area is much lower than the national average,
due to the limited development of roads of higher class /largely predetermined by relief/.
The relative share for all categories of roads of the national road network in the region is
much lower than the national average. Actually the region is served mainly by two routes, I
and II class, in the valleys of the Struma and Mesta rivers and several cross connections of
class III. There are no motorways in the region.
Class I road I-1 /Е-79/ Blagoevgrad – Simitli - Kulata /key element of ITC № 4/ servicing
mainly the municipalities of Blagoevgrad, Simitli, Kresna, Strumyani, Sandanski and Petrich
is the only first-class road in the area and it is mostly a two-lane road with gauge 7.5/12 m.
Through Kulata border checkpoint this road handles the international traffic in north-south
along the only one in this part of the country border checkpoint between Bulgaria and
Greece, and in larger cities are built bypass roads. Although still not complying with the
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European standards for gauge, safety and comfort of travel it is included in the CBC
programs with Greece.
Second class road II-19 Simitli – Razlog - Gotse Delchev – the border provides a link for the
municipalities from the eastern part of the region with the international transport corridor
Vidin - Sofia - Kulata /I-1/ and is characterized by gauge 7/10,5 m. and lack of third lane for
overtaking heavy traffic. A narrow place of the line is the passageway Predel which is not
fully functional in the winter and also there are no bypass roads around the settlements
through which it passes. The section Gotse Delchev – Koprivlen - Greece border (12 km long)
was built under the PHARE CBC program with Greece. This part of the road's measurements
match the requirements for a Highway, and in conjunction with CBC with Greece is fully
repaired in the area Simitli – Predel – Bansko - Gotse Delchev.
Second class road II-84 Razlog - Velingrad - Zvanichevo as a regional link between the
districts of Blagoevgrad and Pazardzhik gives direct access of the region to the motorway
"Trakia". As a cross-link between the ITC № 4 and ITC № 8, the road is essential for the
inclusion of the area in the national road network. The gauge is 7/10.5 m., with asphalt
surface, which in places is in poor condition.
Third class road network is represented by road III-198 Gotse Delchev – Katuntsi - Petrich –
checkpoint Zlatarevo /border with FYROM/ and III-197 Gotse Delchev – Satovcha - Dospat.
This line runs parallel to the southern border, providing a link between the districts of
Blagoevgrad and Pazardzhik and also between Bulgaria and FYROM. The road is completely
renovated and is in very good condition.
Road connection III-106 Blagoevgrad - checkpoint Stanke Lisichkovo - Delchevo /FYROM/
has local significance. The road is asphalt surface in good condition.
In connection with the CBC with FYROM the lines Strumyani - Mikrevo - checkpoint Klepalo
and Simitli – Brestovo - checkpoint Pehchevo are reclassified from fourth class to third class,
and there is a project for their construction. For cross border territory of Greece was
reclassified the direction Katuntsi – Petrovo – Koprivlen – Hadzhidimovo – Ablanitsa –
Valkosel – Satovcha. Reclassification of these lines, in addition to requirements on the
technical characteristics, is associated with certain requirements for maintenance in the
winter - category A, B, C and D /Clearing 2, 4, 5 and 8 hours after the snowfall/, which is
particularly important for the maintenance of normal living conditions in urban areas in this
part of the region, given the terrain features.

1.4.3 Railway network
Territory of the region is served by the main railway line V – Sofia – Blagoevgrad - Kulata
with a length 93 km /in the section Byalo pole - Kulata/ and the railway branch General
Todorov - Petrich - 10 km long. The total length of railway network in the region is 103 km
and its density 29.2 km/1000 km2, less than the national average -38.9 km/1000 km2.
Railway line Sofia - Kulata is categorized in the European network of motorway railways
under № 885 and European intermodal transport network /CE-885/. The line is important in
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international and Balkan terms, as it helps to achieve the shortest railway network between
the port of Vidin / Lom and the Thessaloniki port. Railway border crossing is done through
Kulata border checkpoint in Bulgaria and border checkpoint Promachon in Greece.
In the section Byalo Pole - Kulata there are 10 stations and 10 stops for passengers and
cargo. Stations with the highest passenger and cargo turnover are Blagoevgrad, Simitli,
Kresna, Strumyani, Sandanski, General Todorov and Kulata. Railway branch General Todorov
- Petrich has local significance. Servicing of passengers and cargo is carried out in Petrich
station and Muletarovo stop.
Northeastern part of the province /municipalities of Razlog, Bansko, Belitsa and Yakorouda/
served by the narrow-gauge railway line Septemvri - Velingrad - Dobrinishte. The line is of
regional importance, with a length of 56 km. Stations Bansko, Razlog, Belitsa, Yakorouda and
Dobrinishte are characterized as not busy. They have available, spare capacity and do not
offer quality transport services.
Competition from road transport is solved long ago in its favor. The mountainous terrain and
the nature of the settlement network and the lack of good transport accessibility of the train
stations have narrowed their area of service.
1.4.4 Water supply and sewerage
Environmental conditions in the region allow water supply with both: open alpine
catchments and with pumping stations from the Struma, Mesta and their tributaries. Due to
the mountainous and hilly nature of the area water supply systems are predominantly
gravitational. The amount of water is highly variable by season of the year and in different
years. In critical seasons of drought the water is insufficient. At the same time the quality of
water from the terrace of Struma is bad.
In the cities - centers of municipalities there is sewerage system, but in the villages it is
usually absent or partially constructed in the city centers, and household wastewater is
discharged through local facilities most often on absorbing principle.
In many towns in the area since 2008, with funding from the Environmental Protection Fund,
began construction of sewers and treatment plants. Many of them have not been
completed.
Blagoevgrad has a combined sewerage system, which collects and discharges household and
industrial wastewater, and rainwater, outside the city. A quarter of the settlements in the
municipality have partial sewerage network. Most places use septic tanks and absorption
wells, leading to pollution of groundwater. In Blagoevgrad there is a wastewater treatment
plant (WWTP), avoiding the release of untreated sewage into the river Struma.
The larger settlements in the municipality of Simitli have partial sewerage systems. The town
of Simitli has a completely build sewerage system in good condition. Receiver of wastewater
is Struma river.
The town of Kresna has a sewerage system, and the other three villages, in which there is
partial sewerage system, have constructed 20% of the system.
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The municipality of Strumyani has a partial sewerage network only in the larger villages Mikrevo, Ilindentsi and Strumyani. The village of Tsaparevo has a complete sewerage
system.
Sandanski has an almost complete sewerage system, but it is outdated and subject to
reconstruction and replacement. Melnik, Petrovo and Polenitsa have completed about 60%
of their sewerage system. In some of the larger villages of the municipality the construction
of a sewerage system have been started, but it is still not finished. In the process of
preparation is the construction of the WWTP in Sandanski.
Sewage system of Petrich is 96% completed. The city (and another 5 settlements) discharges
its waste water (domestic and industrial) directly into the river Strumeshnitsa. According to
data from the Municipality of Petrich, 2007-2013 only a few production facilities (“Belasitsa”
JSC and “Elprom”) have sewage water treatment plants. As of September 2012, WWTP Petrich is in the process of design and construction. Expected commissioning in late 2015.
Total length of the sewage network in the municipality is 122 km. The city has a sewage
system with length of 59 km and 3 sewage pumping stations with a total capacity of 11 610
l/s. The existing sewerage network in the municipality is about 65% of the total required.
With almost complete sewerage system are some of the larger settlements Petrich - 90%,
Parvomai - 75%, Kolarovo - 80%, Yavornitsa - 75%, Belasitsa - 60%, Karnalovo - 75%. In other
villages the rate of construction of sewerage is only 8-15%. In villages in the area Ograzhden
there is no sewerage.
In the municipality of Razlog the sewerage network is 100% completed for the city, but it is
old and its overall reconstruction is upcoming, several villages have 80% completeness. The
city has WWTP.
In Bansko municipality there is sewage system only in the town of Bansko and Dobrinishte,
and in the municipalities of Yakoruda and Belitsa there is partial sewerage network only in
the municipal centers.
About half of the settlements in the municipality of Gotse Delchev have partial sewerage
network. It is to be expanded in the suburbs and renewal of the existing sewerage system for
the city, as well as completion of sewage in the villages
In municipalities Hadzhidimovo, Garmen and Satovcha almost all villages have partial
sewerage, but many places are using septic tanks and absorption wells, leading to pollution
of groundwater. There are external collectors only in larger settlements, most commonly
sewerage is discharged into dry gullies or watercourses.
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1.4.5 Messaging and Internet
Telephone network as a basic infrastructure for integrated communications services is
critical for the development of each territorial municipality.
Local telephone communications
On the territory of Blagoevgrad telephone communications are organized mainly on the
basis of analog systems, stations type A 29 and CRC analog transmission systems and lowfrequency local and long distance cables, gradually introducing digital equipment /initially
along the optical connection for Greece/. Urban areas are covered by local PBX networks,
the degree of development is one of the lowest in the country. The indicator that
characterizes the degree of development of local telephone communication is telephone
density (number of phone posts/100 ppl). Overall the region performance is below the
national average and among the lowest in the country (only Kardzhali region has a lower
density). In terms of home phone lines, the situation is slightly better.
After the massive introduction of mobile technology problems with the availability of
telephone communication hardly remain.
Mobile telephone communications
In recent years, the progress of telecommunications and computer technology effectively
solved the problem of communication. The majority of the region is covered by the networks
of mobile operators. VIVACOM and MTel have nearly 100% coverage in the area (Fig. 38).
GLOBUL does not have complete coverage, but it is sufficient.
Exception is the mountain areas where the signal interrupts, but with the construction of the
optical routes, the coverage will stabilize.

Fig. 38
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Digital infrastructure
Modernization of the communications infrastructure is linked to its digitization and depends
on the state at the moment and the stages of future development. Through Blagoevgrad
region goes the optic cable for Greece /Sofia – Blagoevgrad - Kulata/ enabling the
modernization of networks and the introduction of digital technology. There is an optical
cable line along Blagoevgrad – Razlog – Bansko and optic cable line along Gotse Delchev Kulata.
As of 01.03.2013 almost the entire area is covered by the signal of the digital terrestrial TV.
Multiplex 1 broadcasts on 31 channel, Multiplex 2 - 29 channel and Multiplex 3 – 33 channel.
There are transmitters of Digital Terrestrial TV in Blagoevgrad, Boboshevo, Gotse Delchev,
Dolna Banya, Eleshnitsa, Kostenets, Kresna, Melnik, Razlog, Rila, Simitli, Yakoruda.
Internet
Blagoevgrad is a regional center of BTC and provides access to the Internet network to
customers throughout the area. Almost all the settlements have access to the Internet
through Internet suppliers of leased lines from Blagoevgrad.

1.5. CULTURAL RESOURCES
General characteristics of the Bulgarian cultural heritage that has evolved in the conditions
of its specific territorial environment are:
Great historical variety and diversity of forms that have evolved in conditions of
evaluation and integration in a common framework for large-scale and dynamic
regional and global cultural exchange processes throughout the ages - from
prehistory to the present day;
Аccumulation of cultural layers from different historical eras in the same place (Fig.
39), which is testament to the high resistance of the processes of urbanization of
the territory; of rationality, economy and minimize energy and costs of
multiplying; of anthropogenic resistance /toponyms, anthroponyms, etc./ of the
network of roads, settlements, places of memory;
Great diversity - cultural and historic landscapes; archeology; religious centers,
complexes and buildings with inseparable from their environment artistic values;
ethnographic complexes; engineering and manufacturing facilities, complexes
and buildings; public buildings and complexes; buildings and complexes of
occupation; of the garden park art; memorial sites, complexes and monuments;
urban structures, and more;
Greater situational diversity: in the urban environment; in non urban environment;
natural environment; in the water area;
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Fig. 39
The rich cultural heritage of the Pirin region is represented by numerous archaeological
ruins, by historical and architectural reserves Melnik, Varosha, Bansko and Kovatchevitsa,
many churches and monasteries. The rich expositions of the museums in Blagoevgrad,
Bansko, Belitsa, Gotse Delchev, Sandanski and Petrich. There are many institutions
developing cultural activities: regional history museum, regional library and professional
cultural institutions in Blagoevgrad - Theatre "N. Vaptsarov", Chamber Opera, Puppet
Theater and Big Band - Blagoevgrad, youth homes, municipality centers in the municipal
centers and larger villages, amateur art groups, the Military Club - Blagoevgrad, United
Children Complex and Arts Centre - Blagoevgrad and numerous private ensembles.
With a special contribution to the culture should be mentioned Radio Blagoevgrad, Channel
"Pirin", BMT "Rodina" and the associations of writers and artists of the area. The palette of
cultural events organized in the municipalities in the region is rich - International Mummer
Festival - Razlog, Bansko Traditions Holidays – Bansko, Nevrokop Fair and Festival of Classical
Guitar - Gotse Delchev, International Sculpture Symposium and the International Folklore
Festival "Maleshevo singing and dancing" – Strumyani, Children's Festival of Folk songs and
dances - Kresna, International festival "Pirin folk" - Sandanski, National Festival of old urban
songs "Golden Chestnut" - Petrich and many other smaller events. The biggest and most
exciting event is the traditional Folk Festival "Pirin Sings" - a true expression of the national
spirit of the bulgarians from the Pirin region.
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Fig. 40
Historical cultural layers are clearly defined along the Struma River (Fig. 40). The cultural
heritage is particularly rich in the region of Sandanski. Rich in historical sites are the regions
of Melnik, Gotse Delchev - Garmen, Bansko and Petrich.
1.5.1. Theatres
Theater art in the area is represented by a dramatic theater, chamber opera and puppet
theater located in the district center - Blagoevgrad.
Drama Theatre "Nikola Vaptsarov" in Blagoevgrad was founded in 1919 by a group of
amateurs. The theater has its own building and two halls with 550 seats. Puppet theater has
existed since 1977 and kept on performing on the stage of the Drama Theatre, outdoors, in
schools, etc. Chamber opera is the only professional musical stage institute in the country
working in the field of small operatic form.
Cultural Center "N. Vaptsarov" is the oldest cultural institution in Blagoevgrad and has 120year history. It supports the work of many amateur artistic ensembles in various areas of the
arts, guitar and mandolin orchestra, choir "Alen Mak" school student choir, etc.
Territorial location of cultural centers and libraries is in the center of all municipalities.
Moreover, there are centers in 105 other settlements in the area. The total number of
cultural centers is 119.
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1.5.2. Exhibitions - Cultural Events
Blagoevgrad municipality hosts many events related to the cultural and historical roots of
the local population. Although located in the same area, different municipalities have
different local festivals and customs. Activities in their celebration are different, authentic
and perennial. Cultural traditions, preserved rituals and folklore are a good basis for the
development of cultural tourism, which can increase the revenue of the local economy.
1.5.2.1 Bansko municipality
The most important cultural events in the municipality are:
New Year’s mummer festival “to be healthy and happy” (the new year) - Festive folk
concert and contest for the most beautiful mummers costume. Recreates elements
of popular ritual for prosperity in the coming year.
Celebrations of Bansko traditions – 17-24 may. They have been organized for five
decades now. They open the summer season and Day of Flowers is held. During the
holidays you can visit the ethnographic and culinary exhibitions, exhibitions of fine
and applied art, theme nights dedicated to Bansko humor, songs, dances and
customs.
Folklore Festival "Between three mountains" – in may. It is held simultaneously with
the Celebrations of Bansko traditions. Attended by over 1,000 dance and singing
folklore groups from Bulgaria and the neighboring countries.
Summer Theatre Festival – 1-7 july. Summer Theatre Festival aims to provide the
residents and visitors of the municipality with most interesting productions of the
year with actors who have already proven their public success.
International Jazz Festival – 6-13 august. International Jazz Festival is one of the
largest and most significant events in the music world of Bulgaria. It is also the jazz
festival with the longest history in the country and over the years has enjoyed
increasing popularity abroad. Throughout the week jazz sounds from various smaller
stages in the major resorts and restaurants. Traditionally, the program features styles
and groups representing almost all aspects of the genre.
Opera Festival – 26-27 august. First Opera Festival was held on 27 and 28 August
2010, and under the open sky residents and guests of Bansko had the opportunity to
enjoy the opera "Tosca" starring Kaludi Kaludov. Famous soloists and young talents
performed arias and duets from famous operas.
Day of Bansko – 5 october. The celebration is associated with the liberation of the
city from Turkish rule in 1912. There is a folklore program.
International Mountain Film Festival – november. In 2012, was held the 12th
International Mountain Film Festival. The participation in the festival of the countries
with strong filmmaking - Italy, Germany, Switzerland, Austria and France - is serious.
1.5.2.2 Gotse Delchev municipality
Many religious holidays and some old rituals can be seen even today in the municipality.
More interesting are:
Babin den (day of the midwife) – Gotse Delchev. Rites of gratitude associated with
the day of maternal care, once called babuvane. Celebrated on January 8th.
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Babugeruvane – village of Musomishta – 8 km asphalt road south of Gotse Delchev.
Mummers (Kukeri) games to chase away the evil and bring health and prosperity;
February.
St John's Eve (Enyovden) – village of Delchevo – 7 km asphalt road west of Gotse
Delchev. "Sun - Moon" - Traditional and Contemporary Arts fair is organized, held for
the first time on 22.06.2008
Maslenitsa – Gotse Delchev - all the Christian villages in the region. Custom
associated with the beginning of the Great fast. It is typical to make large fires in
different neighborhoods of the city, prepare a traditional family meal with banitsa
and a boiled egg tied on a red thread from the ceiling; the end of February.
Lazarice (Lazaruvane) – village of Banichan – 6 km asphalt road north of Gotse
Delchev. Rituals for rain and rich harvest carried out by "lazarki"; April /one week
before Easter/.
Easter - all christian villages in the area. Customs associated with the Resurrection of
Christ; liturgy, traditional bread and painted eggs; in the Historical Museum in Gotse
Delchev - Easter Ceremonial table; the end of April - beginning of May.
Christmas Eve and Christmas - all christian villages in the area. Customs associated
with the Resurrection of Christ; Christmas Eve - a family dinner with traditional
meatless dishes and fortune bread; Christmas - festive liturgy; at the Historical
Museum in Gotse Delchev - Christmas Ceremonial table; 24 - 25 December.
The major traditional festivals and fairs related to the cultural and historical events are:
Ilinden fair – area Popovi livadi, Gotse Delchev municipality – 18 km asphalt road
west-southwest of Gotse Delchev. Celebration of Ilinden Uprising; folklore; August 2.
Fair of Gotse Delchev – Gotse Delchev - Celebration of the Liberation, traditional folk
performances.
1.5.2.3 Razlog municipality
Rich culture of Razlog is reflected in the preserved traditions, festivals and customs. These
are:
Mummers carnival - "Starchevata" which for thousands of years is held on the first
day of the New Year with music and colorful costumes. Razlog is a member of the
International Federation of European Carnival Cities.
The fair of folk art "Pirin Sings" is a phenomenon of Bulgarian culture with almost
half a century of tradition. "Pirin Sings" gathers thousands of fans of folk art, singers,
musicians, dancers, storytellers and craftsmen in the area "Predel".
Especially spectacular are the horse races on St. Theodore’s Day (Todorovden) in
Bachevo.
1.5.2.4 Sandanski municipality
Celebrations and Traditions:
Festival "Pirin Folk" – trademark of the municipality of Sandanski, Balkan festival of
original songs with ethnic elements of the Balkans. Venue: Open Air Theatre,
Sandanski in the first days of September.
Balkan Youth Festival – the first weeks of September, held in Open Air Theatre,
Sandanski and other places in the municipality (Melnik, Rozhen, etc.).
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International Festival “With songs of sisters Biserovi” – held in June for three days in
the village of Pirin, the town of Sandanski and other places in the region.
Fair of Sandanski – held on the first Thursday after Easter. Begins with liturgy at the
monastery "St. St. Cosmas and Damian", followed by a folklore program, which
includes wrestling and ends with a concert in the square.
1.5.2.5 Strumyani municipality
Celebrations and Traditions:
The celebration of the wine Gods is held annually the first Saturday of February in
Ilindentsi by recreating an ancient tradition with gods of wine and prosperity - Trifon,
Bacchus and Dionysus. Interesting is the performing of an ancient ritual of Thracian
times - spill fire with wine. It is 4000 y.o. and is associated with a prosperity (fertility)
cult. The day ends with a competition for the best wine tasting.
“Maleshevo sings and dances” - undoubtedly the biggest event in the cultural life of
the Strumyani municiplaity. The international folklore festival is held the last week of
October in Mikrevo. Organizers are the Municipality and the "Old Bulgaria"
foundation. The festival of friendship, as it is called, gathers singers, dancers and
storytellers from Bulgaria, Serbia, FYR Macedonia, Turkey, Montenegro, Croatia,
Indonesia and others for 3 days.
Palm Sunday – one week before Easter through the custom Lazaruvane. Young girls
with garlands of flowers and willow, visit the houses, singing songs about prosperity
and health, as the ritual ends with throwing the garlands in the river.
Ilinden fair – largest village gathering in the municipality with liturgy and offering.
Celebrated the first weekend of August in Ilindentsi, in memory of the Ilinden
Uprising in 1903
The Christian holiday "St. Constantine and Helena" - nation-wide family holiday;
offering in each house. It is celebrated in all the villages on May 21st.
Church holiday "St. Marina" – celebrated with a liturgy and offering on July 17th in
Ilindentsi.
The Christian holiday "Virgin Mary" - nation-wide family holiday; offering in each
house. It is celebrated in every village on 15 August.
1.5.2.6 Petrich municipality
The annual autumn festival "Golden Chestnut" is held in Petrich. The festival is dedicated to
the old folk songs and it keeps alive the tradition in this genre. The regional folklore festival
"South necklace" is held in the village of Parvomai.
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1.5.3 European twin cities with the municipalities of blagoevgrad region
Municipality

Twin cities

Batumi, Georgia
Žilina, Slovakia
Nagasaki, Japan
Auburn, USA
Blagoevgrad

Székesfehérvár, Hungary
Skopje, FYROM
Thessaloniki, Greece
Serres, Greece
Delčevo, FYROM
Volgograd, Russia
Langadas, Greece
Navan, Ireland
Sindos, Greece

Sandanski
Istra, Russia
Mioveni, Romania
Strumica, FYROM
Serres, Greece
Petrich
Kormista, Greece
Didymóteicho, Greece
Doxato, Greece

Bansko
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Zarnevo, Greece
Drama, Greece
Kavala, Greece
Pinkafeld, Austria
Gotse Delchev

Prosotsani, Greece
Thessaloniki, Greece
Turkey - Edirne, Eminönü, Tekirdağ
France, Lectoure

Satovcha
Greece – Kria Vrisi
Turkey, Guzel Chemla

Strumyani
Greece, Negrite, Kato Nevrokopi

Hadzhidimovo
Fig.41
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1.5.4. Galleries and libraries
In the province there are art galleries in Blagoevgrad (including private gallery "Stanislav")
Bansko and Sandanski.
Blagoevgrad Regional Library is the largest library in western Bulgaria (except the ones in the
capital) with more than 345.2 thousand library units and serves the entire south-western
region of the country. In almost all cultural centers in the area there are libraries. The
collection of cultural centers libraries is 875 thousand library units. There are also libraries in
educational institutions.

1.5.5. Museums
Museums in the area are 10: in Blagoevgrad municipality there is one museum (historical); in
Bansko there are 4 museum complexes; in Belitsa - one museum (historical); in Gotse
Delchev - one museum (historical); in Petrich - a city museum; in Razlog - one museum
(historical); in Sandanski - one archaeological museum.
Regional History Museum - Blagoevgrad is situated in the historic quarter of Varosha. Built in
1978, designed by the architect Ivan Bitrakov, this is one of the few buildings in Bulgaria,
built specifically to be a museum /the rest are simply adapted for this purpose/. On its four
levels the museum displays historical and cultural heritage of all of Southwest Bulgaria in a
rich and diverse exposition: Prehistory and Antiquity, Middle Ages, religious and educational
struggles and revolutionary movements, Ethnography, Art, city and its inhabitants. Historical
Museum of Blagoevgrad has over 116,000 exhibits from prehistoric times to the present day,
and a library with over 16,000 volumes. Owned by the Art Department are paintings by
Zlatyu Boyadzhiev, Vladimir Dimitrov the Master, and many works of ancient, medieval and
modern art. In addition to the existing Natural History Department in 1999, the museum has
created Nature Conservation Center for National Park "Rila".
On the territory of Blagoevgrad there are monuments of cultural and historical heritage from
different eras. Bansko as one of the greatest Renaissance centers has over 130 architectural
and historical monuments, including 7 of national importance and over 100 archaeological
sites. The museum complex includes: house museum "N. Vaptsarov", house museum "N.
Rilski", Rila convent - icons exhibition, Velyanova house, Radonova house - History Museum
of Bansko, a thematic exhibition "Bansko - literary center", archaeological site “Late
Antiquity complex of structural ceramics (IV-VI century)” in the area "St . Ivan" near Bansko,
archaeological site "Early Medieval basilica" in the "Shipotsko".
In the municipality of Gotse Delchev is the Roman town of Nicopolis ad Nestrum (near Gotse
Delchev), cultural and historical sites from different eras (in the villages Leshten,
Kovatchevitsa, Delchevo).
There are interesting Renaissance churches - cultural monuments in Simitli municipality (in
Simitli, in the villages Zheleznitsa, Dokatichevo, Gradevo, Mechkul) and the church of the
monastery "St. Archangel Michael" near the village Troskovo.
Sandanski - Archeological Museum. It was founded in 1936 and is built over the foundations
of the basilica of Bishop John, one of the 5 archaeological museums in Bulgaria, specialized
in the field of ancient archeology. The museum has a unique collection of Roman funeral
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marble sculpture (I-III century) - the largest in Bulgaria, rare in Europe and unique to this
region, as well as mosaics from the early Christian period (IV-VI century AD) on area of over
350 square meters. Its collection includes 11,367 museum exhibits.
In the municipality of Sandanski is the architectural and historical reserve - Melnik, a
monument of Bulgarian medieval and Renaissance culture situated amidst Melnik Pyramids.
Along with Rozhen Monastery (founded in XIII-XIV century) it is declared natural, cultural
and historical reserve. In Melnik is the fortress of Despot Alexius Slav. The historical museum
of Melnik is situated in the Pashova house built in 1815 and consisting of a stone ground
floor and flimsy floor with lounge - a total of 8 rooms. The ground floor of the museum is
introducing the main occupation of this city and region - wine from the local broadleafed
vine. Displaying photos of Melnik cellars, barrels, etc. related to the processing and storage
of Melnik wine. Kordopulova house was built in the XIX century by a wealthy merchant. It is
one of the most monumental houses in the country. There is an exposition of Melnik cellar
in the form of a tunnel in the rock, with huge barrels where the wine matures. Its internal
architecture is decorated with paintings, carvings and stained glass windows.
Gotse Delchev - Municipal History Museum. Municipal History Museum was open to visitors
in 1979, the museum is the only center for research, conservation and socialization of the
unique historical and architectural heritage of the city and the municipality. The museum
was created with the assistance of patriotic contributors. The exhibition presents evidences
of human presence and activity, with scientific and cultural value, with social significance
and associated with mythical and romantic Gotse Delchev region.
Local Historical Museum - Petrich is a center for the collection, preservation, research and
promotion of cultural heritage of the region of Petrich. Founded in 1966 as a museum
collection of the municipality center "Miladinovi Brothers". In 1974 it became a museum
with an exhibition in the municipality center building. The exhibition includes archaeological
collection, materials on the national liberation and cultural-educational movement during
the Renaissance, Modern and Contemporary History. In 1990 the exhibition has been
updated with ethnographic exhibition. Тhe Museum holds about 10,000 documents and
materials, most of which are donations. Especially valuable are the idols of prehistoric
settlement near Topolnitsa (end of VI century BC.), collective founds of Byzantine coins
(about 8,000) of XII century, seal of the Bulgarian municipality of Petrich 1872, hajduk’s
weapon, the "Petrich District Gazette" (1922 - 1933) and others.
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1.5.6. Historical places
Samuil's Fortress is situated on the right bank of the river Strumeshnitsa at the foot of
Belasitsa. On this place, in 1014, happened one of the greatest tragedies in the history of the
Bulgarian country. In the battle near the fortress the Byzantine emperor Basil II, called
Bulgar-slayer, defeated the Bulgarian army led by King Samuil and then captured almost the
entire army. King Samuil and his entourage barely managed to survive. According to
Christian doctrine, Christian prisoners should be released after the war. The emperor
violated this military rule and blinded the 14 thousand Bulgarian army, leaving one person
with one eye to be the guide for every hundred people.
Tragic events of the unfortunate summer of 1014 left deep traces in the memory not only of
the population of this region, but in the legends and the names of places as Ochevad (eye
out), Chukalitsa, Smardeshnitsa and others.
Findings from archaeological excavations prove that the hill where the fortress was located
was inhabited as early as III-I century BC by the Thracian tribe Medi. The village on the hill
had its greatest prosperity in IX-X century, when it was populated and probably it was
burned down in one of the many campaigns of Basil II. To hinder attacks of the Byzantines,
Samuil built defense system, 8 km long - from Belasitsa to Ograzhden and on the hill – a
fortress.
On October 23, 1982 with great solemnity opens the national park-museum. From a distance
one can see the bronze monument of King Samuil /by the artist Boris Gondov/ - edgy, stately
figure in full size, but with bent knees. The king is broken not by defeat but by the pain for
his crippled followers. On his both sides, on the panels, are depicted soldiers - both tragic
and stately. Next to the monument is a museum exhibition where you can see artifacts
found during archaeological excavations of the fortress: two marble slabs with inscriptions
on Medieval Bulgarian, jewelry, tools, arrows, pottery.

1.5.7. Architectural reserves
Authentic medieval and Renaissance architecture has differentiated several architectural
reserves in the municipality of Blagoevgrad.

Blagoevgrad - Renaissance complex "Varosha"
Varosha quarter was formed in Gorna Djumaya town in the Renaissance with a center place "Presentation of the Blessed Virgin Mary" church. Varosha is the only Bulgarian quarter of
the five quarters of the city during the first half of the 18th century. In its architectural form
and structure Varosha is no different from the quarters of the same name in other bulgarian
cities. The buildings that were built in the early 19th century were often one storey buildings,
with small windows to the courtyard, the trend to decorate the houses outside, with
pictures, spreads. Today there is such a preserved house - known as Moshtanska house.
Varosha quarter was restored in the 80’s of the 20th century and has retained its spirit and
style and has set up as a comfortable and attractive place for tourists (Fig. 42). Here are the
schools of the Arts Center, United Children Complex, the studios of Blagoevgrad artists, the
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Regional History Museum and the National Park "Rila" directorate. Varosha was declared a
cultural monument.

HOTEL VAROSHA

"P RESENTATION OF

THE

B LESSED V IRGIN M ARY " CHURCH

Fig. 42

Melnik
Besides the Melnik Pyramids looming above the town, another important feature of the
town are the Renaissance houses, declared architectural monuments (Fig. 43). Houses,
together with other historical archeological and architectural monuments, are arranged in
several architectural ensembles:
 The ensemble on the right bank of the River Melnik, located northwest of the center
of the town covering the Roman bridge, "St. Joan the Baptist" church, Vodenicharova
Vachkova, Vangelova, Lyoleva, Angova houses.
 The ensemble on both sides of Rozhen dol, west of the center includes the Nikolaki
Doctor, Garcheva, Chavkova, Kotseva, Sivova and Pashova houses and "St. Peter and St.
Paul’s" church (in restoration).
 The ensemble on the right bank of the Rozhen dol, located in the northeast of the
center. Includes Spandonieva, Poptasheva and Kamenova houses.
 The ensemble on the left bank of the Zlatolistki dol, southeast of the center, includes
"St. Nikolai" church, a destroyed Turkish bath, Kushkova, Kerezieva, Sandakchieva houses.
 The ensemble of the hill Razklona, located east of the center includes Bolyar house,
clock tower, churches "St. Mary" and "St. Anthony", Yankova, Kehayova, Mencheva,
Kordopulova houses.
 Ensemble at the foot of Razklona, located east of the center includes "St. Varvara"
church, Kurteva and Filipova houses.
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Fig. 43
Bansko
With its ancient part it is one of the most beautiful mountain towns in Bulgaria. Around the
cobblestone streets are many ancient two-storey houses (more than 120) declared an
architectural and historical monuments (Fig. 44). Surrounded by high stone walls, and they
themselves, with thick stone walls, heavy doors and tiny windows, dazed with iron bars,
these houses look like small, inaccessible fortresses. Among the city's attractions are
Velyanova house, the house-museum "Nikola Vaptsarov", museum "Neofit Rilski",
Permanent Icon Exhibition, ethnographic exhibition, Museum of History - Bansko, Museum
of History - Eleshnitsa [abundant findings from the Neolithic period (VI-IV century BC)]. In the
center of the city, hidden behind a high stone fence, is the largest church in the Pirin region "Holy Trinity". It was completed in 1835 and strikes with carvings and magnificent
iconostasis. In the middle of the churchyard stands a 30 m. high, stone tower, with a clock
that has not stopped working to this day (for nearly 140 years - since 1869, when it was
installed).

Fig. 44
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Kovachevitsa
Kovachevitsa is a village in southwestern Bulgaria. It is located in the municipality of Garmen,
Blagoevgrad district. It is located in a mountainous area in the Western Rhodopes, about 24
km away from Gotse Delchev. The nearest village to Kovachevitsa is Gorno Dryanovo - 5 km.
Architectural reserve Kovachevitsa is the village with the most amazing and beautiful houses
in Bulgaria (Fig. 45). In Kovachevitsa every building is a monument of culture and is a
manifestation of the genius ideas of local architects from 150-220 years ago. The houses
have nothing in common and they grab your attention with their amazing lack of symmetry.
When you walk along the narrow stone streets, the upper floors of the houses bend over as
if you are in a tunnel. Among the old houses time slows down and takes us back centuries
ago, when the place was filled with life. The best builders, known throughout the country,
came from Kovatchevitsa. Its inhabitants were among the first to build a school - as early as
1820, and a church, whose steeple has no equal in height in the Rhodope.

Fig. 45

Dolen village – Gotse Delchev
Typical alpine village (1,020 m), located in the southwestern part of the Dubrava part of the
Western Rhodopes, 26 km. from Gotse Delchev. Founded by settlers fleeing from forced
conversion to Islam in the 16th century, it is mentioned in Turkish records as early as 1671.
Over 70 houses have been preserved - architectural and historical monuments (Fig. 46). They
were built in typical way for the second and third floors (with oriel) and interior architectural
plan similar to the plan of the Renaissance houses in other places in the country. Some
ceilings are decorated with carvings. In 1977 the village was declared a cultural and historical
reserve. The church “St. Nicholas”, built in 1837, with beautiful carvings - the work of selftaught artists, is still preserved. Most interesting as a typical Renaissance ensembles are the
intersections "Kavalite", "Nikolovska cheshma" and "Charshiyska ulitsa (street)".
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Fig. 46
1.5.8. Churches and monasteries
Nevrokop diocese has five religious districts: Blagoevgrad, Razlog, Gotse Delchev, Sandanski
and Petrich. The territory of the diocese has eight active monasteries as there is not a small
number of inoperative, abandoned and deserted cloisters. Gotse Delchev is the center of the
Nevrokop diocese. It is also where its headquarters are - the building of Nevrokop diocese.
Blagoevgrad province is rich in monasteries, churches and temples that are worth visiting.
"Presentation of the Blessed Virgin Mary" church - national cultural monument,
Blagoevgrad. The construction of the church begins in 1840 and ends in 1844 with voluntary
help from the Bulgarians from the city. In the 50’s of the XIX century in its yard the new
secular school started working. The architectural design of the church in Gorna Djumaya is
three nave pseudo basilic. The painting of the temple is done in several stages. After 1879
the bulgarians in Djumaya invite painters to paint the walls in the spirit of tradition. The
church is the work of master builders from the village Stoymirovo and voluntary work and
contributions of all bulgarians from the town and surrounding villages. The frescoes were
painted by the painters of the Bansko School of Art - Mihail Golev, Dimitar Sirleshtov, Kosta
Marunchev. The majority of the icons are the work of artists from Samokov and Bansko art
schools. The iconostasis was made in the likeness of the one in the church in the Rila
Monastery, and though its inferior in size and sophistication, it is among the best and most
interesting examples of Bulgarian wood carving art of the Renaissance of carvers from
Samokov and Debar artistic schools, making it a valuable example of the Bulgarian church
carving. The ceiling is made by craftsmen of the Debar School of Art. Some restoration works
in terms of some architectural elements and icon painting were made in the 80’s of XX
century. In the churchyard, set in 1978, is the monument of Major Nikolai Pavlovich Orlinski,
commander of the Russian military unit who carried out the first liberation of Gorna
Djumaya on February 12th 1879. Started in 1986 and finished in 1987 is the Memorial of
Delchev family, which is also located in the churchyard.
The Rozhen Monastery of the “Nativity of the Mother of God” is the biggest monastery in
the Pirin region. It was founded in 890, and gets its name from the nearby village of Rozhen.
It is located about 5 km of Melnik in the lower part of Pirin. It offers an amazing view to the
peaks of Pirin and Belasitsa, and the famous Melnik pyramids - located around the town
pyramidal hills formed by soil erosion. It is famous for the miraculous icon of the Virgin Mary
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"Portarnitsa". The current building of the monastery is from the 19th century, the church
itself is a remarkable monument. The oldest inscription is from 1597. It has an interesting
iconostasis, frescoes and stained glass in the eastern part. In the monastery building there is
an exhibition.
Monastery "St. Nicholas Letni" near Smochevo – the newest monastery, built to replace an
ancient chapel.
Ruen monastery "St. Ivan Rilski" – it was built in 2002 and is located near the village Skrino birthplace of St. Ivan Rilski. The monastery is located 22 km from Blagoevgrad and is situated
in a beautiful area near Boboshevo.
Monastery "Dormition of the Mother of God" – located above the village Banichan, 6 km of
Gotse Delchev, it is restored on the ruins of an ancient monastery.
Bansko has 150 cultural monuments, 5 of them are of national importance. Some of these
monuments are the churches: the church “Dormition of the Mother of God” /1774/, the
church “Holy Trinity” /1835/ with a unique wood-carved iconostasis and built in 1850 clock
tower and belfry, convent of the Rila Monastery with a permanent exhibition of iconic
models of the Bansko School of Art, one of the most striking phenomena in the history of
Bulgarian culture in XVIII - XIX century.
The Rupite area has attained wide popularity as a place where the most popular Bulgarian
prophet Vangelia Gushterova, also called "Vanga", used to gain energy and help people. In
1992, the prophetess built the church "St. Petka Bulgarian", which immediately became a
place of pilgrimage for thousands of people in need. The icons of the iconostasis were
painted by the renowned artist Svetlin Rusev but the images of the saints are too realistic
and not approved by the Holy Synod. Most people, however, like them, as evidenced by the
endless stream of visitors. Nearby can be seen the house of Vanga. The whole area is a
wonderful spot on the right bank of the Struma River, which has favorable conditions to
further develop into a monastery. Next to the complex springs mineral water with a
temperature of 78 °C and an out-turn of 35 l/sec.
„St. George” – Zlatolist. Zlatolist is a small village located between Sandanski and Melnik. Its
inhabitants are few and most are elderly. The church is called "St. George" and in it lived
Reverend Stoina. When she was seven years old Reverend Stoina fell ill with smallpox and
consequently became blind. Years later, St. George comes to her dream and tells her to dig
in the yard of the house where she lived and there she will find his icon and a sanctuary
lamp. A church was built at that place. During the Second Balkan War, the family of the
prophet moved to Bulgaria. On the way to Petrich, Reverend Stoina decided that she should
remain in the church "St. George" in Zlatolist and spent the rest of her life there.
„St. George” – Sandanski. It is located near the center of Sandanski. Its construction began
in 1938 with the intention of being a small-scale replica of the temple-monument "Alexander
Nevsky", but because of the war years and the high prices of materials, there was not
enough money for its completion. It was completed in 1952. The church was painted by the
artist Nikolai Shehelov.
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1.5.9. Thracian and byzantine monuments
Valley of the Struma (Strimon) had a substantial part in the Southwestern Thrace in
antiquity. Its historical and geographical position of contact zone between Thracians,
Macedonians and Greeks is a prerequisite for specific migration and ethno-religious
processes amid Greek colonization in the archaic era. They are further exacerbated by the
Persian wars, Macedonian offensive in the classical era and Roman expansion towards the
end of the Hellenistic period. Complex ethnic changes foisted, most often by force, external
influences and permanent, or not very durable political changes leave their mark on the
material and spiritual culture of the local Thracian population. In the Struma River valley are
separated, in historical - geographical term, three areas: Lower Struma or territories that
during the Roman era occupy a significant place within the province of Macedonia, and now
are part of Greece; Middle Struma or area between Rupel and Kresna gorge, with the valley
of Strumeshnitsa (Strumitsa) to the west, which were also part of the Roman province of
Macedonia, but are now mostly in Bulgaria and partly in FYROM; and Upper Struma or lands
north of the Kresna gorge to the springs of the river, which in the Roman period were part of
Thrace, and are now in the Republic of Bulgaria.
From V century BC the Thracian tribes inhabiting the Struma River valley, are described by
ancient authors Thucydides, Pliny, Strabo, Polybius and Livy which show that they are
beginning to adapt to the Hellenic civilization. During the reign of Philip II of Macedon /359336 BC/ the area was conquered by the Macedonian state. Alexander's conquests enable the
local Thracian tribes to experience the values of Mediterranean civilization, which puts a
lasting impression on the overall cultural - historical development of the area. Later in the III
century BC Macedonian control over border territories inhabited by Thracians weakens and
these lands became an arena of constant raids.
In 168 BC Rome conquered Macedonia, and later organized it as a Roman province. The
Roman Empire became a neighbor of the Thracian tribes (including the Medi) in the valley of
Struma. Roman generals have taken campaigns along the river valley, as their goal was to
join these lands. In 85-83 BC, during one of these campaigns was captured the Thracian
Spartacus (Fig. 47). Later, he lead the first and largest slave revolt against Rome /74-71 BC/.
German classical philologist K. Ziegler was able to successfully complete and interpret a
passage in Plutarch /Biography of Crassus 8,3/, by which establishes that "Spartacus is a
Thracian of the tribe Medi", i.e. he came from a Thracian settlement in the valley of the
middle course of the Struma.
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Fig. 47 Spartacus monument in Sandanski
Blagoevgrad
Favorable conditions created by the hot mineral springs contribute to the establishment,
around 300 BC, of the Thracian settlement Skaptopara (Σκαπτοπάρα) on the site of today's
residential quarter Gramada, Blagoevgrad. In 238 the inhabitants of Skaptopara called
Gressier (Γρεςειται), sent a petition to the Roman Emperor Gordian III, from which it is clear
that two miles from the village several times a year, crowded fairs took place, as the fair
from 1 to 15 october, where sales were exempt from taxes, was most visited. With the
arrival of the Slavs, in the V-VI century AD, life in Skaptopara began to fade, and for the next
centuries data is missing.
Sandanski
Among the previously excavated remains of buildings and monuments, the Roman town
beneath Sandanski seems to be one of the most significant cities of the time in the valley of
the Struma river. It held an important position on the road from the Aegean city, from
Thessalonica (modern Thessaloniki) along the river valley of Struma, north to Serdica and
thence to the city Eskus on the Danube.
The ancient city is located in the center of today's city (Fig. 48) near the river Sandanska
Bistritsa that defended it from the north and east. North wall was build along and near the
said river. It is 1.70 m wide. South wall has followed the natural slope from west to east. Its
length is about 350 m. The east wall has followed river Sandanska Bistritsa and reached its
northeastern turn. West wall is 1.90 m. wide. It is made of river stones and mortar, mixed
with pieces of red bricks. This way of building links to III - IV century AD. Thus according to
the outlined approximate boundaries the Roman city beneath Sandanski has covered an
area of about 20 ha. It had a trapezoidal shape. It has been affiliated to medium-sized towns
at the time.
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E PISCOPAL BASILICA 1
Fig. 48
The ancient city was a major religious center at the time of the late pagan society and at the
time of early Christianity. This is proved by the ruins of ancient religious facilities.
The "Episcopal Basilica" was discovered in 1989 by Vladimir Petkov during rescue
excavations. In addition to the basilica were found Baptistery (baptismal), courtyard (atrium)
and buildings connected with church life and ritual in the era of early Christianity V - VI
century. In the center of the complex is the classical basilica, with its impressive grandeur,
interior architecture and magnificent mosaics and frescoes. The basilica is one-apsed with
apse oriented east-west. The building is built of round river stones with bands from 3 to 5
rows of bricks representing the late Roman method of construction called "Opus mikstum",
ie mixed construction. From the building, which was also the headquarters of the bishop,
was done the actual management of the city and adjacent area in the valley of the Struma
river.
Unique monument of early Christian architecture is the Baptistery of the Episcopal Basilica.
Archaeological studies fully clarified the plan of the room and stratigraphy of the cultural
layers enabling almost complete reconstruction of the Baptistery (Fig. 49). The baptistery
was built in the southwest corner of the church. The piscina’s floor is covered with mosaic in
the style opus sectile (Fig. 50).
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Fig. 49 Baptistery

Fig.50

In the ancient city are found many artifacts of mosaic fragments and murals, marble details
of the columns, capitals (chapiters) in the Ionic style, fragments of bases, etc. Some of the
details have gold ornaments - paint, suggesting the luxurious decoration of the Baptistery
and the importance that it had in the early Christian religion and practice. The number and
quality of the findings - especially fragments of mosaics, ranked the City Museum in
Sandanski among the richest and most important European museums (Fig. 51)

Fig. 51 Mosaics
Special role in the life of the Christian city had the funeral architecture. As a result of the
archaeological research on the territory of Sandanski was revealed part of the early Christian
necropolis of the late antique and early Christian city from the period V-VI century, situated
south of the outlines of the ancient city. The greatest interest was the discovery of three
large funerary facilities - a complex of early Christian tombs with semi-cylindrical vaults: one
single, one family and one tomb-mausoleum (fig. 52).
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T WO - CHAMBER TOMB
Fig. 52

T OMB - MAUSOLEUM

The location of the tomb with the crosses and the double chamber family tomb, shows that
they are probably part of a funerary alley running east over their entrances, coming from
north to south. The road that lead out of the ancient city to connect to the main road,
connecting the valley of Struma with via Egnatia probably followed the same direction
(north-south). Rule of antiquity - cemeteries to be located on both sides of the road leading
to the city center is followed in this case.
The third tomb is the tomb-mausoleum, a magnificent architectural burial facility (Fig. 52).
Oriented north-south the tomb-mausoleum reminds pagan buildings and provides sufficient
grounds for the assumption that it is built in the pagan period of the town’s development,
namely the II-III century. Reconstruction of the tomb as it stands now probably occurred
after the adoption of Christianity as equal of paganism. In the area of the ancient city,
according to previous archaeological studies Christianity openly and widely established in
the end of the third and beginning of the last quarter of the IVth century. After the rule of
Julian the Apostate (360-363), the rulers in Constantinople and the Illyricum province, took
radical steps to enforce Christianity. As a result Christianity quickly spread in the Balkan
provinces. It is assumed that at the same time a prominent family of the ancient city, which
adopted Christianity decided to reuse their family tomb-mausoleum, turning it into Christian.
With the Slav invasions and subsequent resettlement early Christian city was destroyed and
in its place until the early 20th century there was the small village Sveti Vrach. Balkan Wars
are the event that made Sandanski once again urban center of regional importance.
Petrich
The issue of the name of the ancient city near Rupite is solved in 2002, when in the Historical
Museum - Petrich is given a massive marble arrow with an inscription in Latin, which shows
the name of the ancient city - Herculaneum Sintica. Epigraphic evidence found confirmation
in the books of Livy, Diodorus, Strabo, Pliny the Elder and Claudius Ptolemy.
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The city was originally inhabited by the Thracian tribe Sinti. In ancient times they lived in the
land of the Strymon (territories along the Struma River). It seems that socio-economic
situation of the Sinti in the valley of the Strymon was so advanced that the emergence of
urban-type settlements in their land began. The documents found are mainly in Greek, but
there are also those with Latin inscriptions. There have been found remains of population
with Thracian-Greek origin, while not excluding the possibility that there was a romanized
class. Archaeological research shows that the town had an intense life and it was modern for
its time – sewerage and remains of craft workshops with many finished and unfinished
pieces, have been found. Also coins and two votive tablets – of Heracles and Artemis. The
influence of the Mediterranean climate, the presence of springs with mineral water, the
natural protection, the economic stability of the area and passing road from the Aegean Sea
to the inner side are a prerequisite for an active cultural and commercial life. As a result of
scientific papers it is concluded that the Herculaneum Sintica is one of the few localized large
antique centers in the Struma river.
Gotse Delchev
In ancient times, the area around the town was inhabited by different tribes and tribal
groups. The most lasting impression left Thracians, Slavs and Bulgars. In the valley of the
upper and middle Mesta and the slopes of the Western Rhodopes stays mainly the Thracian
tribe Bessi. Evidence of the rich life of the Thracians in these places are the remains in many
mounds scattered in the Garmen field. In follow-up study of some of them are found
fragments of Attic utensils, especially in the area Draacha. Necropolis are found in the lands
of neighboring villages Blatska, Debren, Dabnitsa, Hvostyane. After long battles between the
Romans and the local Thracians about 146 years AD, Gotse Delchev region falls under Roman
rule. In the area Draacha the Romans found the Thracian settlement Keyrpara. Not far from
it emperor Trajan (98-117) built a new city and called it Nicopolis ad Nestrum (city of victory
of Mesta) in honor of his victory over the Dacians in Dobrudzha. The city was built in 102-106
AD on the left bank of the Mesta River and is located about 7.5 km from Gotse Delchev. Built
probably over the remains of a Thracian settlement. In Nicopolis coins were minted during
the reign of Commodus (176-192), Septimius Severus (193-211), Caracalla (192-217) and
Geta (209-212), who was killed by his brother Caracalla. There are coins with the image of
Julia Domna - wife of Emperor Septimius Severus and mother of Caracalla and Geta. The
town was destroyed at the end of the sixth century by the Slavs.
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CHAPTER 2: ANALYSIS AND ASSESSMENT OF TOURIST PRODUCT
2.1. METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH FOR REGISTRATION OF TOURIST SECTOR
Tour operator and/or tour agency activity can be done on the territory of the Republic of
Bulgaria only by people who are registered under the Tourism Act. Tour operator and/or
tour agency activity is done by a person who is a merchant according to the Commercial law
or a legal person who is entitled to carry on businesses under another law including under
the legislation of a country-member of the EU or another country - a party of the European
Economic Area Agreement.

For performing tour operator and/or tour agency activity any person can be registered in the
Registry of Tour Operators and Tour Agencies, a part of the National Tourist Agency and
this person has to meet certain requirements specified in the Ordinance of the requirements
of tour operators and tour agencies staff of the person who does management functions of
tour operator or tour agency activity and also of the premises of tour operators and tour
agencies activity.

The registration is done by the Minister of Economy, Energy and Tourism. The Registry of
Tour Operators and Tour Agencies is public.

Ancillary services – hospitality services, are done by e person who is a merchant according to
the Commercial law or a legal person who is entitled to carry on businesses under another
law including under the legislation of a country-member of the EU or another country – a
party of the European Economic Area Agreement. People working in the field of hospitality
services and the categorized economic objects are registered in the National Tourist
Registry. All of the registration and licensing services of categorization of tourist objects are
described elaborately on the website of the Ministry of Economy, Energy and Tourism (until
May 2013) - http://www.mi.government.bg/bg/services-c36-1.html .
2.1.1. Categorization of shelter, accommodation places and restaurants and entertainment
places
Requirements, procedures, instructions
Legal base:
Tourism Act;
Ordinance for categorization of shelter, accommodation places and restaurants and
entertainment places;
Ordinance of organization of a common system of tourist information;
Regulations of the Ministry of Economy, Energy and Tourism;
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Tariff of fees that are collected under the Tourism Act;
Regulations of the organization and activities of the Expert Commission for
categorization of tourist sites.
Requirements which an entity should meet in order to be registered in a certain registry –
hospitality services are performed by a person who:
Is a merchant under the Commerce Law or is a legal person who is entitled to carry
on businesses under another law including under the legislation of a countrymember of the EU, or another country – a party of the European Economic Area
Agreement;
Has not gone into liquidation or has not faced bankruptcy.
Necessary documentation for the categorization of shelter, accommodation places and
restaurants and entertainment places:
1. A form for categorization of shelter, accommodation places and restaurants and
entertainment places (sample form);
2. Information for the professional and language qualifications of the staff in the
property (sample form);
3. Copies of any educational, vocational and language training of the manager of the
tourist site in compliance to managers of the requested type and category of the
tourist site listed in an annex to the Regulations of categorization of shelter,
accommodation places and restaurants and entertainment places;
4. A form for the determination of categories (sample form);
5. Copies of the ownership of the facility (when applying for categorization of an apart
hotel a description of the apartments included should be done, as for each
apartment is given the number and owner (it is recommended that the schedule is
also presented electronically);
6. A document verifying the beginning of exploitation of the facility;
7. A copy of the lease or another contract which shows that there are conditions for the
person to do a certain tourist activity in the property;
8. A notarized power of attorney (original) – when filed by an attorney;
9. A document for paid fee for categorization according to the Tariff of fees gathered
under the Tourism Act;
10. The person who undertakes or will undertake hospitality activity, or a person
authorized by him with a notarized power of attorney (original), must submit an
application for categorization of shelter, accommodation places and restaurants and
entertainment places and other necessary documents personally in the record of the
Ministry of Economy, Energy and Tourism – Sofia, 4 “Lege” str. and Plovdiv, 1
“Zhelezarska” str.;
11. The Expert Commission of Categorization of Tourist Sites (ECCTS) reviews the
application for categorization within 14 days from the day it is received and after the
commission declares that the documentation comply with the requirements it offers
the Minister of Economy, Energy and Tourism to start the procedure of
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categorization of the tourist site and to make a temporary certificate for an open
procedure valid for three months.
12. The temporary certificate for open procedure is send to the applicant on the address
of the site or another address given by him, within 14 days of the issuing of an order
for the categorization procedure;
13. in case ECCTS finds irregularities in the presented documentation, the applicants has
to correct them within 14 days from the day they get aware of the problem;
14. If the applicant can not correct the irregularities within 14 days because of reasons
beyond his competence, he may make a reasonable written request to the President
of ECCTS for extension. The request should be done within the 14 days period;
15. The commission can decide to give extra time (no longer than 30 days). The decision
is taken with a simple majority by the present members of the commission;
16. With a majority of two thirds of its personnel present at the meeting, the Expert
Commission of categorization of tourist sites takes a decision for the creation of
working groups for on-site inspections of tourist sites for meeting the requirements
of Annex № 1 and the minimal requirements for the particular tourist site specified in
Annexes № 2, 3 and 4 according to the particular category from the Regulation for
categorization of the shelter, accommodation places and restaurants and
entertainment places;
17. The expert working groups include a president and members;
18. The on-site inspections are done by the expert working groups of at least three
people. A written statement is prepared and it includes a proposal for determination
or a denial for determination of the type and category of the tourist site;
19. Within 7 days from the on-site inspection the presidents of the expert working
groups prepare a report to ECCTS based on the ascertainment. The report contains a
proposal for determination or a denial for determination of a category of a tourist
site;
20. Determination of the category of shelter, accommodation places, restaurants and
entertainment places is done in a three months time from the date of the opening of
the categorization procedure by the Minister of Economy, Energy and Tourism, with
an ECCTS proposal.
21. A category symbol is given to the categorized tourist sites within 14 days from the
order date. The category symbol includes a certificate and a plate; it is unified and is
issued according to a form approved by the Minister of Economy, Energy and
Tourism, of an ECCTS proposal;
22. The Оrder for the specified category may be appealed under the Administrative
Code;
23. Fees. Fees are different according to the type and size of the site;
24. When applying for categorization a half of the fee is paid, and when receiving the
category symbol which includes a certificate and a plate – the second half of the fee;
25. The fee must be transferred to the bank account of the Ministry of Economy, Energy
and Tourism.
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2.1.2. Registration for undertaking tour operator and/or tour agency activity
Requirements, procedures, instructions
Legal base:
Tourism Act;
Regulations of requirements of tour operator and / or tour agencies staff for the
person undertaking functions of management of tour operator and / or tour agencies
activity, and for the premises of tour operator and / or tour agencies activity;
Regulations of terms and conditions of making a compulsory insurance which covers
the responsibility of tour operator;
Regulations for the organization of a common system for tourist information;
Regulations of the Ministry of Economy, Energy and Tourism;
Tariff of fees gathered under the Tourism Act;
An ordinance of the organization and activity of the Expert Commission of
registration of tour operators and tour agents.
Requirements which an entity must cover to be added in a certain registry: For the
performing of tour operator or tour agency activity any person can be registered in the
Registry of tour operators and tour agents (a part of the National Tourist Registry) but he
must cover the following requirements:
1. to be a merchant according to the Commercial Law or a legal person who can carry
out a business under another law;
2. to keep staff with a proper education, language qualification and experience;
3. the person executing the management functions of tour operator and tour agency
activity to have a proper education, language qualification and experience;
4. to provide proper premises for the accomplishment of tour operator and tour agency
activity;
5. to conclude a preliminary insurance contract under Art. 42, par. 1 of the Tourism
Law;
6. is not in liquidation or bankruptcy procedure;
7. haven’t done tour operator or tour agency activity without a license in the last 12
months;
8. does not have a revoked license / cancelled registration for the activity for the last 12
months.
Tour operator or tour agency activity can be undertaken by a person established in a
country-member of the EU or another country – a party of the European Economic Area
Agreement, if on the territory of the Republic of Bulgaria he presents a copy of a document
verifying that he has the right to carry out such an activity and a certificate or another
document from a credit or insurance institution containing evidence for the existence of an
insurance covering the responsibility for caused harm which may occur in case of failure to
fulfill professional obligations.
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Documentation necessary for tour operator and / or tour agency activity:
1. Application for undertaking tour operator and/ or tour agency activity – sample form;
2. Information for the education, language qualification and experience of the staff that
will be occupied with the realization of tourist activity;
3. Copies of the documents certifying the education, experience and language skills of
the person undertaking the management of tour operator or tour agency activity.
Requirements for education, language skills and experience of the person who will
carry out management functions:
a university degree in the field of “Social, Economic and Legal Studies”“Tourism” discipline and at least 3 years experience in the tourism sphere;
a university degree and at least 5 years experience in the tourism sphere;
high school degree and professional qualification in the field of tourism and at
least 7 years experience in tourism;
the person must speak Bulgarian fluently and at least one foreign language
4. Information for the location, suitability and equipment of the premises for carrying
out tour operator or tour agency activity;
5. A copy of the deed of ownership or lease as well as another document which states
the right to use the premises under item 5 with a duration of at least 1 year from the
application date (for a tour agency activity the premises have to be placed on the
ground or first floor of a house or up to the third floor of an office building);
6. A copy of the preliminary insurance contract under Art. 42, par. 1 of the Tourism Act
(for tour operator activity);
7. A statement that in the last 12 months before he applied, the applier has not
undertaken tour operator or tour agency activity without a license/ registration and
he is not with a revoked license/ canceled registration for tour operator or tour
agency activity;
8. A document for paid fee for the examination of documents according to the Tariff of
fees gathered under the Tourist Act.
Notes:
1. All the copies of the presented documents have to be certified by the applicant
with “true to the original”, a signature and a seal;
2. All the presented documents that are in foreign language have to be translated in
Bulgarian by an authorized translation company;
3. All tour operators and tour agencies from country-members of the EU which
applied for official registration to the Minister of Economy, Energy and Tourism,
have to give a correspondence address in Bulgaria (a telephone, fax and an email).
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Procedure of accomplishing the administrative service:
1. The person who will carry out tour operator and/ or tour agency activity files an
application for accomplishing tour operator and/ or tour agency activity in the
records of MEET;
2. The Expert Commission of Registration of Tour Operators and Tour Agents (ECRTOTA)
examines the applications and the documents in a two months period from the date
of applying and makes a grounded proposal to the Minister of Economy, Energy and
Tourism for making the registration or a denial to make the registration;
3. In case of incompleteness or irregularities in the presented documents ECRTOTA
gives the applicant 30 day to correct them;
4. The two-months period (stated above) starts from the day when all irregularities /
incompleteness/ are corrected;
5. Within two months from the day the application is received and based on an
ECRTOTA proposal the Minister of Economy, Energy and Tourism makes a
registration and issues a certificate for registration or refuses to issue a registration
reasonably.
Fees – according to the Tariff of fees gathered under the Tourism Act.

2.1.3. Categorization of tourist lodges and ancillary dining premises

Requirements, procedures, instructions
Legal base:
Tourism Act;
Ordinance № 1 from the 5th of June 2007 for categorization of lodges and ancillary
dining premises;
Ordinance for the organization of a common system for tourist information;
Regulations of the Ministry of Economy, Energy an Tourism;
Tariff of fees gathered under the Tourism Act;
Regulations for the organization and activity of the Expert Commission of
categorization of tourist sites.
Requirements an entity must meet in order to be registered in a particular registry – for
the categorization of a lodge may apply a person who:
1. is a merchant under the Commercial Law or is a legal person who can carry out
businesses under another law including the legislation of a country-member of the
EU or another country – a party of the European Economic Area Agreement;
2. is not in liquidation or bankruptcy procedure.
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Necessary documents for categorization of lodges and the ancillary dining premises:
1. An application for categorization of lodges or dining premises (a sample);
2. A form for setting the category – under Annexes № 6 and № 7 of Regulation № 1
from the 5th of June 2007 for categorization of tourist lodges and ancillary dining
places;
3. Copies from the deed or a certificate of the public registry of sport sites and sites for
social tourism under Art. 48a of the Physical Education and Sport Act;
4. A copy of the lease or another contract which verifies that there are conditions for
the person to carry out a certain tourist activity in the site;
5. Notarized power of attorney (original) – of the application is filled by an attorney;
6. A document for paid fee for categorization according to the Tariff of fees gathered
under the Tourism Act.
Notes:
1. All copies of the documents have to be verified by the applicant with “true as the
original”, a sign and a seal;
2. All documents that are not in Bulgarian have to be translated by an authorized
translation company.
Procedure for administrative services:
1. The person who carries out or is going to carry out hospitality activities, or a person
authorized by him with a notarized power of attorney (original), have to apply
personally for categorization of tourist lodges and ancillary dining premises and the
necessary documents in the records of MEET – Sofia, 4 “Lege” str.
2. The Expert Commission for Categorization of Tourist Sites (ECCTS) have to consider
the application within 14 days from the day of its arrival and after the commission
finds that the documents comply with the requirements it makes a proposal to the
Minister of Economy, Energy and Tourism to start the procedure for categorization of
tourist sites and to issue a temporary certificate for open procedure valid for three
months, and for high, inaccessible and remote destinations – valid for 5 months;
3. The temporary certificate for started procedure is sent to the applicant to the
address he has given within 14 days from ECCTS’ s meeting;
4. In case ECCTS finds irregularities about the presented documents the applicant has to
correct them within 14 days from the day he gets aware of the problem;
5. If the applicant can not correct the irregularities in this 14-days period because of
reasons out of his competence, he has the right to make a written reasonable inquiry
to the president of the commission for extension of the period. The inquiry have to
be made in the 14-days period;
6. The commission may decide to extend the 14-days period with no more than 30
days. The decision is taken with a simple majority from the present commission
members;
7. ECCTS with a majority of two thirds of its members present on the meeting, decides
to form working groups for on-site inspection of tourist sites for meeting the
requirements under Annex № 1 and the minimum obligatory requirements for a
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certain tourist site, listed in Annexes № 2 and № 3 according to the category in
Regulation № 1 from the 5th of June 2007 for categorization of tourist sites and
ancillary dining premises;
8. In the expert working groups for on-site inspection are included experts requested by
the management council of Bulgarian Tourist Union and approved by the Minister of
Economy, Energy and Tourism. External experts work with a civil contract;
9. The expert working groups include a president and members;
10. The on-site inspections are done by the expert working groups of at least three
people. For the inspection is made a written statement which consists of a proposal
for determination or for denial for determination of the type and category of the
tourist site;
11. In 7 days from the inspection the presidents of the expert working groups make a
report for the commission based on the ascertainment report. This report contains a
proposal for determination or for denial for determination of the tourist site;
12. Determination of the category of tourist lodges and ancillary dining premises is done
in three to five months from the date of opening of the procedure for categorization
with the Minister of Economy, Energy and Tourism order;
13. A category symbol is issued to the categorized tourist sites within 14 days of the
order date. The category symbol includes a certificate and a plate; it is unified and is
issued by a sample approved by the Minister of Economy, Energy and Tourism;
14. The order for the determined category may be appealed under the Administrative
Code.
Fees – according to the Tariff of fees gathered under the Tourism Act for categorization of
tourist sites. When applying for categorization a half of the fee is paid, and when the
category symbol is received (including a certificate and a plate) – the second half of the fee.
The fee is transferred to the account of the Ministry of Economy, Energy and Tourism.

2.1.4 Registration of tourist information centers in the National Tourist Registry
Requirements, procedures, instructions
Applicant/ liable person: a municipality, a company or a legal person of non-profit purpose.

Statutory requirements that have to be accomplished in order to be issued a certain
administrative act: There are no statutory requirements.

Necessary documents – a free text form which includes the following information:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

legal form;
name, registered office and address of the tourist information center;
name of the person managing the tourist information center;
telephone, fax, e-mail of the tourist information center;
services offered.
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Procedure of execution of administrative service:
1. Requests for execution of administrative service may be applied personally or by an
attorney with a notarized power of attorney in any of the records of MEET (Sofia, 8
“Slavyanska” str. or 4 “Lege” str., or in Plovdiv, 1 “Zhelezarska” str.), as the requests
are recorded in order of appearance with a reference number. Requests for
administrative service execution may be filed by mail, fax or e-mail of the MEET as
they are recorded in order of appearance and are given a reference number;
2. The form for requests, order and timing of correcting irregularities about them, the
forwarding to authorities, are set out in Chapter V, Section I of the Administrative
Code.
2.1.5 Registration of tourist associations in the national tourism registry
Tourist associations are legal persons of non-profit purpose under the Law for Non-profit
Associations whose object is tourism activities.
According to the Tourism Act tourist associations are:
1. on territorial principal – national, regional and local tourist associations;
2. on product principal – branch and product tourist associations.
Tourist associations bring in the Ministry of Economy, Energy and Tourism documents for
registration in the National Tourist Registry set out in the Tourism Act and the Regulations
for organization of a Common system of tourist information.

Requirements, procedures, instructions
Legal base:
Tourism Act;
Regulations for organization of a Common system of tourist information;
Statutes of MEET.
Applicant: non-profit entity, created for tourism development.

Statutory requirements that have to be accomplished in order to be issued a certain
administrative act – there are no statutory requirements.
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Necessary documents – free text form containing the following information:
1. name, registered office and address of the association, telephone, fax, e-mail;
2. type of the association;
3. code, number of the case, account, register, volume and page of page registration of
the association, a unique identifier register code in the registry of Ministry of Justice,
in the gases the association carries out public benefit;
4. names and a permanent address, telephone, fax, e-mail of the representative;
5. type and contents of the collective management body;
6. number of organizations and individuals - members of the association.
Procedure of undertaking the administrative services:
1. Requests for administrative services may be filed personally or by a representative
with a notarized power of attorney in any of the records of MEET (Sofia, 8
“Slavyanska” str. or 4 “Lege” str. or Plovdiv, 1 “Zhelezarska” str.) as the applications
are recorded in the order of appearance and are given a reference number. The
applicants are given information about the period in which should be accomplished
the administrative service;
2. Requests for administrative services may also be filed by mail, fax and e-mail of the
MEET as the requests are recorded in the order of appearance and receive a
reference number;
3. The form for the request, the order and the time for correcting irregularities about
them, forwarding to authority are set out in Chapter V, Section I of the
Administrative Procedure Code.
Link: http://www.mi.government.bg
http://www.mi.government.bg/bg/themes-c307.html

2.2. ANALYSIS OF TOURIST RESOURCES
The magnificent landscape of the 10 mountains with high peaks, the crystal lakes, the
rounded ridges and vast mountain meadows, the picturesque valleys, the hollows of Struma
and Mesta with a network of dozens of tributaries, the Southern land from which spring
numerous warm and cold mineral waters (over 230) are an extraordinary condition for the
development of the region. Also important are the favorable climate conditions for
recreation and tourism, the borderline location, the rich cultural historical heritage, national
and international events organized by the municipalities and the universities.
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2.2.1. Natural and anthropogenic tourist resources
Main tourist attractions of the region are:
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Bansko – ski resort of international importance with the best hotel infrastructure for
winter and summer tourism and the town of Dobrinishte – spa resort of regional
importance;
Sandanski – the most famous spa resort in the country – with ancillary to the
municipality natural, cultural and historical sites in Pirin, Rozhen and Melnik town;
Razlog – with spa center “Katarino”, the villages of Banya and Dobarsko, “Bayovi
dupki – Dzhindzhiritsa” reserve and “Predela” resort;
Mountain municipalities of Belitsa and Yakoruda with “Semkovo” and “Treshtenik”
resorts for summer recreation and winter ski tourism. Yakoruda mineral springs with
swimming and hotel infrastructure. Near Belitsa is located the biggest conservation
project on the Balkans – The Center for Adaptation of Dancing Bears, a co-project of
two of the biggest European foundations for nature preservation – “Four paws” and
“Brigitte Bardot”;
The region of Gotse Delchev with the architecture reserves Kovachevitsa, Leshten
and Dolen where rural tourism thrives. Ognyanovo mineral baths where lot of hotels
are built;
Petrich – with the mineral springs in Marikostinovo and Rupite. The historical sites
Samuilova fortress and the ancient city Herculaneum Sintica. The curch “Saint Petka”
in the Rupite area. ”Belasitsa” park;
The region of Blagoevgrad with conditions for cultural, festival and congress tourism,
with the mineral waters, the ski resort in “Kartala”, the closeness to the Rila
monastery and the oldest nature reserve in the county ‘Parangalitsa”;
The valley of Struma is not established as a tourist destination. However, it is
important to mention the mineral springs in Kresna and Simitli municipalities. The
Kresna gorge with opportunities for water tourism – whitewater rafting. “Tisata”
reserve – a compulsory part of ornithological tourism and Strumyani municipality
with the gorgeous rock complex above Ilindentsi village;
The mountains, Pirin in particular, are a main tourist resource of the region. Except
for the winter tourism in the regions of Bansko, Dobrinishte and Razlog, summer
trekking and eco-tourism are also very important. National park “Pirin” is declared a
site of World Natural and Cultural Heritage by UNESCO. Here there is a well
developed network of lodges and marked routes;
Biological reserve “Slavyanka” and Maleshevska mountain are precondition for the
development of eco-tourism in the region.

2.2.2 Economical tourist resources
Except natural richness the tourist resources include also infrastructure of the region and
presence of accommodation, dining and entertainment facilities. The resources for
accommodation and dining on the territory of Blagoevgrad region can be determined very
accurately. There are two registries in which is recorded data for the particular
accommodation and dining places, their addresses, categories and capacities – seats or
number of beds, managers, etc. One of the registries is “Shelters, accommodation places
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and restaurants and entertainment places, tourist lodges and ancillary dining places with a
valid category, categorized by the Minister of Economy/ Minister of Culture and Tourism/
the Chairman of State Tourism Agency/ the Minister of Economy, Energy and Tourism” and
is filled by MEET, and the other is “Registry of categorized tourist sites on the territory of
the municipalities of Republic of Bulgaria” and is filled by mayors of the municipalities.
Information in both registries is identical. In the registries the sites are divided into
categories by types. There exist the following types of tourist sites:
-

-

Shelter (s) – hotels, balneology hotels, apartment hotels, SPA hotels;
Accommodation places (ac) – hotels, villas;
Dining and entertainment places (dep) – cafeteria, lobby bar, bar-casino, classical
restaurant, specialized restaurant, bar-club, snack-bar, night bar, piano-bar, cocktail
bar, bistro, bar-sport center-billiard, bar lounge, pub, breakfast bar, pavilion;
Tourist lodges (tl) – tourist lodge, tourist dormitories;
Restaurant (PF Kit) – tourist canteen, tourist buffet.

All of these sites have a particular category – “stars” for accommodation and dining places
and “edelweiss” for tourist lodges and tourist dormitories. According to Art. 52, par. 1 and 2
from the Tourism Act currently active, categorizing bodies are municipality mayors and the
Chairman of the State Tourist Agency.

Municiaplity mayors determine categories of:
1. Shelters – hotels, motels – “one star” category, and ancillary dining and
entertainment places;
2. Accommodation places – family hotels, boarding houses, houses and private rooms –
“one star”, “two stars” and “three stars” categories, and ancillary dining and
entertainment places as well;
3. Other places for accommodation – holiday homes, houses, bungalows, camping
houses – “one star” and “two stars” category, and ancillary dining and
accommodation places;
4. Private dining and accommodation places – “one star” and “two stars” categories.
The Chairman of the State Tourist Agency determines categories of:
1. Shelters – hotels, motels, villas and tourist villages – “two stars” , “three stars” , “four
stars” and “five stars” category, and ancillary dining and accommodation places;
2. Accommodation places – holiday homes and villas – “three stars”, “four stars” and
“five stars” category, and ancillary dining and accommodation places;
3. Tourist lodges, tourist dormitories, tourist learning centers – “one edelweiss” , “two
edelweiss” and “three edelweiss” category, and ancillary dining places;
4. Private dining and accommodation places – “three stars” , “four stars” and “five
stars” category.
Based on present information from tourist registries it is obvious that after Black Sea resorts
the region of Pirin has the most well developed hotel base and therefore has a good base for
tourist feeding. In table 17 is displayed data for the present beds and seats in dining places in
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Blagoevgrad region based on combined data from the two registries. We should note that
the data showed in table 17 is incomplete because in any of the two registries there is no
information about the municipalities of Garmen and Kresna, and in the municipal registry
there is no data for Petrich, Simitli and Yakoruda municipalities. Despite of the missing data,
the information clearly enough describes the present considerable capacity of the region in
the tourist sector.

Sites in the
region
Bansko

Accommodation
places

Beds

804 13683

Belitsa

Dining
places

Seats

Lodges

Beds

Dining
places

Seats

372

27037

2

176

-

-

6

510

10

710

-

-

-

-

Blagoevgrad

41

1329

546

28511

-

-

-

-

Gotse Delchev

32

842

12

840

3

122

3

86

Garmen

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Kresna

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Petrich

3

342

8

702

1

60

-

-

Razlog

62

3426

111

6026

-

-

-

-

160

3530

406

21538

3

108

4

140

Satovcha

2

78

2

92

-

-

-

-

Simitli

1

48

2

90

1

-

1

20

Strumyani

2

100

4

110

-

-

-

-

Hadzhidimovo

-

-

28

1164

-

-

-

-

Yakoruda

1

236

2

234

-

-

-

-

1114 24124

1503

87054

10

466

8

246

Sandanski

Total
Table 17

Another remark should be done about the presented data. The data from table 17 prepared
on the basis of registered sites in May 2013 in the registries of the categorized tourist sites in
the MEET and in the municipalities differs a lot from the data of NSI for beds in Blagoevgrad
region and particularly in its municipalities. According to data from NSI bed capacity in some
of the municipalities of Blagoevgrad region in 2011 is presented in table 18.
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Lodging and accommodations in the end of 2011 (NSI)
Nights
Regions /
Shelter and
Municipalities accommodation

Beds

Beds/
Number
overnights of rooms

by
by
Bulgarians foreigners

Total

Blagoevgrad
Bansko
Belitsa
Blagoevgrad

Arrivals
Total

Bulgarians Foreigners

Usability of
beds/
overnights

Income from
accommodation
by
foreigners

Total

189 15862

4196138

6533 752002

408578

343424 320428

193438

126,990

17.9

32770497 17771757

77 8391

2121614

3558 374138

133927

240211 140250

61272

78978

17.6

16082948 11190538

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

29 1014

327865

503

41920

31592

10328

30448

23465

6983

*

*

*

12.8

1238192

340728

Gotse Delchev

7

337

109430

147

12610

9755

2855

9245

7777

1468

11.5

293017

75443

Garmen

8

305

89352

137

19434

18736

698

9341

8991

350

21.7

656768

22046

Kresna

3

774

21120

39

313 5

3132

3

843

840

3

14.8

42572

60

Petrich

12

397

100688

198

13789

9398

4391

7878

5128

2750

13.7

562728

223086

Razlog

14 1355

394120

584

79125

58433

20692

29397

22675

6722

20.1

3445693

1187887

Sandanski

35 2760

885872

1179 193692

129601

64091

88351

58750

2 9601

21.9

10117255

4723346

Satovcha

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Strumyani

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Table 18
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A common methodology of NSI is to process data of sites with more than 10 places for
accommodation but even when data from the registries is reduced and is compared with
data from NSI there appear significant differences between officially reported and current
beds data.

For example, for the municipality of Sandanski the present sites registered as shelters and
accommodation places in the registry of MEET and the registry of the categorized tourist
sites on the territory of the municipalities with more than 10 registered beds are 77 (table
19), from which 68 sites with 3169 beds are active, which in numbers is nearly twice more
than the reported by NSI (35 sites), and bed capacity is 15% bigger.

Type

Name of the site

Category
(stars)

Number
Number
of
of beds
rooms

Address

1

Houses

"AT GORAN’S"

1

10

27

Popina laka

2

Houses

"VICTORIA"

2

10

20

6, Peter Sarafov, str

3

Houses

MONI

3

8

16

14, Parvi mai , str

4

Houses

"UZUNOVA HOUSE"

2

8

19

Melnik

5

Houses

"GROZDAN & N"

2

9

20

4, Gotse Delchev, str

6

Houses

GROZDAN & N

2

9

19

Gotse Delchev str

7

Houses

"BISEROVA-GOF"

2

6

12

Pirin

8

Houses

"MARIO"

2

8

19

Melnik, 120

9

Houses

"POPINA LAKA"

2

10

20

Lilianovo

10

Houses

"NIKI"

1

7

19

4, Gotse Delchev , str

11

Houses

"CHINARITE"

3

10

20

Melnik

12

Houses

"CHINARITE"

3

10

20

Melnik

13

Motel

"GARANT"

1

8

14

Motel

"DRAG DALAS"

1

13

26

Е-79 road

15

Motel

"SELECTA"

1

11

22

Levunovo

18

43, Stefan Stambolov,
str

Motel
16

16 Е-79 road, Ushite area

1
"ELLEGANCE"

9
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17

Motel

LUXOR

1

9

19

Е-79 road

18

Motel

"GARANT"

1

8

16

Е-79 road

19

Motel

"ROZHEN"

1

6

12

Rozhen

24

48

65, Stefan Stambolov,
str

13

26

4, The road to
Hidrostroi, str

Motel
20

1
"EROS"

Motel
21

1
"PRIM"

22

Motel

"SHATRA"

1

9

23

Motel

"EDIA"

1

17

26

17, Lilianska, str

24 Holiday house "10th KILOMETER"

2

9

24

10th kilometer, str

25 Holiday house "TREMOSHNITSA"

2

8

17

Tremoshnitsa

26 Holiday house "TEVNOTO EZERO"

2

6

16

Popina laka

27 Holiday house "MRAMOR"

1

26

28 Holiday house "ZDRAVETS"

1

60

210

25, Parvi mai, str

29

Family hotel

"PAUTALIA"

2

15

30

Asen Zlatarev, str

30

Family hotel

"BALEVUROV"

2

15

36

14, Mara Buneva, str

31

Family hotel

"ST. GEORGE"

2

19

38

2, Pere Toshev, str

32

Family hotel

"BLAZHI"

2

14

28

13, Bashliista, str

33

Family hotel

ALEKS

3

20

34

Family hotel

FINIX

3

20

40

Е-79 road

35

Family hotel

BOLYARKA

3

19

30

Melnik

36

Family hotel

OFIR

3

12

30

1, Mladost, str

16

33

15, Hristo Smirnenski,
str

19

38

51, Stefan Stambolov,
str

11

19

16, Aleksandar Buinov,
str

14

14

13, Bashliitsa, str

Family hotel
37
Family hotel
Family hotel
40

2
"YUG"

Family hotel

0 1, A. Popstolinchev, str

3
ADZHEV HAN

39

82 1, Todor Kableshkov, str

3
"SANTANA"

38

22 Okolovrastno shoes, str

"BLAZHI"

2
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41

Family hotel

"VIKTORIA"

2

12

27

6, Peter Sarafov, str

42

Family hotel

"ANDONI"

2

14

28

18, Voden, str

43

Family hotel

"MAMIN KOLIO"

2

14

28

Е-79 road

44

Family hotel

"ASTRA"

2

20

40

7, Vasil Kanchev , str

45

Family hotel

"ANELI"

2

9

18

1, Gotse Delchev, str

46

Family hotel

"ROZHENA"

2

8

12

Rozhen

47

Family hotel

2

12

27

16, Peter Sarafov, str

Family hotel

2

48

YUG

9

16, Aleksandar Buinov,
18
str

49

Family hotel

"ANDONI"

2

14

28

18, Voden , str

50

Family hotel

"ROZHENA"

2

9

22

Rozhen

51

Family hotel

SLAVOVA KREPOST

3

16

37

Melnik 101

52

Family hotel

"LITOVA KASHTA"

3

11

22

Melnik

53

Family hotel

"BOLIARKA"

3

19

30

Melnik

54

Family hotel

"LITOVA LASHTA"

3

11

11

Melnik

Family hotel

"PARK HOTEL
SANDANSKI"

3
17

34

13, Hristo Smirnenski,
str

55
56

Family hotel

"DEVA"

3

16

24 6a, Stefan Stambolov, str

57

Family hotel

"AVIS"

3

14

30

5, Stoio Hadzhiev, str

58

Family hotel

"PAUTALIA"

3

15

35

1, Asen Zlatarev, str

59

Family hotel

"BULGARI"

3

20

40

Melnik 92

60

Family hotel

MAKENZEN

3

17

34

Melnik

61

Family hotel

"KOLOZEO"

3

14

30

Polenitsa 30

62

Hotels

"BOYANA"

1

12

24

Polenitsa 6

63

Hotels

"KARTALOVETS"

1

15

30

Polenitsa

64

Hotels

"ELLI GREKO"

1

36

88

Melnik

64

22, The road to
Hidrostroi, str

Hotels
65

1
"PERUN"

28
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66

Hotels

"GARANT"

1

0

0

Е-79 road

67

Hotels

"LIAPCHEV"

1

23

43

Katuntsi

68

Hotels

"SOKOL"

1

20

42

21, Skopie, str

69

Hotels

"LIAPCHEV"

1

29

55

Katuntsi

Hotels

"LUMPAROVA
KASHTA"

1
6

15

Melnik

PANORAMA

3

66

72 Balneology hotel SANDANSKI

4

285

570

Sandanski

73

Hotel

ST. NIKOLA

3

91

182

1, Makedonia, str

74

Hotel

EVROPAS

2

26

52

11, 8th march , str

75

SPA hotel

MEDITE

4

27

54

Polenitsa

76

SPA hotel

PARK HOTEL PIRIN

5

84

172

27, Hidrostroi, area

77

SPA hotel

ST. VRACH

3

30

60

Sandanski

Total

3325

70
Hotels
71

1, Okolovrastno shose,
132
str

Table 19

Data shows that this kind of tourist resource is not evenly distributed among the
municipalities of the region. Five municipalities – Bansko, Blagoevgrad, Gotse Delchev,
Razlog and Sandanski hold about 95% of the bed capacity and dining places from all the
registered tourist sites (table 20). Results are not surprising taking into consideration that
these are the municipalities with most developed tourism, and Blagoevgrad district is the
biggest by population and by economic resources.
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Sites in the
region of
Bansko

Accommodation

Beds

Average
number of
beds

Dining

Seats

Average
number of
seats

804

13683

17.0

372

27037

72.7

Blagoevgrad

41

1329

32.4

546

28511

52.2

Gotse Delchev

32

842

26.3

12

840

70.0

Razlog

62

3426

55.3

111

6026

54.3

160

3530

22.1

406

21538

53.0

1099

22810

1447

83952

Sandanski
Total

94.6%

96.4%

Table 20

The biggest number of registered dining and entertaining places is in Blagoevgrad region but
they are more places for the service of population of the regional center, rather than places
for the service of tourists. In addition to the above assertion is the small number of
registered “shelter places” and “accommodation places” (hardly 41 sites) and the low bed
capacity which can not meet the needs of a bigger tourist flow.

Two of the biggest tourist destinations Bansko and Sandanski have respectively the largest
resource for development of tourism. By means of potential Bansko is first – the municipality
with little population possesses more than half of the beds capacity of the region. The
balance between beds capacity and dining places is good which shows that tourists stay on
the territory of the municipality for a longer period of time – for several nights and they also
use the dining and entertainment places of the municipality. This indicates that tourist
business in the municipality is well developed and well structured. Analyzing data for
Sandanski municipality, there appears a significant disproportion between beds capacity and
seats in dining places. The ratio between them is 1:6 - while the same for Bansko is 1:2. This
shows that the flow of tourists in the municipality does not stay for a long time. The visits
are short and usually without staying for the night.

Recently developing as a tourist destination the town of Razlog shows a good ratio between
the available accommodation places and restaurant places - approximately 1:2 which is
indicative for balance and completeness of usage of tourist services on the territory of the
municipality. In the municipality are built relatively big hotels with averagely more than 55
beds compared to the other two municipalities where these indexes are respectively – 17 for
Bansko, 22 for Sandanski. There is also another balanced index here – the average number
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of catering places in Razlog municipality is 54 which allows a better planning and carrying
out of tourist activities of indoor type. Such tourist activities are characteristic for business
and SPA tourism and the economic effect from them is the biggest.

A common registry with data for all registered tour operators and tour agents, hotels,
accommodation places, restaurants categorized by the MEET or the municipalities is about
to be established. It is going to contain information for tourist associations in Bulgaria,
tourist information centers in the cities as well as information about various new activities
and sites which are about to be licensed under the last amendments of the Tourism Act.

2.3. TOURISM SUPPLY
There are many different types of tourism some of which are officially defined and others
are understood by intuition. Practically, in Bulgaria are presented all new types of tourism.
Even fans of exotic, eccentric and extreme types of tourism can find a place in Bulgaria
where they can practice and receive a particular service.
The most common types of tourism in Bulgaria are sea tourism (summer tourism) and
mountain tourism (hiking, winter and ski tourism). Every year millions of tourists (Bulgarian
and foreign) come for a vacation on the seaside in some of the numerous Bulgarian sea
resorts and villages or practice winter ski tourism in some of our ski resorts. A part of the
tourists are practicing sport tourism as they enter our country with the only purpose to
practice a particular kind of sport – golf, windsurfing, SCUBA diving (diving with aqualung)
and other water sports which are practiced in sea resorts; winter sports – skiing,
snowboarding, etc., which are practiced in winter resorts; or hunting and fishing tourism (for
which are visited relevant hunting areas and reservoirs.

Trekking tourism – this kind of tourism includes mountain trekking and brief stay in villages.
Main practitioners are Bulgarians and tourists from England, France, Germany (organized in
groups). Maintaining of decent marking, entering and outer points of the routes is essential
for this product.

Extreme tourism lovers can raise their adrenaline with rafting. A lot of rivers in Bulgaria are
suitable for this activity, and particularly Arda, Struma, Veleka and Mesta. The best time for
rafting is spring, from March to May when rivers are most abounding and fastest. Another
possibility is mountain climbing in the highest Bulgarian mountains – Rila and Pirin. In recent
years, local mountain routes are being developed in appropriate places – traditionally in the
regions of Vratsa and Lakatnik, and not so traditionally in some regions of the Northern Black
Sea.
It is already a well known fact that Bulgaria is the cradle of the so-called alcohol tourism –
young and not so young people (mostly form the Scandinavian countries) visit Bulgarian sea
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resorts in the summer (mainly Sunny Beach) with the only purpose to “endeavor” as much
cheap alcohol as possible. Even though the term “alcohol tourism” is not officially
formulated, still this phrase is used widely for description of such type of vacation. One could
say that alcohol tourism is a “street” sub-category of culinary tourism which may also be
practiced in Bulgaria. Every tourist who visits our country in order to try Bulgarian National
Cuisine dishes may be classified as culinary tourist. Another sub-category of culinary tourism
and an aristocratic cousin of the alcohol tourism is the wine tourism. More and more
Bulgarian wine producers advertise their production as they organize tourist visits (Bulgarian
and foreign) in order to taste different types of wine on the territory of factory cellars or in
specially built wineries.

Eco-tourism is also widespread in Bulgaria. In our country there already are areas included in
the European Ecological Network Natura-2000. Rare and exotic species of birds, animals and
plants can be observed in these areas. There are tourists who visit Bulgaria with the only
purpose to observe wild birds with telescopes and binoculars, for example in the
Atanasovsko lake reserve and Poda protected area near Burgas. They are an example of
tourists practicing ecotourism in its purest form.

Religious tourism fans have a rich base of choices as well – Bulgaria offers a variety of
possibilities for this kind of tourists. Muslims can visit the oldest mosque in Bulgaria built in
the 14th century – Dzhumaya mosque in Plovdiv, and also the biggest mosque in Bulgaria –
Tombul mosque in Shumen. Christians practicing religious tourism in Bulgaria usually visit
the most famous monasteries and churches in Bulgaria as they go to the Rila monastery “St.
Ivan Rilski”, the Bachkovski monastery “Virgin Mary”, the rock Aladzha monastery “Holy
Trinity” near Varna, the Troyan monastery “Assumption”, the church of “St. Alexander
Nevski” nad the Boyana church in Sofia, the church “Virgin Mary” in Pazardzhik, the ancient
churches in Nessebar, the Rozhen monastery near Melnik and others. Some churches like
the “Virgin Mary” church in Pazardzhik, which is famous for its unique wood carved altar, is
visited not only by religious tourists but also by people practicing architectural tourism.
Architectural tourists are interested in buildings with unique interior and/ or exterior. Such
tourists usually pay visits to the ancient cities of Nessebar, Sozopol, Plovdiv, Veliko Tarnovo,
Arbanasi village and Zheravna village, the town of Melnik, the town of Kovachevitsa, some
temples and monasteries in Bulgaria and other places that preserved buildings with unique
Bulgarian renaissance and medieval architecture.

Balneology (medical) tourism is practiced by tourists in order to solve some kind of health
problem. Balneology resorts in Bulgaria are with longest history. Mineral water springs were
something of a cult for the Thracians who inhabited Bulgarian lands. Resort activity emerges
on the grounds of Thracian medicine claimed to have natural healing power. Ancient Greeks
also used widely Bulgarian mineral waters and praised them which can be seen on their
coinage. Swimming pools were built near mineral springs, balneology was used. In the
Roman Era (I-VII century) balneology resorts were highly respected which is related to
carrying of the physical strength of the legions. The first classification of mineral waters was
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given. Romans urbanized the areas surrounding the healing springs. Divinities of the cult of
water and health were highly praised. Near the springs in Kyustendil, Sofia, Hisaria, Sapareva
Bania and others can be found remains of baths, spa devices, axchlepions, nympheums. In
the Middle Ages mineral springs were used mainly for the needs of hygiene. Increased
interest in balneology in the 20th century attracted foreign tourists. Bulgaria has a number of
beautiful richly planted and preserved resorts with valuable mineral waters. Every year they
are visited by thousands of patients and by people looking for rest and relaxation during the
vocational periods of the year. A large part of them started developing long ago. In these
resorts there are balneology physic centers, resort clinics, summer beaches with thermal
pools and others. Pomorie, Sandanski, Velingrad, Hisar and others are main balneology
destinations.

Rural tourism also has many fans. Big groups of foreign tourists practice rural tourismas they
spend their vacation in old village houses in villages in Strandzha and Rodopi. Actually, this is
summer tourism which counts on the numerous features of a particular village. This kind of
tourism of great use for local population because it provides a long-term localized stay on
the territory of a particular village with possibilities for tracking various local routes. Of great
importance for the supply of this kind of tourist product is the overall infrastructure and also
the maintenance of the main cultural and historical and natural resources.

SPA and wellness tourism
SPA and wellness tourism is linked to procedures of relaxation and gaining comfort of the
body and soul; it is based on assorted natural resources: mineral waters, essential oils,
healing mud, stones, etc. The SPA center should offer various water and cosmetic
procedures as well as sport activities through implementation of nature friendly forms and
methods of relaxation, physical and aesthetical maintenance of the body and its parts
consulted and realized by qualified staff. Offering of wellness tourism includes various
services, procedures, therapies and programs, as well as sport, cultural entertainment and
hobby activities for relaxation, mental and physical rehabilitation and maintenance of health
and creative possibilities of the tourist.

Bulgaria will not also disappoint the devotees of historical tourism which actually means
visiting buildings and places of historical meaning, cultural and historical and natural
monuments. Russian tourists for instance visit with great pleasure the temple in Shipka peak
built in honor of the defeated Russian and Bulgarian volunteer soldiers. Also very interesting
are the Thracian tomb in Kazanlak, the Tsarevets castle in Veliko Tarnovo, the architectural
complex Perperikon in the Rhodopes near Kardzhali and more.

Another similar type of tourism based on cultural and historical heritage is the cultural and
educational tourism. It is associated to visiting cultural events in different regions of the
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country. Starting with theatres and operas visits in big cities and you continue visiting
various festivals and cultural forums all over Bulgaria.
In recent years and especially with the existing economic crisis, shopping tourism has
become a fashionable practice. It is practiced mainly in borderline regions and it concerns
the movement of people living near the borderline in order to buy goods from Bulgaria
because of the better prices. In some of the Southwestern regions hundreds of tourists
arrive for shopping for the weekend in the borderline towns.

SPECIAL FACILITIES AND SERVICES ON REGIONAL LEVEL
The territory of the region is served by one of the four Trans-European transport corridors
crossing our country – ITC №4 – Vidin/Lom – Sofia – Blagoevgrad – Kulata – Thessaloniki
which conducts international transport flows from north /west/ to south as it provides a
connection to ITC №8 through the national transport system of the country.

The territory of the region is served by V main railway line – Sofia – Blagoevgrad – Kulata
with length of 93 km /in the lane Bialo Pole – Kulata/ and the railway branch General
Todorov – Petrich with length of 10 km. The total length of the railway network of the
territory of the region is 103 km.
The railway line Sofia – Kulata is categorized in the European network for highway railway
lines with № 885 and the European intermodal transport network /CE-885/. The line is of
great international and Balkan importance because it provides the shortest railway between
Vidin/Lom/ port on the river Danube and Thessaloniki port on the White Sea. Rail border
crossing is carried out through BCCP Kulata in our country and BCCP Promachon in Greece.

Mountain Tourism
Services in mountain tourism and practicing of winter sports are very well developed on the
territory of Blagoevgrad region. The geography of the region which includes the Rila and
Rhodopes mountains presuppose the construction of modern facilities and equipment for
practicing mountain tourism. There are several ski resorts built in the region, with well
operated and maintained sleighs served by modern facilities. The region offers various
opportunities for mountain tracking.
PIRIN
Bansko Ski Resort
The ski resort is of national meaning and it is quite often visited also in the summer as a
starting point for mountain trips. It is located at 936 m altitude as the lowest ski point is at
990 m and the highest at 2560 m. for the convenience of winter sports fans there work six
lifts, seven seat lifts and one gondola which serve the top seven sleighs – Todorka,
Balkaniada, Shilingarnika, the South Plateau, the North Plateau, Bandritsa – Alberto Tomba,
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Bansko, The Old Sleigh, Tsarna Mogila, Chalin Valog. The length of ski tracks in Bansko resort
is 65 kmas the longest track is 16 km. Exposure of the slopes in to the North. In the resort
are built modern facilities for artificial snow production and also systems enabling skiing at
night.
From Bansko start some marked tourist tracks for the lodges “Banderitsa” (3. 30 h), “Vihren”
(4 h) and “Damyanitsa” (4 h) and from then on one can continue in different directions all
over Pirin, and from the first two to climb Vihren for about 3 hours.
Predela
“Predela” area includes 60 holiday homes with 2500 beds. At 1, 7 km from “Predela” is
situated “Kulinoto” ski track with length of 1500 m on which is constructed ski lift of the
“Pomagalski” type. Along the track there is an asphalt road.
From “Predela” area start many routes to Pirin. The area is located at 12 km from Razlog, 15
km from Bansko and 40 km from Blagoevgrad. Its total territory is 4000 decares and it is at
100-1200 m altitude. Main advantages of the area are the abundance of table water and
good infrastructure. From “Predela” starts a route to “P. K. Yavorov” lodge with bed capacity
of 100 beds, and 30 km away is “Dobarsko” lodge with 37 beds. In the big number of tourists
houses on the territory of the region the total number of beds is about 3000.
Dobrinishte
Dobrinishte is a resort with ski tourism facilities in winter with 5 km sleigh. Starting point is
“Bezbog” lodge and final – “Gotse Delchev” lodge. There is a two-seat lift; ski lifts; ski
wardrobe and ski school. “Gotse Delchev” lodge is located in “Logovete” area at 1412 m
above the sea level. From there starts a seat lift to “Bezbog” lodge. Near the station there is
a parking lot. “Bezbog” lodge is placed near the “Bezbozhko” lake at 2236 m altitude. It is the
highest lodge on the Balkan Peninsula.
The ski area in Dobrinishte offers:
Tracking, mountaineering and ski;
A lift to “Bezbog” lodge;
Opportunities for professional and amateur skiers as the total length of the track is 7
km and the longest track is about 5 km;
Ski runs with opportunities for slaloms and giant slaloms;
11 km away from Dobrinishte is “Gotse Delchev” lodge where starts a seat lift to the
ski sleighs of “Bezbog” lodge (2236m);
Ski schools for children, beginners and professionals.
From Dobrinishte starts a marked tourist route to “Gotse Delchev” lodge (1412 m) – three
hours; there is also an asphalt road, from where you can arrive at “Bezbog” lodge (2236 m)
near the beautiful “Bezbog” lake – on foot (2 h) or by seat lift. From then on you can
continue in different directions on marked routes. At 1.30 hours from in the Wets from
“Gotse Delchev” lodge is “Mocharata” tourist site. You can also go straight through the
village (3-3.30 h).
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“Kamenitsa” Lodge - Pirin
It is located on the left side of Kozia /Begovishka/ river at 1750 km altitude near ski tracks
supplied with three ski lifts.

“Popovi Livadi” lodge – Pirin
It is located in “Popovi Livadi” area at 1412 altitude. Nearby there is a ski track with a lift and
a playground. There is also a suitable parking place.

RILA
Bodrost - Blagoevgrad
The development of ski tourism in Blagoevgrad region is connected to the Bodrost resort
and the Kartala area. Here is built a ski sleigh with length of 500 meters and displacement of
225 m, a lift of “Pomagalski” type (900 m) and a short training lift (300 m). There is a project
for extension of the ski sleigh to 3 500 meters and for building two-seat lift long 2 800 m and
a capacity of 1900 people per hour. Two vacation houses are built on the territory of the
resort. The mountain resort Bodrost is a starting point for routes to Rila which are well
marked and lead to famous national natural sites. On the territory of the region are placed
“Makedonia” and “Chakalitsa” lodges which belong to the Bulgarian Tourist Union.
The opportunities for eco-tourism are also linked to “Parangalitsa” reserve as well as with
the entire richness of National Park “Pirin” and the possibilities for combined products with
Pirin.
Semkovo
The ski sleigh in Semkovo is 400 m long and it is served by a ski lift with capacity of 150
people per hour. There also eight ski lifts in Semkovo long to 250 m serving short ski lanes
with small slopes suitable for mass sport. In the region are built many camping and vacation
houses.
The ski track in Orlite /Kartala/ is 800 meters long and it is served by two ski lifts of 800 and
1100 meters with capacities of 450 and 700 people per hour.
Makedonia lodge – Rila
It is located in Mechi Prohod hollow between Big and Small Mechi Peak at 2166 altitude.
There is a ski sleigh with two ski lifts. The routes are marked. The lodge is a point form the
European route E-4. Starting point: Blagoevgrad town /along the valley of Blagoevgradska
Bistritsa river/ - 39 km on an asphalt and crushed-stone road and 0, 40 h on a marked route.
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Treshtenik lodge – Rila
It is situated in area with the same name in the Northern slopes of Bukevitsa ridge at 1760
altitude. Near Treshtenik lodge there is a ski track and a ski lift.
Starting points: an asphalt road leads form Yakoruda to Treshtenik lodge (14 km). The
presence of two mountains determines the presence of many other tourist routes.
From Gotse Delchev town through a marked tourist route one can go to “Popovi Livadi”
(“Papazchair”) lodge – 4.30-5 h (there is also a 16 km road but the transportation is not
regular). From then on you can continue to Middle and Northern Pirin or in the opposite
direction – towards South Pirin. Gotse delchev provides accommodation and dining
opportunities.
At 18 km in the Southeast from Sandanski town (in Pirin) takes place “Popina Laka” summer
camp with “Iane Sandanski” lodge. There is no regular transportation for the area but you
can catch a taxi. From there start some marked routes to: “Kamenitsa” lodge (2 h),
“Sinanitsa” lodge (5 h), “Vihren” lodge (7 h), “Turichka Cherkva” summer camp (1 h) and
more.
From Kresna town there goes a marked route to “Sinanitsa” shelter (8-9 h) from where you
can choose different directions.
From Razlog town starts a marked route to “Yavorov” lodge (4.30-5 h). There is also a road
(16 km) but for road cars.

BALNEOLOGY (MEDICAL) TOURISM
On the territory of Blagoevgrad region are located 42% of the mineral springs in the country.
In Sandanski is offered balneology tourism of high quality (mainly because of the good hotel
infrastructure). Main customers here are tourists from Western Europe and the
Scandinavian countries. Another place with high potential is Ognyanovski mineral baths.
Places for development potential are:
-

in the region of Kresna – “Tisata” springs (mainly) and Oshtava village;
in the region of Sandanski/Petrich – Marikostenski mineral springs;
Dobrinishte;
Razlog – Bania village.

CULTURAL AND EDUCATIONAL TOURISM
This kind of tourism is associated with the maximum usage of the richness of the region.
Most frequently are visited Rila monastery and Blagoevgrad town; Sandanski and Melnik and
Rozhen monastery; Bansko and Pirin mountain trips. Very popular and well attended are the
festivals “Pirin sings”, the festivals of the Macedonian song (Blagoevgrad), “Pirinfolk”
(Sandanski), the jazz festival in Bansko, mummer holidays and more. Main customers of such
events are foreign tourists and mainly tourists from country like England, France, Germany,
Benelux countries.
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2.4. TOURISM DEMAND
2.4.1. Overnights in hotels
2.4.1.1. For the country
The number of active shelter and accommodation places in Bulgaria in the end of 2012, the
number of realized overnights in 2012 by Bulgarian and foreign tourists in Bulgaria and the
tendencies of availability of bed capacity for the different categories of shelter and
accommodation places can be seen in official statistic data published by the National
Statistic Institute NSI in January 2013.

Data concerns all shelter and accommodation places which have capacity of more than 10
beds – all hotel categories – from 1 to 5 stars including family hotels and guest houses as
well as villages and separate villas, mountain lodges, vacation houses, motels and camps. In
the end of 2012 the number of active hotels and other accommodation places in Bulgaria
(according to NSI data) was about 1650. The total number of rooms for guests in hotels and
other shelter places is about 48000, and the total number of beds – about 96000.

The weakest months by number of realized overnights are November, December, January,
February and March. During these months in 2012 the total number of overnights in hotels
and other accommodation places in Bulgaria was 500000 per month on the average.
Overnights realized by Bulgarians who used hotels and other accommodation places in those
months were about 72% of the total number while foreign visitors accounted about 28% of
the total number overnights. Bulgarians realized about 1, 8 overnights per a human and
foreigners – 2, 1 overnights on the average. Average bed occupancy during winter months
was about 18-20%, as for the most luxurious hotels with 4 and 5 stars the occupancy was
25% and for the cheapest hotels with 1 and 2 stars – about 14%.

In winter months foreign tourists and travelers preferred luxurious Bulgarian hotels – 66% of
all overnights realized by foreigners in Bulgaria in November 2012 stayed in hotels of
categories of 4 and 5 stars. In hotels of 1 and 2 stars category were realized hardly 10% of all
overnights of foreign citizens while the overnights realized by Bulgarians in the cheapest
hotels in Bulgaria were 38% of all Bulgarian overnights.

Tendencies in 2012 in bed occupancy in hotels and other accommodation places clearly
show an increase in overnights from the middle of May to till the middle of October as the
highest value of occupied beds is from the second week of July till the third week of August.
These tendencies show a strong summer tourist season on the Black Sea and relatively weak
winter season in the ski resorts. The difference between the number of realized nights in
summer and in winter is considerable. Data shows that in summer months the number of
overnights increases with more than 400% in comparison to winter months. If in autumn,
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winter and spring the average number of overnights is 500 thousand per month, the number
of realized overnights increases at almost 2 millions per month in summer months. In winter
months the average occupancy of beds is about 18-20% while in summer months it increases
at about 60%. The occupancy of luxurious hotels with 4 and 5 stars category has increased at
more than 70% in August 2012.

Respectively, hotels account highest income from realized overnights in July and August. The
income from overnights realized by foreigners in July and August 2012 is about 160 million
levs per month, and from nights realized by Bulgarians – about 37 million levs per month –
total income about 197 million levs per month. The average income from overnights in
winter months was about 25-30 million levs per month (by Bulgarians and by foreigners).

2.4.1.2. For Blagoevgrad region
In January 2013 in Blagovgrad region (according to NSI Blagoevgrad data) operated 213
shelter and accommodation places with more than 10 beds – hotels, motels, camps, lodges
and other non-hotel places for short stay. The number of rooms was 6985, and the number
of beds – 14871. Compared to the previous month the total number of shelter and
accommodation places increased with 8, 7% , and the number of beds inside of them – with
8, 5% (table 21).
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Activities of shelter and accommodation places in 2012 – NSI annual account

Region

Blagoevg
rad

Shelter
and
Beds/
accommo
Beds –
overnights
dation number
– number
places number

249

18043

4179222

Realized
overnights –
number

Total

Including
foreigner
s

962067

435552

Arrivals – number

Income from
overnights – BGN

Total

Includin
g
foreigne
rs

Total

Including
foreigners

374011

143705

37400279

17906566

Table 21
The total number of realized overnights in all shelter and accommodation places amounted
to 171333, as 36277 are by Bulgarians and 135056 – by foreigners. In 4 and 5 stars hotels are
realized 64,8 % of the total number overnights by foreign citizens, while those of Bulgarians
are 41,8 %. In shelter and accommodation places with 3 stars are realized 15,1 % of foreign
overnights and 29,9 % of Bulgarian overnights. In rest of the accommodation places with 1
and 2 stars the shares of Bulgarian and foreign citizens are respectively – 28,2 % and 20,1 %.

Biggest is the number of realized nights by foreign Macedonian citizens – 23,7 %, followed by
Russian – 18,9 % and Romanian – 13,1 %.

People who spent a night in the shelter and accommodation places in January 2013
increased – with 5,5 % compared to the same month in 2012 and became 49755. The
comparative share of Bulgarians from all arrivals is 32,9 %. Arrivals of foreigners in shelter
and accommodation places are 15442 times more (86%) compared to the previous month.
Total occupancy of beds in shelter and accommodation places in January 2013 is 39,2 % as it
is highest in 4 and 5 stars hotels – 57,3 %, followed by that of 1 and 2 stars hotels – 28,7 %
and 3 stars hotels – 24,5 %.

Income from overnights in shelter and accommodation places in Blagoevgrad in January
2013 reached 8.55 million levs or 10% more compared to January 2012. It has been
registered an income increase in realized overnights by foreigners with 19,5 % and they
reach 6.69 million levs while the income from Bulgarian citizens decreased with 14,4 % and
are estimated at 1.87 million BGN.
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In the statistical survey of shelter and accommodation places are included categorized
hotels, camps and other non-hotel short stay places with more than 10 beds which operated
during the particular accounting period. The index of other non-hotel short stay places
includes villages and tourist villages, hostels, guest houses, bungalows, vacation homes,
lodges, private rooms and apartments and short stay places.

2.5. TOURIST FLOW
In January 2013 Bulgaria was visited by 275 544 foreign citizens total (excluding transit
passengers). Their number is with 3,8 % more than the same month for 2012. There is an
increase in arrivals with relaxation and vacation purpose as 176 928 arrivals were realized
and rate of 7,2 % in arrivals with guest purpose – 12 204 arrivals and rate of 2,6 %. There is a
decrease in arrivals with business purpose as 58 954 arrivals were realized and decline of 8,2
%. 76 192 foreigners passed in transit across the country which is with 6,5 % more than the
same month for the previous year.

In January 2013 the EU countries continue to be the most important generating market for
international tourism of Bulgaria with a relative share of 49,8 % total amount of 137 091
tourists (-6,2 %).

Income from international tourism in the current balance account according to BNB data for
the period January – December 2012 is estimated at 2 916, 56 million euro which is with 2,2
% more than the same period in 2011. Expenses of Bulgarian citizens for travelling abroad
for the period January – December 2012 were 1015, 73 million euro or with 5,9 % more than
2011.
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VISITS OF FOREIGNERS IN BULGARIA IN 2012 BY COUNTRY AND MONTHS
(Number)
Months
Countries

Total

I

II

III

IV

V

VI

VII

VIII

IX

X

XI

XII

TOTAL

8866552

337085

279510

336904

461712

605937

1116562

1682875

1637841

1082355

523971

404605

397195

EU

5350622

158880

149635

159604

269014

379431

635796

1078845

1052886

728914

296201

219638

221778

Austria

185242

5761

4609

4549

7936

9838

12394

41135

45450

32295

9643

5946

5686

Belgium

95678

2951

2390

2255

2076

3684

7434

25662

26798

15054

4241

1854

1279

UK

282076

13482

13515

11041

10842

17133

40205

63824

49688

35203

13447

6574

7122

Germany

784678

12113

8966

9450

15626

31199

84905

218525

207495

141940

29477

13764

11218

1087260

77015

50501

48571

68800

103977

152176

131661

129158

107899

82399

66121

68982

Denmark

72216

654

668

789

1165

2125

4280

36817

15152

7303

1570

975

718

Ireland

26722

1148

2102

2867

1123

2052

2730

5626

5728

2058

449

223

616

Spain

59322

1487

1767

2537

2993

3139

5268

10712

10926

11405

3036

3319

2733

Italy

128851

6492

5404

4872

8827

9266

16634

18543

18828

18608

11473

5015

4889

Including

Greece
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Cyprus

18689

1053

873

755

1073

1976

3079

3068

2948

692

744

1112

1316

Malta

4369

-

497

613

946

288

628

714

70

131

47

65

370

Netherlands

144382

197

1391

1685

2907

4790

10992

46193

48509

19030

3476

2389

2823

Poland

286267

3171

3664

4100

6989

8831

25554

80237

83419

49130

11213

4930

5029

Portugal

7325

160

299

224

273

552

607

2145

1475

664

436

270

220

Romania

1468179

22164

41846

51076

117750

151902

204556

206734

209644

177324

98702

91270

95211

Slovakia

90076

825

934

1639

3107

3357

5332

31244

26388

9964

3103

2560

1623

Slovenia

22459

975

743

782

1118

1095

2069

4708

4972

3056

1177

925

839

Hungary

120883

1749

2201

3486

4094

5050

10537

32139

30466

20282

4989

3133

2757

Finland

38926

541

398

395

658

1564

4490

12361

11420

5485

891

426

297

France

180060

4757

3608

3839

4546

8659

19079

44929

42318

32508

7655

4423

3739

Czech Republic

173739

1292

1852

2594

3633

4218

10593

44201

65156

28601

5863

3013

2723

Sweden

44038

781

525

535

845

2704

7576

12639

9796

6129

1133

654

721

Other EU
countries

29185

112

882

950

1687

2032

4678

5028

7082

4153

1037

677

867

2796737

148453

108248

144580

154814

173978

370738

476584

463910

277638

181684

151061

145049

424182

45387

25533

35759

34942

33438

33558

40378

40795

33610

39154

33564

28064

Other European
countries
FYROM
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Norway

28993

263

125

139

412

566

3756

12442

13

9385

1010

578

304

Russia

609630

15430

12548

12659

14105

27073

139968

158172

137657

49793

14092

11125

17008

Serbia

396448

25192

18320

28180

30272

30271

34796

50401

47563

37966

33106

30349

30032

Turkey

984212

50955

43446

57789

62417

67521

93619

138934

161494

107430

78500

63322

58785

Ukraine

325944

10856

7896

9428

11990

14225

61990

67368

76364

33054

12608

10126

10039

27328

370

380

626

676

884

3051

8889

24

6400

3214

1997

817

192118

5875

5533

8189

9628

17164

30055

38472

31823

22294

11591

6292

5202

Israel

95586

2673

3002

3210

3129

7507

16281

24131

19189

10915

2259

1452

1838

Canada

16061

417

307

468

1104

1597

2365

2727

2316

2243

1472

631

414

USA

69323

2290

1802

3051

4799

6626

9808

10666

8880

8300

6855

3681

2565

Japan

11148

495

422

1460

596

1434

1601

948

1438

836

1005

528

385

Others

527075

23877

16094

24531

28256

35364

79973

88974

89222

53509

34495

27614

25166

Switzerland
Other countries

Table 22
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The average length of stay of foreign tourists is generally 6 nights. Russians stayed for
longest time in our country (8,5 nights on the average) and for shortest time – Balkan
tourists (3,8 nights).

According to data tourists spent most money on cultural orientation. The average expense a
foreigner makes in our country is 67 euro a day. The total amount of his vacation is
estimated at 379 euro.

2.6. DEMAND AND SUPPLY – HOTEL OCCUPANCY
Average annual occupancy / usability of hotels and other accommodation places according
to NSI data in recent years can be seen in the following table:
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Activity of shelter and accommodation places for 2008-2012
Shelter and
Beds/
accommodatio
Beds overnights
n places - number
- number
number

Realized overnights number

Arrivals - number

Income from overnights BGN

Including
Total
foreigners

Including
Total
foreigners

Total

Including
foreigners

Year

Occupancy
of beds/
overnights %

249

18043

4179222

962067

435552

374011

143705

37400279

17906566

2012

23.02

189

15862

4196138

752002

343424

320428

126990

32770497

17771757

2011

17.92

207

17757

5078351

734639

368251

316149

133513

30882667

15584647

2010

14.47

200

15407

4853103

671656

268896

291524

101454

30724236

13650938

2009

13.84

186

14141

4484486

760022

332284

336047

118290

34828153

16437414

2008

16.95

Table 23
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In table 23 we can see a relatively higher level of the average occupancy – 16, 95% in 2008
compared to the next three years. In 2009 the average occupancy decreased to 13, 84% as
one of the main reasons for this is the world economic crisis. In the next three years 2010,
2011 and 2012 there was an increase in occupancy – 14, 47% for 2010, 17, 92% for 2011
until an average occupancy is reached in 2012 – 23, 02%. Unfortunately, these are quite low
occupancy parameters. These low parameters in terms of the wealth of tourist resources of
the region determine the necessity of proactive measures in tourism in the region for
accomplishing better awareness of the realities and opportunities, a better quality of tourist
services and on this basis a greater valorization of tourist richness of the region.

CHAPTER 3: SWOT ANALYSIS OF BLAGOEVGRAD REGION AS A
DEVELOPING PLACE
3.1. METHODOLOGY OF THE SWOT ANALYSIS
The SWOT analysis aims to assess the impact of external factors of the environment on a
certain field of activity and the activity of its internal factors supporting and/or preventing
this activity. The impact of the environment determines favorable opportunities for
development of such activity and the potential threats which it is going to experience by the
unfavorable factors. The assessment of internal factors for development determines the
strengths and weaknesses of the certain activity. The assessments of internal and external
factors placed on a coordinate system create a number of combinations which can be
classified in four quadrants:
-

first quadrant – good opportunities of the environment combine with the strengths
of internal factors;
second quadrant – good opportunities in combination with internal weaknesses;
third quadrant – combining weaknesses and environmental threats;
fourth quadrant – external threats are combined with strengths (figure 53).
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Fig. 53 SWOT matrix
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In this case we will apply the method of the SWOT analysis in order to assess the strengths
and weaknesses in the field of tourism in Blagoevgrad region as well as to assess the good
opportunities which the environment provides for its development and the potential threats
of the environment.

However, the main point of the SWOT analysis is not just to assess and to compare one area
of economic activity to another or one region to other regions, but also to combine the
assessments of the study area with the assessments of the environment and based on the
kind of combination to offer the most appropriate development strategies.

There are 4 possible combinations:
1. Favorable opportunities of the environment and strengths of the area – i.e. the
environment is good for the development of tourism in the area and her strengths
are more than the weaknesses;
2. Threatening environment and strengths sides of the area;
3. Threatening environment and prevailing weaknesses of the area;
4. Favorable environment in combination with prevailing weaknesses of the area.
If the SWOT analysis shows that the first situation is typical for the tourism in the region, i.e.
the intersection point of environment assessments and internal factors is in the first
quadrant, it is best for the tourism in Blagoevgrad region to carry out investment strategies
as to diversify public services, to introduce innovations. If the result is obtained in the
second situation which adds together threatening environment and strengths of the area
and interjection point is in the second quadrant, it is proper to apply strategies of various
management methods such as executing cooperative (with public-private participation
and/or non-governmental organizations) controlled activities, providing administrative help
and a greater independence of business structures, establishing mixed public-private
companies, consortia and alliances for work in the tourism field. In situations of the third
quadrant are suitable strategies of integration (of legal persons in the tourism branch);
activities restriction; privatization. Most appropriate strategies for the fourth quadrant are
concentration of efforts in the most important directions, lobbying to insure support of
umbrella organizations, vertical integration with structures of higher and lower level.

The index of analysis I shows the level of influence of the combination of factors on tourism
from the SWOT analysis. Analysis index represents the relationship between external and
internal factors through the size of the filed locked inside of the coordinate axes and the
specific meanings of external and internal factors. The value of the index equals the
multiplication of the external factors assessment Ef and the internal factors assessment If.
So the value of the index is: I = Ef x If. For example, this index corresponds to Sector 1 (f. 53)
and takes the biggest possible area as the examined field of activity receives assessments
that put it in the third quadrant. This means that activity is well positioned in the third
quadrant which corresponds to unfriendly environment and prevailing weaknesses. If the
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assessments are different they will form other sectors, for instance 2 and 3, which are in the
same quadrant on the exemplary graphics. Their assessments I2 and I3 are equal although
they are formed by different combination of internal and external factors.
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Fig. 54
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3.2. SWOT ANALYSIS OF TOURISM IN BLAGOEVGRAD REGION
The assessment of external and internal factors for the development of tourism is done on
the basis of an expert opinion of the specific field. Assessments vary from 2 - unfavorable
influence to 6 - favorable influence of the specific factor. In table 24 and table 25 are
described elaborately internal and external factors of development of tourism in
Blagoevgrad region and are given the specific expert assessments for each of them according
to the situation in the sector in May 2013.

We have chosen 20 internal factors that influence the development of tourism in
Blagoevgrad region. Of course, other factors of that kind could be shown but the sample we
have given is quite representative to determine the tendency and the final total assessment
to be highly truthful. 19 external factors influencing the condition of tourist branch if the
region were also examined. The names and the certain expert assessments of each of the
factors are displayed in table 24 and table 25. It is obvious that the factors chosen for
analysis form an average assessment of internal factors of 3, 85, and the average assessment
of external factors is 4, 05.

Internal factors
High forest coverage, diverse and well-preserved natural resources

score (2 to 6)
4

Presence of mineral springs - 40% of the flow of springs in the country 5
are in Blagoevgrad
The presence of universities which increase the level of human 4
resources and research potential
Developed urban-territorial structure

3

Development of the institutional structure of tourism

3

Presence of cultural and historical sites

5

The presence of water supplies, pasture and forest land, suitable 5
conditions of clean, modern and alternative agriculture
Availability of resources for the implementation and use of a 5
alternative energy sources
Public works and engineering network infrastructure

4

Level of development of the energy efficiency sector

3

Utilization of hospital beds

4

Investment policy

4
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Staff qualifications

4

Availability of facilities for entertainment

3

The existence and implementation of programs for tourism 3
development in the area
Marketing and promotion of the tourism product in the area

4

Existence and implementation of arrangements to facilitate access of
disadvantaged people to tourist sites

3

Adequacy of municipal programs in environmental

3

State of the water supply network

4

Management of solid waste

4

Average rating of the internal factors

3.85

Table 24

External factors

score (2 to 6)

Favorable geographical position and transport

5

Availability of ICC № 4, BCP, first class roads and highways

4

Access to national and international programs supporting the
development of the sector

3

The location of the area and the impact of diversity and contrast 4
between central and peripheral areas
Demographic situation and its impact on the field

4

Economic situation and its impact on tourism

3

Role of NGOs in the development of tourism

3

Quality regulations concerning tourism activities

3

Condition of incomes in tourism according to population incomes

4

The presence of public-private partnerships in tourism

3

Air Quality

4

Ecological status of water resources

4

Level of economic activity of private entrepreneurs

4
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Presence of protected areas

6

Quality of drinking water

5

Condition of cross contamination

6

Presence of various forms of business associations structures tourism

4

Opportunities for active and equal dialogue between private tourist
operators and local and state authorities to control development

3

Use of external experts and consultants in realizatiob and 5
management of tourism activities
Average rating for externalities

4.05

Table 25
The assessments are graphically presented in figure 55 and figure 56.
In the coordinate system for displaying the results from the SWOT analysis the assessment
of internal factors is placed along the “Weak sides – Strong sides” axe, the assessment of
external factors – on the “Threats – Opportunities” axe. The interjection point has the value
of the minimum possible assessment (2). On which side of the coordinate system will be
situated the assessment depends on expert opinion, for example, if one decides that the
internal factors form an environment with weak sides, the average assessment of the
internal factors will lay on the left side of the interjection point.

Fig. 55
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Fig. 56

According to the examined internal factors we can assume that the internal environment for
development of tourism in Blagoevgrad region has more strong sides. While the external
environment – mainly because of the serious economic crisis existing in Bulgaria and Europe
is rather unfavorable (“threatening” according to SWOT analysis terminology). As a result,
the index of SWOT analysis goes in II quadrant (fig. 57).
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3.3. ASSESSMENT OF WEAKNESSES AND OPPORTUNITIES OF THE TOURIST SECTOR IN
BLAGOEVGRAD REGION
The concentration of natural and anthropogenic resources on the territory of Blagoevgrad
region is a condition for diverse tourist supply. Implementation and proper use and/ or nonuse of various economic, natural, social, infrastructure and cultural and educational factors
in addition to the rich natural resources define the condition of tourist sector in Blagoevgrad
region.

Opportunities of tourist sector in the region are determined by the presence of the many
and various mountain massifs on the territory of the region – Rila, Pirin, Rhodopes, Belasitsa,
Slavyanka, Maleshevska, Ograzhden, Osogovska; by the natural parks located here – “Pirin”
and “Rila”, by the natural park “Belasitsa”, by the biosphere reserve “Alibotush”, by the
“Tisata”, “Baiovi Dupki” reserves, by the preserved area of “Melnik pyramides”, by the vast
preserved areas in NATURA 2000 and more.

Mineral water resource is unique; there are more than 160 natural lakes. Cultural and
historical heritage is represented by archeological, historical, cultural and archeological
monuments, unique folklore traditions, festivals, handicrafts and traditional industries. In
the resorts of Bansko, Sandanski, Razlog, etc. is offered a year-round accommodation and
there is infrastructure for ski and SPA tourism which is in the process of development.
Outside of the resorts accommodation base is represented by a large number of family
hotels, guest rooms and houses.

Besides the popular winter and SPA tourism the region can also offer eco-tourism, cultural,
hunting, educational and religious, rural and health tourism. Their development is driven by
the necessity of bringing variety to the offered tourist products, the tendency of
development of the alternative forms of tourism and the present resources on the territory
of the region.

The considerable opportunities of the environment and the great natural resources for
tourism development in Blagoevgrad region are accompanied by some weak characteristics
which influence negatively the development of the branch.

On basis of analysis of the municipalities of the region as weaknesses stopping the
development of tourism in Blagoevgrad region we can define:
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-

Economic:
Crisis of national and international economic level;
Opportunities for geographical expansion of tourist entrepreneurship and emergence of
SMEs in small, hilly and mountainous villages are not good;
Low utilization of EU funds;

-

-

-

Administrative and organizational:
Deteriorating condition of some of the sites of cultural and historical heritage;
Not well developed infrastructure outside the main tourist sites is a problem for the
improvement of tourist business;
The amount of offered tourist services is small. There are no diverse and attractive
service;
Growing negative phenomena such as prostitution, drug sales, etc.;
Absence of a particular marketing strategy for the development of tourism on the
territory of the municipalities and the region;
Inefficient, unfocused or not enough advertising of tourist services and of the region
as international tourist destination;
No common tourist information system for showing the tourist heritage of the region
which describes not only tourist sites and available services but also the necessary
time to go to the sites, the difficulty category and the possibility to visit the sites by
people with disabilities;
Outdated and not enough developed water and sewerage system;
There is no specialized tourist infrastructure.
Anthropogenic:
Except for the national and natural parks in the other mountains there is no tourist
infrastructure;
A big part of the entrepreneurs have no management behavior and skills;
People employed in tourist sector (outside the big city centers) usually have no
professional qualification and have poor command of foreign languages;
Increasing tendencies of rural depopulation and ageing of the population;
Not enough interest of farmers to the potential of ecological agriculture;
Absence of a proper environment and attractions for tourists.
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CHAPTER 4: COMPETITION ANALYSIS
4.1. NATIONAL DATA
Due to its natural and historical diversity Bulgaria has a large potential for development of
tourism. Such potential are not only the Black Sea coast and the mountains which take more
than 1/3 of the territory of the country but also 9 sites included in the World Heritage List of
UNESCO, thousands of local traditional and cultural attractions, the national cuisine and high
quality wines, etc. Officially, in the country there are 142 resorts as 58 of them are
balneology, 56 – mountain and 28 – sea resorts.

Diversity of natural and anthropogenic resources for sustainable development of all
kinds and forms of tourism
In Bulgaria there are conditions for development of traditional (sea and mountain/ski) and
specialized/health tourism – balneology, SPA, wellness, cultural, rural, eco, hunting,
business, adventurous, etc. Each one of them may develop independently or through
effective collaboration of different kinds of tourism;

Favorable geography. Suitable and favorable climate and temperatures. Beautiful
and relatively clean environment
Bulgaria is a country with huge diversity of tourist resources – temperate climate, sunny
seaside, beautiful, easily accessible mountains, unique nature – more than 5% of the
territory of the country has a status of protected area (including 3 national and 11 natural
parks, 55 reserves, 441 preserved areas, 349 natural landmarks, more than 600 mineral
springs);

Rich and an internationally recognized cultural and historical heritage with unique
characteristics and a great development potential; good national cuisine and high
quality wines
Bulgaria has a 6-millenial cultural heritage: about 40,000 cultural monuments from different
historical eras; more than 160 Eastern Orthodox monasteries, many churches and religious
monuments of other religions; more than 330 museums and galleries; rich traditions in
festivals and holidays organizing; preserved ethnographic heritage;

National Tourist Registry
75 tourist associations are registered in it (local, regional, branch and product).
National Tourism Council (NTC) was created to support the implementation of national
politics in the field of tourism. It functions as an advisory body to the Minister of Economy
(2013). Members of the NTC are representatives of the government power and institutions
related to tourism: local and regional tourist organizations and tourist companies.
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According to the Tourism Act municipalities have a status of key institutions for the
development of tourism locally. This is accomplished through programs of development of
the sector, supporting local market supply, IT services for tourists, categorization of tourist
sites as the Tourism Act suggests, and also regulation on their activity. Municipalities have
legal powers about the development of the local technical and tourist infrastructure, tourism
planning (and related planning of urban areas). The municipalities have accepted programs
for development of tourism and its infrastructure (building and maintaining infrastructures,
tourist information centers and tourist information service organization, advertizing of
tourist sites in the country and abroad, etc.), but they are not related to the national tourist
politics and are not financially provided (municipality expenses for tourism and relaxation
are about 0.1 - 0.2% of the total) which makes them difficultly realizable.

62 tourist information centers are created – 73% of them are created and maintained by
municipalities, 25% are legal persons under the Act for legal persons of non-profit purpose
and the Commercial Law, 2% are built as a part of national parks.

Bulgaria has relatively well developed sea and mountain resorts but still there is a lot to do
about the implementation of European standards in Bulgarian tourist products and for the
supply of specialized forms of tourism.

Analysis on Bulgarian tourism shows that when it comes to competitiveness, quality and
variety of services and leading destinations on the world market, Bulgarian tourism takes an
average level compared to the developed tourist countries.

4.2. MAIN COMPETITORS
By its very nature, tourism is the travel of people from one place to another and again going
back to the initial place in a short period of time. It is human nature to visit different places
either because of curiosity, better nature resources or better conditions. Therefore, it is
unthinkable a particular tourist destination or a single country to meet the requirements of
all tourists. Some destinations may be visited more often and by more people – this makes
the place or country more competitive than the rest but there will always be tourists for any
place as long as infrastructure is built and necessary information is provided.

Competition in tourism may be analyzed in two aspects:
1. Possibility to attract more tourists from the home country;
2. Possibility to attract more foreign tourists.
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In both cases, to be competitive a tourist site must have:
1. Numerous natural (natural, animal, climate) and/or anthropogenic (architectural,
cultural, historical) resources to make it interesting for a large number of visitors;
2. Developed infrastructure – roads, information, accommodation and catering
facilities.
These are required but not necessary conditions for an effective competitiveness of a tourist
site. Other determining factors are subjective and concern: the management, financial
assurance and why not talent and charisma to some point. The good and successful
combination of all factors determines the level of competitiveness of a tourist site – not only
among sites of its kind in the country but also among tourist site abroad.

If we examine tourist branch on national level there appears one formal index for
determining the competitiveness of Bulgaria to other countries – the number of Bulgarian
citizens who visited a country and the number of foreigners of that country who visited
Bulgaria. We should clarify that NSI data of Bulgarian citizens travelling abroad (table 26) and
visits of foreigners in Bulgaria concerns not only tourist trips but also the entire flow of
people. Not all of those people are tourists. For example, it is impossible to say that all of the
33 212 Bulgarian citizens who visited Russia in 2012 were tourists. While quite positively we
can say that most of the 609 630 Russian citizens who visited Bulgaria in 2012 were tourists.
On one hand, this example shows that Bulgaria is more competitive in tourist branch than
Russia. On the other hand, the example shows that we have to analyze carefully data before
we make conclusions about the tourist branch.
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TRAVELS OF BULGARIAN CITIZENS ABROAD IN 2012 BY COUNTRY
Quarter
Countries

Total
Total

I

II

III

IV

3757882

787334

1041619

1151573

777356

1888536

381231

489290

632,184

385831

Austria

75824

15230

17177

29550

13867

Belgium

28627

7096

6854

7944

6733

United Kingdom

85388

18487

26703

21310

18888

Germany

189574

37091

40895

70970

40618

Greece

789842

179913

196567

241262

172100

Denmark

7481

454

941

3717

2369

Ireland

3340

67

357

2555

361

Spain

100527

18361

23738

42693

15735

Italy

92868

16285

25346

35083

16154

Cyprus

5861

3206

867

1275

513

Malta

308

194

71

0

43

26906

4493

12599

5355

4459

European Union

Netherlands
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Poland

22160

3597

5354

7533

5676

Portugal

6433

330

1432

3889

782

Romania

318112

61484

88494

107261

60873

Slovakia

4879

307

834

2927

811

Slovenia

4964

386

1065

2478

1035

Hungary

14542

2459

4207

4204

3672

Finland

3214

85

142

2464

523

France

59969

6455

21290

19804

12420

Czech Republic

40046

4791

12965

15573

6717

Sweden

4737

273

838

3105

521

Other EU countries

2934

187

554

1232

961

1815394

397,766

541624

497556

378448

FYROM

362021

74919

136465

96420

54217

Norway

3588

106

276

2323

883

Russia

33212

3491

10903

13121

5697

Serbia

301623

90550

89138

64347

57588

Turkey

1091214

224441

299033

314,134

253606

Other European countries
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Ukraine

10134

1645

1515

3112

3862

Switzerland

13602

2614

4294

4099

2595

Other countries

17016

1368

3332

8041

4275

Israel

5280

493

1064

2110

1613

Canada

2250

134

191

1273

652

United States of America

9486

741

2077

4658

2010

36936

6969

7373

13792

8802

Rest of the world
Table 26
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When comparing data of foreigners arrived and Bulgarians departed for 2012 it is obvious
that Bulgarians visit mostly neighbouring countries: Turkey, Greece and FYROM, and the
number of foreigners who arrived from Romania, Turkey and Greece is the largest (table 27).

Country

Foreigners-arrived Visits of Bulgarian citizens

Arrivals/departures

Turkey

984212

1091214

90.19%

Greece

1087260

789842

137.66%

FYROM

424182

362021

117.17%

Romania

1468179

318112

461.53%

Germany

784678

189574

413.92%

Russia

609630

33212

1835.57%

Italy

128851

92868

138.75%

Spain

59322

100527

59.01%

185242

75824

244.31%

Austria
Тable 27

Only in Turkey the number of Bulgarian citizens who visited the country is more than the
number of turkish tourists who visited our country. In all other countries we have a positive
balance between “arrived/ departures”. In any case, the bigger part of arrived tourists came
for a kind of tourism. We can assume that most of the visits of Bulgarian citizens to FYROM,
Romania, Germany and Russia are not with tourism purpose. However, it is not the same
with Turkey and Greece visits. This defines these countries as main competitors of Bulgaria
in the field of tourism. This conclusion is done not only by the number and ratio of flow of
people between the countries, but also by their natural and anthropogenic resources.

Greece
Greece is a country with multi century history and interesting culture which in combination
to the extraordinary beautiful nature and somehow the different kind of Balkan charm turn
our Southern neighbor in a magnet for tourists from all over the world. With a single
excursion or a vacation to Greece any visitor may find something interesting – from the wild
nightlife of Mikonos to the antique beauty of Delos; from the magnificence of Delphi to the
naturalness of Halkidiki; from the comfort and seclusion of the hundreds small islands to the
pulsating rhythm of the big tourist centers.
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The combination of beautiful nature, warm climate and great cultural heritage make Greece
a preferred destination. One of the advantages of this country are the acceptable prices, the
nearness to Bulgaria in combination with the good infrastructure and the simple procedures
of crossing the borderline, the longer summer season, the diverse resorts, hotels and the
opportunities for vacation and entertainment.

The competitiveness of Greece is also determined by:
Annual advertising;
More than 30 tourist representatives abroad;
Stable markets in near and distant countries (USA, Japan);
Good practical qualification of the staff.
Greece is a destination suitable for:
Trips with sea recreation purpose (more than 400 awarded with blue flag);
Cultural and historical tourism;
Religious tourism (Aton, Meteora);
Alternative and eco-tourism (Crete; Zakynthos; Kirkini lake; Pindos, Olympus, Prespes
national parks; the Stone Forests of Lesbos; Alistrati, Petralona, Limenes caves; Edesa
waterfalls)
Sport tourism – yachting, golf (Crete, Corfu, Glifada, Rados, Halkidiki);
Diving (Ionian Islands, FYROM, Attica, Peloponnese, Saroniyski Islands, Cyclades,
Dodecanese, Crete);
Congress tourism;
Shopping tourism;
Wellness and SPA.
There are no age restrictions for travelers.

Greece takes one of the first places in charts of the World Tourism Organization by number
of foreign tourists and income from international tourism – respectively 17th and 12th place
in the world. In 2006 Greece was visited by 14,3 million tourists, and in 2005 tourism income
was 14,3 milliard US dollars.
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Turkey
Generally, Turkey has a great potential for tourist development because of its richness of
natural and cultural landmarks. The seven different climate zones and the overall
appearance of the continent are situated in a single country. From the steppes of Anatolia
and the vast lakes of the Black Sea coast to the rising at 8.400 km volcanoes in the central
part, Turkey offers an attractive tourist product. 1 300 geothermal springs are being
exploited on the territory of Turkey.

Main tourist centers of the country are Istanbul, Antalya, Bodrum, Marmaris, Izmir, Kusadasi,
Kemer, Belek and other. Sea, cultural and SPA tourism are vey well developed. Just in 2008,
the country was visited by 31 million tourists who brought income of 22 milliard dollars. In
2009, 3,6 million Turks were employed in the field of tourism. The Government of Turkey
aims to turn the country in a whole year destination until 2023 as major investments are
done in winter tourism as well. Even now in Turkey work several winter ski resorts some of
which are Uludag and Palandoken. In our Southern neighbor are located some of the most
luxurious hotels in the world. In Turkish resorts you can stay in 5 star hotels of decent prices
with all inclusive and ultra all inclusive offers. Some of the best months for trips are
September and October when the summer in our country is over and the season in Turkey is
over and the prices are low. The hotels in Istanbul are famous for the first class service and
reasonable prices of course. Turkey is visited mainly by tourists from Germany, Great Britain,
Russia, The Netherlands, Israel, Iran. Visits of Bulgarian tourists increase every year because
of the new hotels, competitive prices and the good and attractive prices.

According to data of the World Tourism Organization (WTO) in 2006 Turkey took 11th place
in the world by the number of tourists and 9th place by income of international tourism. Data
is as follows: 18,9 million tourists and 16,9 milliard US dollars.

Other countries
In addition to the fact that the main supply in Bulgaria is in the summer sea and winter ski
tourism, the main competitors are (except for Greece and Turkey) of the country are among
the destinations offering such kind of services:
Summer recreation: the Republic of Croatia, Italy, Spain, Romania;
Winter ski tourism: Austria, Italy.
On basis of other kinds of tourism Bulgaria’s main competitors for attracting foreign tourists
and respectively the income of such activity (table 28) are:
Cultural tourism: Greece, Italy, Turkey;
Balneology and SPA tourism: Hungary and the Czech Republic;
Eco-tourism: the Republic of Croatia, Spain, Romania.
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Tourism income – EUROSTAT 2012

(million EUR)
2000

2005

Belgium

2010

7 934

7 761

Bulgaria

1 163

1 956

2 747

Czech Republic

3 232

3 769

5 043

Germany

20 007

23 449

26 156

Greece

10 068

11 037

9 611

Spain

32 446

38 558

39 621

France

33 301

35 385

34 939

Italy

29 905

28 400

29 244

Hungary

3 758

3 300

4 049

Austria

10 593

12 904

14 078

391

849

859

23 702

24 672

23 038

5 961

6 367

14 591

15 847

Romania
England
Croatia
Turkey

8 268

Table 28
The Republic of Croatia is one of the “newest” destinations. The main supply of Croatia is in
the sector “sea vacation’ but it also offers very good conditions for alternative tourism and
also for individual tourists with campers. Such tourist product gives serious advantages to
Croatia because of its nearness to generating markets like Germany, Austria, Italy, etc. main
target markets are: Germany, Austria, Italy, The Netherlands. The country has traditions in
the field of tourism although the Croatian tourist sector was stopped by the war in 1990. In
recent years the country has accomplished a significant progress in this field. According to
statistical data Croatia is one of the five fastest growing Mediterranean countries. Croatia is
an attractive tourist destination mainly because of its long coastline and the well preserved
coastal Renaissance towns. This is why the biggest number of tourist visits was paid in July
and August (about 60% of all visits). Seasonality of tourism is considered a negative aspect
and the experts of the area are looking for a way to enlarge the tourist season.
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Spain managed to strengthen its image as a world-class destination and kept its leading
positions in the charts of the World Tourism Organization (WTO) for years. In 2006 Spain
took 2nd place in the world by number of foreign tourists and by realized income from
international tourism too. Such success of Spain is due to the great variety of tourist
products: sea vacation, cultural and educational trips, eco-tourism, city brakes, wine and
culinary, etc., and the good prices as well which the Spanish tourist industry managed to
keep in recent years. Main target markets are: Germany, Russia, Great Britain. The country is
one of the leading destinations in the world and an absolute leader of sea vacations. The
Spanish coastline covers 3 904 km of the peninsula and 2036 km of the islands which
includes various environment, landmarks and possibilities for tourism. This is combined with
new tendencies of more frequent and shorter vacations with different kinds of
transportation whose aim is to decrease the effect of seasonality and to stimulate the
development inside the country.

Tourist supply in Italy is extremely diverse and it comprises the sectors of cultural tourism,
sea vacation, city breaks, shopping, wine and culinary, ski tourism, SPA tourism. The country
is known as “the biggest outdoor museum” in the world because of the amazing cultural
heritage of Italy. Main target markets are: Germany, Austria, Russia, Japan, Korea and other.
The sustainable and alternative tourist products attract the attention of a more and more
local and foreign tourists. Disclosure of rural areas in Southern Italy and Sicily turned them
into fashionable summer destinations because of the increased demand of authentic way of
life, the local and regional cuisine, balneology and SPA tourism.

Hungary is a main competitor of Bulgaria in the field of balneology and SPA tourism. It has
perfect balneology centers. Hungary attracts its tourists mainly with the capital Budapest,
Balaton, river Danube and the balneology. Main target markets are: Austria, Germany,
Romania, Slovakia, Ukraine, Croatia, Poland and more. Tourism in Hungary is focused mainly
in the capital Budapest and rural areas are not well developed. The visitors are mainly from
Germany (33%), Austria (7%), Italy (6%). Main cores of the strategy for development of
tourism in Hungary are mineral water springs, development of key tourist destinations (like
Budapest, Balaton lake, river Danube and Tisza), making use of the cultural heritage,
transport development, theme parks and health tourism, independence of peak seasons and
attracting visitors not only in Budapest but inside the country as well.
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4.3. POSITION OF BULGARIA ON THE INTERNATIONAL TOURIST MARKETS
Undoubtedly, leading indicator for our destination is tourist resources. Our country is rich in
natural and cultural resources. The mild climate and the 378 km long coastline are
attractions for a large number of tourists in the summer especially from European
landlocked countries and those with worse conditions. Meanwhile, our mountain resorts
and the infrastructure are a pretty good alternative for markets of the same or better
resources of sea recreation. Here we can put Greek tourists whose number is considerable
especially in this time of year.

The geographical location of the country is considered favorable also in terms of tourism.
The nearness to developed competition markets not only gives opportunities for offering coproducts and combined tourist packages but it contributes to another field. We are talking
about situations of crisis or protests which affect neighboring tourist markets. The crisis in
Greece will make a lot of tourists to turn to near destinations and the one in Egypt is an
additional chance for attracting new tourists.

Of course, we should not disregard our strongest competitor Turkey with its strong
traditions in the sphere of hospitality. Even with smaller opportunities, our country is
however unique with a calmer atmosphere and lack of rebellions and terrorist attacks which
happen quite often in our Southern neighbor. Moreover, the period that is more suitable for
trips there is September, while in our country it is August. That is why for traditionalists who
prefer that very month Bulgaria would be a better alternative.
The level of industrialization in our country is much lower than that of the developed
countries from Western Europe. This is exactly the kind of environment that makes the
tourists look for a different one. So Bulgaria can offer them such an environment with its
various natural resources.

As a good competition factor can be pointed out the level of prices in our country. Income of
the developed countries from Western Europe is higher than ours. This factor gives freedom
to choose destination, extended stay and more expenses, respectively more income for our
country. It is clear that our country would be a cheap tourist destination – a fact which in
times of financial crisis plays a leading role in the choice of tourist product.

From the above facts we can point out several main tendencies. Bulgaria is preferred
traditionally by the West European markets. Of course, here we put also Russia. There is an
increase in the share of new markets emitting considerable tourist flows towards our
country (Romania). Most favorable is the situation in Germany – in terms of time for
holidays. It is not surprising that the West European country takes leading position in the
structure of overnights. Poland also have potential with their busy schedule and possibilities
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for a longer vacation and more holidays. We should not disregard the Romanians also –
especially during longer holidays.

The global tendencies of increase of population over the working age are a prerequisite for
extended supply of specialized products, medical and balneology tourism. This is exactly the
field that gives Bulgaria potentials and helps to reduce the overconcentration, polarization
and the seasonality. In terms of costs, our country should focus on increasing the share of
additional services compared to the main ones.

CHAPTER 5: PROGRAM FOR TOURISM DEVELOPMENT IN
BLAGOEVGRAD REGION

Various strategies have been established and applied for the development of Blagoevgrad
region. Such documents could be classified vertically and horizontally as they could be
examined in their development in the period of Bulgaria’s integration to the EU and
afterwards.

When determining the problems of tourism development of Blagoevgrad region “Regional
strategy for regional development of Blagoevgrad region with an administrative center
Blagoevgrad for the period 2005 – 2015” comes as e vertical annex and addition to “National
plan for development of the Republic of Bulgaria for the period 2007 – 2013”. Moreover,
municipalities’ plans for development for the period of 2007 – 2013 (horizontally) continue
to practice national and regional development policy and to distinguish the problems of
economic development and particularly the development of tourism on local level (fig. 58).
Municipal plans for development of Blagoevgrad, Sandanski,
Petrich and the other municipalities of the region 2007-2013
year - accepted 2005-2007 year

Program for sustainable development of tourism in Sandanski
municipality 2012-2016 year – accepted: Municipal Council, Sandanski,
2012 year

Fig. 58
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All national, regional and municipal plans and strategies in Bulgaria have been created and
accepted according to the requirements of the EU directives – first in the pre-accession
period, and after that as a country member of the EU. In particular, in the part about the
development of tourism of those documents were set the ideas and requirements of two
types of documents of the European Commission concerning tourism – fig. 59.

COMMUNICATION FROM THE COMMISSION

A renewed EU Tourism Policy: Towards a stronger partnership for
European Tourism
2006 year

COMMUNICATION FROM THE COMMISSION TO THE EUROPEAN
PARLIAMENT, THE COUNCIL, THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL
COMMITTEE AND THE COMMITTEE OF THE REGIONS

Europe, the world's No 1 tourist destination – a new political
framework for tourism in Europe

Fig. 59

2010 year

Some additional strategy documents might be accepted due to the necessity to correct and
fulfill the tasks related to national, regional and municipal development during the program
period. Some of them deal with the problems of strategic and sustainable development of
tourism in Bulgaria, Blagoevgrad region and the municipalities in the area (Fig. 60).

National plan for development of the Republic of Bulgaria for
the period 2007-2013 year – accepted: 2005 year

National strategic reference frame program period 2007–2013
year – accepted: Council of Ministers, December, 2006.
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Regional plan for development of Southwestern planning
region 2007-2013 year – accepted: Ministry of Regional Development
and Public Works, 2005 year

National strategy for sustainable development of tourism in
the Republic of Bulgaria 2009-2013 year – accepted: Council of
Ministers of RB, Tourism Agency 2009 year

Regional plan for development of Southwestern region level 2
for the period 2014-2020 – accepted: Ministry of Regional
Development and Public Works, 2012 year

Regional strategy for regional development of Blagoevgrad
region with an administrative center Blagoevgrad for the
period 2005–2015 year – accepted: Blagoevgrad, September 2005

Fig. 60

According to those documents we can define the strategic tasks for tourism development
and its outlook in Blagoevgrad region.

5.1. GOAL
On the basis of natural, anthropogenic and economic factors prevailing at the time and
following the principles of continuity, the goals and priorities of regional development
strategy of Blagoevgrad region, we can define the following goal of the program for tourism
development of Blagoevgrad region:

ESTABLISHMENT AND DEVELOPMENT OF LEADING POSITION OF TOURISM IN
BLAGOEVGRAD REGION ON NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL LEVEL

Realization of the goal will be accomplished with the help of partners and through some
target actions by making use of local resources and attracting funds from national and
international programs. There have to be coordination, efficiency and stability in the actions
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of all institutions interested in the development of the region and also in the desire to
improve the quality of life of population in the region.

The goal is to place people above all as they should live in a healthy and comfortable
environment in their villages located in the beautiful and magnificent nature of the region
full with cultural-historical monuments. That is why nature should be preserved beautiful
and clean, and the cultural-historical monuments should be developed and saved.

Well preserved and available to everyone historical and cultural monuments and folklore
cultural traditions should inspire respect, pride and trust in the future of generations. People
must have accessible and clean recreation and sport places. Children should be brought up
and educated in affordable, well designed and decorated in a modern way schools. No
external problems such as alcohol, drugs and religious sects should be brought in.

In the time of global policy of stability and of good neighbor relations, with the opening of
the borders, the prospects of Blagoevgrad region, with its geographical position, will
increase. Nearness to the Republic of Macedonia and common borderline with the Republic
of Greece offers great opportunities which are to be used.

5.2. SPECIFIC GOALS

SPECIFIC GOAL 1: SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT OF THE TOURISM SECTOR IN BLAGOEVGRAD
REGION
SPECIFIC GOAL 2: DEVELOPMENT OF INSTITUTIONAL, SOCIAL AND TECHNICAL
INFRASTRUCTURES
SPECIFIC GOAL 3: INCREASING THE NUMBER OF TOURISTS VISITING THE REGION OF
BLAGOEVGRAD AND INCREASING THE INCOME FROM TOURISM
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5.3. PRIORITIES
Priority 1: Increasing the competitiveness of tourist products and services in the region
Measures and activities:
Inplementation of integrated systems for quality management of international
standards, practices and requirements of the EU, the system for control of foods
safety HACCP, the European standards ISO 9001: 2000 for quality development in
tourism, ISO 14001: 2004 for environmental management and preservation, ISO
22000: 2005 systems for development of foods safety, European schemes for
environmental management and control – EMAS, and eco labeling.
Developing mechanisms for permanent partnerships between educational
institutions and businesses
Encouraging employers from tourism to increase the investment in continuing
professional education
Stimulating those who work in the tourism sector to study all their life
Taking part in training courses in order to increase the capacity of human resources
in the field of tourism in the region
Undertaking professional training as to improve the qualification and to create new
skills of the employees from the tourism business
Establishing a regional tourist label
Developing and implementing various forms of contests and awards in the field of
tourism in the region
Developing new thematic routes
Developing an integrated tourist product
Developing alternative tourism – mountain and SPA tourism, educational tourism,
religious tourism, ecological tourism, rural and agricultural tourism, congress tourism,
roadside tourist services; adventurous tourism: ski, mountaineering, rafting, cycling,
horse riding, etc.
Priority 2: Partnership development in the field of tourism on regional, national and
international level
Measures and activities
Developing networks for cooperation and sustainable partnerships between regional
administration, local authorities, busines, associations, media, NGO, local community
and other partners
Common development of programs and strategies for tourism growth in the region
on regional, inter-municipal and municipal level
Development of tourist services packages for the municipalities of the region
Coordination of the activities of local authorities and business in the field of tourism
Implementing common partner projects in the field of tourism with private resources
and business and municipal sponsorship
Establishing instruments and mechanisms for two-side informing between the
subjects concerned with tourism about the problems of tourism infrastructure,
nature, cultural monuments in the region, as well as for the options to solve them
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Creating joint comities for operation in crisis
Developing international partnerships in the field of joint planning, joint supply of
tourist products, joint advertising, preserving natural and cultural wealth, developing,
applying for funds and implementing joint tourist projects, etc.
Exchange of project ideas in order to multiply and upgrade existing projects
Priority 3: Preservation and protection of the natural and cultural wealth of the region
Measures and activities
Preserving and developing cultural traditions, historical heritage and natural
resources
Recovering and aesthetic restoration of architectural-historical heritage
Implementing various measures for education and encouraging public interest
Developing programs for management of natural and cultural wealth of the region
Active participation of population in the development of programs for natural and
cultural management
Establishing a single database for the cultural resources of the region and its constant
upgrade
Development and realization of a complex of programs and projects for preservation
of the natural and cultural wealth of the region by the means of various resources on
municipal and regional level, and also through rational usage of financial resources of
European programs and funds
Development of inter-municipal, national and international cooperation in the field
of preservation of natural and cultural wealth of the region
Creating emergency centers for disaster and crisis actions
Support for eco tourism development
Priority 4: Effective marketing and advertising of tourist sites in the region of Blagoevgrad
as a tourist destination
Measures and activities
Holding market research on local and regional level for the need to create specific
tourist products on local and regional level based on the richness and strong sides of
a specific region / municipality
Preparing mid and long term strategies and programs for development and
marketing of various kinds of tourism (chosen by priority) on local and regional level
Placing specific marking, signs, information boards, electronic information terminals,
and other information tools in favor of people practicing various kinds of tourism
Creating a common tourist trademark for recognition of the cross-border region as a
destination of development of various kinds of tourism all over the year
Recognizing and developing of common local and regional tourist products and
services
Establishing an informational web portal for tourism promoting in the region based
on the developed joint tourism brand of the area
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Creating and distributing printed marketing promotional and advertising materials –
tourist maps, handouts, guides, magazines, brochures, advertising stickers,
transparent advertisements, banners
Creating interactive online applications for smart phones to support tourism and
tourists in the region – tourist maps applications, audio tours, some useful
information for the region, blogs, information for tourist monuments, etc.
Involving local tourism potential of the region (united by the joint brand) in events
that were chosen in advance; advertising activities; fairs; markets; exhibitions; social
networks, local, regional, national and foreign tour operators and agents
Promoting the region as a destination for development of various kinds of tourism in
all seasons through famous national and international tourism portals
Advertising the region as a whole year tourist destination by the distribution of
informational and advertising materials on national level, media advertising, the
Internet, magazines, TV, eco tourist guides
Attracting local and foreign media, creators of tourist shows, guidebooks and
journalistic tours
Creating innovative online-based advertising and informational tools for people who
practice various kinds of tourism
Establishing online platform of the region for sharing tourist routes, impressions
(amateur and professional), tourist stories, travelogues
Advertising and profile maintaining of the region in the social networks (Facebook™,
Twiter™, Pinterest™)
Making specialized advertising movies promoting the region (or certain tourist
destinations / landmarks)
Priority 5: Amplifying the competitiveness of companies in the sector of tourism
Measures and activities
Creating strong and competitive tourist industry in the region which has to be
productive for local economics and local community
Establishing economic clusters of companies from Blagoevgrad
Establishing consulting center /centers for technical help for business projects
development
Creating regional guarantee fund for supporting SME in the field of tourism
Support for initiatives and activities distributing the possibilities of SME from the
tourism sector to apply for grant financing on various programs and funds
Developing, applying and accomplishing projects that will help to increase the
competitiveness of SME in the field of tourism
Encouraging the creation and development of innovative culture by business
structure participation
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Priority 6: Establishment and modernization of tourism infrastructure
Measures and activities:
•
Repair and reconstruction of road infrastructure connecting the tourist sites in
the region and the municipalities; Construction / reconstruction of water, energy and
communication infrastructure of the tourist sites;
•
Reconstruction and repair of public buildings of historical and cultural
importance, and improve the surrounding areas;
•
Construction of expo center in Blagoevgrad;
•
Construction of infrastructure and facilities for rafting, hiking, mountaineering
and other sports;
•
Construction of facilities and attractions for visitors;
•
Construction of tourist information centers;
•
Construction / reconstruction of facilities for the development of sports and
sports events (stadiums, tracks, gyms, pools, courts, etc.);
•
Construction / reconstruction of facilities for cultural events (concert halls,
exhibition halls, stages, etc.);
•
Adaptation of tourism infrastructure for the needs of people with disabilities,
building handrails, ramps, etc.;
•
Construction, improvement and maintenance of adequate complementary
infrastructure needed for tourism and the needs of tourists (tourist and cycling trails,
alleys, picnic areas, information boards and signposts on tourism sites and routes,
visitor information centers, playgrounds, parking lots, sidewalks, landscaping, toilets,
lighting, waste bins, etc.);
•
Restoration and renovation of the mountain huts, shelters, safety facilities.
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Sources of information and literature
Website - http://www.bl.government.bg/bg/2010-04-14-07-57-33
Website - http://www.wabd.bg
Website - http://www.riosvbl.org
Website - http://www.pirin-np.com/
Website - http://belasitsa.net
Website - http://www.ncedi.government.bg/national%20strategy_final.htm
Website - http://bg.convdocs.org/docs/index-11108.html
Website - http://www.pd.government.bg/
Website - http://info.union-vuzrazdane.eu/Lists/List2/AllItems.aspx

Environmental Assessment of Regional Development Plan of the Southwest region for the
period 2014 – 2020, Ministry of Regional Development

Eurostat - http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/portal/page/portal/eurostat/home

EU Structural Funds - Single Information Portal

National Regional Development Strategy (NRDS) of the Republic of Bulgaria for the period
2012 – 2022

Education in the Republic of Bulgaria 2012
http://statlib.nsi.bg:8181/FullT/FulltOpen/SO_26_2012_2012.pdf

Bulgarian Spatial Data Infrastructure - http://bsdi.asdebg.org/floods.php?vodosbori=struma&submit=%D0%9F%D0%BE%D0%BA%D0%B0%D0%B6
%D0%B8
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Traveling Seminar "Greeks and Thracians in the valley of Struma", 2012
http://www.nbu.bg/PUBLIC/IMAGES/File/departamenti/sredizemnomorski/Izsledvaniya/dec
emvri2012/Seminar_Amphipolis_Serres_24-25.11.12_zasite.pdf

Georgi Mitrev – “Struma valley in Antiquity”, Tribes and Villages,
http://www.academia.edu/2135936/_._._._The_valley_of_the_Strouma_river_in_the_Antiq
uity
Activity of shelter and accommodation places in february 2012 - NSI

Regional strategy for regional development of the administrative center of Blagoevgrad for
the period 2005-2015

National strategy for sustainable development of tourism in Bulgaria 2009 - 2013 - Council of
ministers of the Republic of Bulgaria, NTA

World competitiveness yearbook 2012, prepared by the Institute for management and
development (IMD)

Handbook of tourist business - MEET

National tourism register - http://www.mi.government.bg/bg/themes-c307.html

Website - http://www.mi.government.bg

World tourism organization unwto - http://www2.unwto.org/

Eurostat - http://appsso.eurostat.ec.europa.eu
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